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Nobel laureate Venki Ramakrishnan
discusses ageing, death in new book

‘Immortality, once a faint hope, has never been more within our grasp’

NEW DELHI, April 2: Nobel Prize-winning
molecular biologist Venki Ramakrishnan’s up-
coming book, “Why We Die: The New Science
of Ageing and the Quest for Immortality”, trans-
forms understanding of why humans age and
die, and whether there’s anything that they can
do about it.

Scheduled to release this week, the book,
published by Hachette India, explains how we are
living through a revolution in biology and giant
strides are being made to extend human life.

“Immortality, once a faint hope, has never
been more within our grasp. Examining recent
scientific breakthroughs, Ramakrishnan shows
how cutting-edge efforts to extend lifespan by
altering our natural biology raise profound
questions,” read the description of the book. In
the last decade, more than 3,00,000 scientific
articles have been published and 700 start-up
companies have invested tens of billions of dol-

lars into anti-ageing research. Many of the
celebrity tech billionaires -- including Elon
Musk, Peter Thiel, Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Jeff
Bezos, and Mark Zuckerberg -- have all ex-
pressed an interest in this area.

Does death serve a necessary biological pur-
pose? How can we increase our chances of liv-

ing long, healthy and fulfilled lives? are some
of the questions that the book seeks to answer.

According to the book, ageing is the accumu-
lation of chemical damage to our molecules and
cells over time. “It starts gradually with small
defects; these lead to medium-sized ones that
manifest as the morbidities of old age, leading
eventually to the system-wide failure that is
death,” it explained. The book has been en-
dorsed by the likes of physician-author Sid-
dhartha Mukherjee and English
actor-broadcaster Stephen Fry.

While Pulitzer Prize-winning Mukherjee
called Ramakrishnan’s writing “honest, lucid
and engaging”, Fry described the book as “riv-
eting and revealing” that takes readers on a
thrilling ride through the science of ageing and
death. “Venki Ramakrishnan, a Nobel laureate
at the very cutting edge of molecular biology
has an extraordinary (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

Red boost for Gaurav, Lurinjyoti
GUWAHATI, April 2: The
CPI(M) on Tuesday said it has ex-
tended unconditional support to
Congress nominee Gaurav Gogoi
and Assam Jatiya Parishad candi-
date Lurinjyoti Gogoi in the Lok
Sabha elections despite absence of
a seat-sharing pact among the par-
ties.

Though the Congress, CPI(M)
and the AJP are part of the 16-party
United Opposition Forum Assam
(UOFA) in the state, they have put
up candidates individually barring
one seat.

In a series of posts on X,
CPI(M)’s Assam unit said they are
extending unconditional support to
the opposition candidates, who are
contesting in the first phase, in
order to defeat the BJP-led al-
liance.

“CPI(M) Assam has decided to
extend its unconditional support to
@lurinjtgogoi and @Gaurav-
GogoiAsm in Dibrugarh and
Jorhat LSC respectively,” it added.

In Lakhimpur Lok Sabha con-
stituency, CPI(M) shall jointly cam-
paign with CPI for their candidate.

“While there is no seat sharing

with @INCIndia till date, we shall
nevertheless campaign for @Gau-
ravGogoiAsm in Jorhat. We how-
ever urge @INCIndia to rethink
their decision regarding Barpeta
LSC,” CPI(M) Assam said.

The Congress nominated its
state Seva Dal chief Deep Bayan

from Barpeta, while the CPI(M)
has named its lone MLA in the
state Assembly Manoranjan Taluk-
dar for the seat.

Another UOFA ally, Trinamool
Congress also decided to contest
from Barpeta and gave ticket to
Abul Kalam Azad.

From the ruling front, BJP’s al-
liance partner Asom Gana Parishad
(AGP) has nominated senior
leader, and sitting Bongaigaon
MLA Phani Bhusan Choudhury to
contest from Barpeta for the gen-
eral elections.

“It is clear from the ground that
the fight is going to be between
AGP-BJP Candidate and @Mano-
Talukdar. Hence, @INCIndia
should withdraw their candidate so
that it is easier for the @_INDI-
AAlliance to win #Barpeta LSC,”
CPI(M) said.

In other constituencies in the
first phase, the Left party will cam-
paign against the ruling alliance
and try to make the strongest anti-
BJP candidate win, it added.

Out of the 14 Lok Sabha seats,
the Congress announced candi-
dates for 13 seats. It has offered
Dibrugarh seat to alliance partner
Assam Jatiya Parishad (AJP).

From the ruling NDA, the BJP
has named 11 candidates, AGP
nominated two and United Peo-
ple’s Party Liberal (UPPL) de-
clared one candidate. (PTI)

Support extended to ensure defeat of BJP-led alliance: CPI (M) 

Criminal cases against 4 candidates
in 1st phase of LS polls  in Assam

GUWAHATI, April 2: Four candidates, in-
cluding Congress nominees Gaurav Gogoi
and Premlal Ganju, in the fray for the first
phase of Assam Lok Sabha polls on April 19
have criminal cases pending against them
though none have been convicted, accord-
ing to affidavits submitted by them at the
time of filing of nomination papers.

Besides Gogoi and Ganju, Sonitpur’s
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) contestant Rishi-
raj Kaundinya and Kaziranga’s Bharatiya
Gana Parishad candidate Sailen Chandra
Malakar also have criminal cases, related to
corruption and cheating respectively, pend-
ing against them.

There are 35 candidates in the fray for the
April 19 first phase polls to five Lok Sabha
constituencies of Lakhimpur, Dibrugarh,
Jorhat, Kaziranga and Sonitpur.

Gogoi, the Congress deputy leader in the
outgoing Lok Sabha and party candidate
from Jorhat seat has a case filed against him

at the Basistha police station in Kamrup
(Metro) district under various sections  of
Prevention of Damage to  Public Property
Act, 1984 during the party’s Bharat Jodo
Nyay Yatra in Guwahati on January 23,
2024. Gogoi has been accused of disobedi-
ence to a legal order of public servant, vio-
lation of permission and obstruction to
government servants while discharging their
legal duties and assault on government ser-
vants during the yatra.

He is yet to receive any summons from
any court or any charges have been framed
against him, his affidavit stated.

Ganju, the Congress candidate from
Sonitpur, has a case registered against him
in the Chief Judicial Magistrate’s Court in
Biswanath under the Negotiable Instruments
Act, 1881 for dishonouring a cheque in 2017.
He has been accused of issuing a cheque of `
9,50,000 to a firm and the said cheque was dis-
honoured (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

RAJKOT, April 2: External Af-
fairs Minister S Jaishankar on Tues-
day expressed optimism about
India’s eventual permanent mem-
bership in the United Nations Secu-
rity Council (UNSC), saying it
is inevitable but empha-
sised the need for
heightened efforts in
this regard.          

Addressing intel-
lectuals in Gu-
jarat’s Rajkot city,
the external affairs
minister stressed that
diligent work is essen-
tial to secure this cov-
eted position.

Acknowledging the current dom-
inance of five nations - China,
France, Russia, the UK, and the US
- as the UN’s original permanent
members, the minister, however,
said the international momentum
was now favouring India’s bid for a

permanent seat. The United Nations
was formed around 80 years ago,
and these five nations decided
among themselves to become per-
manent members of its security

council, Jaishankar said.
He highlighted the histor-
ical context of the

UNSC’s formation,
where five nations se-
cured permanent
membership, under-
scoring the evolving
global landscape with

around 193 countries
today.
“But these five nations

have kept their control, and it
is strange that you have to ask them
to give us their consent for a
change. A few agree, a few others
put forward their position with hon-
esty, while others do something
from behind,” he said. Jaishankar
spoke about (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: In a signif-
icant crackdown on corruption, the
Directorate of Vigilance and Anti-
Corruption (DVAC), Assam, has
apprehended three government of-
ficials involved in bribery schemes,
according to an official statement.
The accused officials were identi-
fied as Rani Borah, Dapendra Nath
Brahma and Naba Krishna Roy.
Borah served as the accountant at
the office of the district agricultural
officer in Assam’s Jorhat district,
while Roy held the position of
block elementary education officer
in Dhubri’s Golakanj and had de-
manded ` 3000 as a bribe.

“A complaint was received at the
Directorate of Vigilance & Anti-
Corruption, Assam, alleging that
Rani Borah, the accountant at the

office of the district agricultural of-
ficer, Jorhat, had demanded 10 per
cent of ` 37,000 as a bribe from the
complainant for processing of trav-
elling allowance,” the statement
read. It further claimed that upon re-
fusal to pay the bribe, the com-
plainant approached the Directorate
to take necessary legal action
against the above-mentioned public
servant.

“Accordingly, a trap was laid
today, on 02/04/2024 by a team
from the Directorate of Vigilance
and Anti-Corruption, Assam, in the
office of the district agricultural of-
ficer, Jorhat. Borah was caught red-
handed in the office immediately
after accepting ̀ 6,000 as part of the
demanded bribe from the com-
plainant,” it added.

Meanwhile, Roy was accused of

conspiring with Dapendra Nath
Brahma, senior assistant of the
same office, who had demanded `
3000 as a bribe from the com-
plainant for updating his service
book. Later, the bribe amount was
reduced to ` 2,500 by the accused
persons.

“Unwilling to pay the bribe, the
complainant approached the Direc-
torate for taking necessary legal ac-
tion against the above-mentioned
public servants. Accordingly, a trap
was laid on Tuesday by a team from
the Directorate of Vigilance and
Anti-Corruption, Assam, in the of-
fice of the block elementary educa-
tion officer, in Dhubri’s Golakganj.
Dapendra Nath Brahma, senior as-
sistant was caught red-handed in the
office immediately after accepting
` 2,000 as (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

Three govt officials arrested
on bribery charges

EAM Jaishankar optimistic about
permanent UNSC seat for India
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World Central Kitchen charity
halts Gaza operations 
12-year-old student opens
fire at a school in Finland
Modi accuses Cong of instigating
people against electoral mandate
Cong will revitalise Railways as
growth engine for India: Kharge 

Himanta backs BJP’s Amarsing
Tisso for Diphu Parliamentary seat

HT Bureau
DIPHU, April 2: Amidst fervent cheers and enthusi-
astic crowds, BJP candidate Amarsing Tisso from the
6-Diphu (ST) Parliamentary Constituency, on Tuesday
filed his nomination papers, signaling the start of what
promises to be a fiercely contested election.

The nomination event was preceded by a public
meeting at the Diphu Government Boys Higher Sec-
ondary School playground, where Assam chief minis-
ter Himanta Biswa Sarma, rallied support for Tisso’s
candidacy.

Addressing the gathered crowd, Sarma highlighted
the multifaceted benefits of the government’s initia-
tives, particularly emphasising the linkage of ration

cards with various welfare schemes.
“The Ration Card is linked with five schemes,” he

announced. “You will get free health benefits, Arun-
odhoi, free gas cylinder under Ujwala, and now a free
insurance scheme for the head of the family. So you
are getting five benefits in one ration card.”

Sarma didn’t shy away from taking shots at political
opponents, particularly targeting the All Party Hills
Leaders Conference (APHLC) and its candidate JI
Kathar.

“APHLC has no government at the centre or state.
APHLC winning means even cows will stop produc-
ing milk,” he asserted. Expressing confidence in Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

It should be tit-for-tat: 
CM on China renaming

Arunachal areas
DIPHU, April 2: Chief Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma on Tuesday urged the Indian government to
adopt a “tit-for-tat” approach in response to China’s
efforts to rename places in Arunachal Pradesh.

Sarma suggested that India should counter by as-
signing its own names for 60 “Tibetan areas of China.”

“My request to government of India is that we
should give 60 geographical names to Tibetan areas
of China,” Sarma told reporters here.

While maintaining that “it should be always tit-for-
tat”, the CM added, “But I don’t want to comment as
it is a policy decision of the government of India. But
if they have named 30, we should name 60.”

China had released a fourth list of 30 new names of
various places in Arunachal Pradesh amid Beijing’s
stepped-up assertions in recent weeks to re-emphasise
its claim over the Indian state.

The Ministry of External Affairs has firmly rejected
the attempts by China to rename places in Arunachal
Pradesh and asserted that assigning “invented names”
will not alter the reality that the state “is, has been, and
will always be” an integral and inalienable part of
India. (PTI)

Prohibitory orders imposed in
Assam’s Cachar ahead of LS polls

SILCHAR, April 2: Prohibitory orders were
clamped in Assam’s Cachar district by the adminis-
tration on Tuesday citing concerns over possible
communal violence and breach of peace ahead of the
general elections.

The order by district magistrate Rohan Kumar Jha
will remain in effect until further orders, an official
statement said. Prohibitory orders under CrPC sec-
tion 144 has been imposed throughout the district in
apprehension of breach of peace, public tranquillity
and safety of the public during the election period,
the statement added. Polling in Cachar district,
which comes under Silchar Lok Sabha constituency,
is scheduled in the second phase on April 26.

According to the order, no person or group will be
allowed to carry weapons like lathi, lance, spears, ‘dao’
or any other articles which can be used as a weapon of
offence. Additionally, the prohibition extends to carry-
ing guns, toy pistols, revolvers, as well as using or
carrying any explosives, fireworks, or materials ca-
pable of producing sound or chemical effects.

Earlier on March 27, the Cachar district adminis-
tration had imposed prohibitory orders ahead of
nomination filing of candidates. These orders in-
cluded restrictions on the number of people and ve-
hicles permitted within a 100-metre radius of the
offices of the returning officer or assistant returning
officer. (PTI)

BIHU PREPARATIONS

Girl weaving Assamese traditional Gamosa ahead of Rongali Bihu at Dhakuakhana on Tuesday. UB photos

SC slams Ramdev
and Balkrishna, calls
apology lip service

NEW DELHI, April 2: The
Supreme Court on Tuesday tore into
Patanjali Ayurved’s defence for put-
ting out misleading advertisements,
rejecting the apology from yoga guru
Ramdev and the firm’s managing di-
rector Acharya Balkrishna as “lip
service” and warning them against
perjury. The bench, headed by Jus-
tice Hima Kohli, also questioned the
Centre’s alleged inaction over Patan-
jali’s tall claims about the efficacy of
its products and denigrating allopa-
thy during the Covid peak and asked
why the government chose to keep
its “eyes shut”.

Both Ramdev and Balkrishna
were present in court in connection
with show cause notices on why con-
tempt proceedings should not be ini-
tiated against them.

The bench, also comprising Jus-
tice Ahsanuddin Amanullah, posted
the matter for hearing on April 10
and said (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

AGARTALA, April 2: The CPI(M) on
Tuesday claimed that tribal-based party Tipra
Motha has caused the “worst-ever damage”
to the democratic movement in Tripura
by fielding candidates in general
seats, which helped the BJP in
the 2023 assembly elections.

The Tipra Motha, which
was not in the government
then, did this in a “secret un-
derstanding” with BJP so that
opposition votes get divided,
CPI(M) state secretary Jitendra
Chowdhury claimed. The Tipra
Motha bagged 13 seats in the 60-
member assembly in last year’s elec-
tion and became the main opposition party in
the northeastern state. It, however, joined the
Manik Saha government last month and two
of its MLAs became ministers.

“We had a suspicion that Tipra Motha chief
had a secret understanding with the BJP be-

fore last year’s assembly elections. That’s
why he fielded candidates in 22 (unreserved)
assembly seats to give an advantage to the

BJP,” Chowdhury said in a rally at
Ambassa in Dhalai district. After

Tipra Motha founder Pradyot
Kishore Debbarma decided to
join the government, it has
become clear that he had an
arrangement with the BJP,
Chowdhury claimed in the
rally organised to mark sub-

mission of nomination by
INDIA bloc nominee Rajendra

Reang, a CPI(M) leader. “Pradyot
Kishore Debbarma has caused worst-

ever damage to the democratic movement in
Tripura by fielding candidates in 22 unre-
served seats in which it has no hope for vic-
tory. He had played with the sentiment of the
people in the name of Greater Tipraland,”
Chowdhury said. (CONTD. ON PAGE-2)

Tipra Motha-BJP tacit 
understanding caused worst damage 

to democracy in Tripura: CPI(M)
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NEW DELHI, April 2: India’s
manufacturing sector growth
climbed to a 16-year high in March
on the back of the strongest in-
crease in output and new orders
since October 2020, amid reports
of buoyant demand conditions, a
monthly survey said on Tuesday.

The seasonally adjusted HSBC
India Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) surged to
a 16-year high of 59.1 in March,
from 56.9 in February, reflecting
stronger growth of new orders,
output and input stocks as well as
renewed job creation.

In Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) parlance, a print above 50
means expansion while a score
below 50 denotes contraction.

“India’s March manufacturing
PMI rose to its highest level since
2008. Manufacturing companies
expanded hiring in response to
strong production and new orders.
On the back of strong demand and
a slight tightening in capacity,
input cost inflation picked up in

March,” Ines Lam, Economist at
HSBC, said. Manufacturing output
rose for the 33rd month running in
March, and to the greatest extent
since October 2020. Growth quick-
ened across the consumer, interme-
diate and investment goods sectors.

Inflows of new work strength-
ened from both domestic and ex-
port markets. New export orders
increased at the fastest pace since
May 2022, the survey said.

Quantities of purchase increased
at the quickest rate since mid-
2023, and one that was among the
strongest in nearly 13 years, as
companies sought to build up
stocks in advance of expected im-
provements in sales.

On the job front, after leaving
payroll numbers broadly un-
changed in the previous two
months, manufacturers in India
took on additional workers in

March. The pace of job creation was
mild, but the best since September
2023, the survey said. On the price
front, despite remaining modest by
historical standards, cost pressures
were at their highest in five
months. Companies reported hav-
ing paid more for cotton, iron, ma-
chinery tools, plastics and steel.

However, customer retention re-
mained a priority for goods pro-
ducers who raised their charges to
the least extent in over a year.

On the outlook for the Indian
manufacturing sector, companies
remained confident on an average,
with 28 per cent forecasting output
growth in the year ahead and 1 per
cent expecting a contraction.

The overall level of sentiment
remained elevated, but slipped to a
four-month low as inflation con-
cerns weighed on confidence. The
HSBC India Manufacturing PMI is
compiled by S&P Global from re-
sponses to questionnaires sent to
purchasing managers in a panel of
around 400 manufacturers. (PTI)

India’s mfg sector growth hits 16-yr high in 
Mar as new orders jump amid buoyant demand
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MUMBAI, April 2: Stock mar-
kets snapped the three-day win-
ning run on Tuesday with
benchmark Sensex falling by 110
points due to profit-taking in select
IT, private bank and auto shares
amid weak trends from the US
markets and foreign fund outflows.

The 30-share BSE Sensex de-
clined by 110.64 points or 0.15 per
cent to settle at 73,903.91 with 16
of its components ending lower
and 14 settling higher. During the
day, the index dropped by 270.78
points or 0.36 per cent to a low of
73,743.77 points.

The broader NSE Nifty closed
lower by 8.70 points or 0.04 per
cent at 22,453.30 despite recovery
at the fag-end. Both Sensex and
Nifty scaled lifetime high levels in
intra-day trade on Monday before
settling around 0.5% higher.

“The domestic market took a
breather today after achieving a
fresh record high yesterday. Fac-
tors such as a rising dollar, increas-
ing US bond yields, and a notable
uptick in crude oil prices collec-
tively dampened investor senti-
ment,” Vinod Nair, Head of
Research, Geojit Financial Serv-
ices said.

Better-than-expected US manu-
facturing data raised worries about
a potential delay in interest rate
cuts by the US Fed, Nair added.

“Nifty snapped its three-day

rally despite a sharp recovery in
the last half an hour. Global stocks
were mixed on Tuesday after Wall
Street fell as surprisingly strong
US manufacturing data created
doubts over how soon the US Fed-
eral Reserve might cut interest
rates,” said Deepak Jasani, Head of
Retail Research, HDFC Securities.

From the Sensex basket, Kotak
Mahindra Bank fell the most by
1.84 per cent. ICICI Bank dropped
1.63 per cent, HCL Technologies
by 1.82 per cent, and Infosys by
0.84 per cent. Tata Consultancy
Services, Wipro, Tech Mahindra
and Larsen & Toubro were the
major laggards.

Mahindra & Mahindra, Nestle,
Tata Motors and IndusInd Bank
were among the gainers.

In the broader market, the BSE

smallcap gauge jumped 1.28 per
cent and the midcap index climbed
1.14 per cent..

Analysts said mid and small-cap
stocks continued their recovery
rally, although concerns about high
valuations lingered. Moreover, in-
vestors are eagerly anticipating
guidance from the upcoming RBI
monetary policy announcement for
insight into near-term market di-
rection. Among the sectoral in-
dices, teck fell by 0.71 per cent, IT
declined 0.54 per cent, telecommu-
nication (0.38 per cent) and
bankex (0.19 per cent).

Consumer Durables climbed
1.82 per cent, services jumped
1.56 per cent, metal (1.21 per
cent), utilities (1.21 per cent) and
commodities (1.17 per cent).

In Asian markets, Shanghai set-

tled lower while Tokyo, Seoul and
Hong Kong ended in the positive
territory. European markets were
trading mostly in the green. Wall
Street ended mostly lower on
Monday. 

Foreign Institutional Investors
(FIIs) offloaded equities worth `
522.30 crore on Monday, accord-
ing to exchange data.

Global oil benchmark Brent
crude climbed 1.61 per cent to
USD 88.83 a barrel.

India’s manufacturing sector
growth climbed to a 16-year high
in March on the back of the
strongest increase in output and
new orders since October 2020,
amid reports of buoyant demand
conditions, a monthly survey said
on Tuesday.

The seasonally adjusted HSBC
India Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) surged to
a 16-year high of 59.1 in March,
from 56.9 in February, reflecting
stronger growth of new orders,
output and input stocks as well as
renewed job creation.

In Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) parlance, a print above 50
means expansion while a score
below 50 denotes contraction. In
its third straight day of gains, Sen-
sex jumped 363.20 points or 0.49
per cent to settle at 74,014.55 while
Nifty climbed 135.10 points or 0.61
per cent to close at 22,462. (PTI)

Stock markets end 3-day winning run as IT,
private bank shares drop on profit-taking

Rupee falls 4 paise
to close at 83.43
against US dollar

MUMBAI, April 2: The rupee on Tuesday
consolidated in a narrow range and settled
4 paise lower at 83.43 against the US dollar,
weighed down by a strong dollar and ele-
vated crude oil prices. 

Forex traders said a weak trend in domes-
tic equities also dented investor sentiments.
At the interbank foreign exchange, the local
unit opened at 83.37, then touched an intraday
high of 83.34 and a low of 83.44 against the
greenback. The rupee finally settled at 83.43,
a fall of 4 paise over its previous close. On
Thursday last week, the rupee depreciated 6
paise to settle at 83.39 against the US dollar.
Forex market was closed on Friday and
Monday on account of ‘Good Friday’ and
the annual account closing of banks, respec-
tively.

“We expect the rupee to trade with a
slight negative bias on strong US dollar and
weak tone in domestic markets. Rising
crude oil prices may also weigh on the do-
mestic currency,” said Anuj Choudhary Re-
search Analyst, Sharekhan by BNP Paribas.

Traders may take cues from Job Open-
ings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS)
and speeches by various US Federal Re-
serve officials. USD/INR spot price is ex-
pected to trade in the range of ` 83.20 to  `
83.60, Choudhary added. (PTI)

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: In a remarkable achieve-
ment, Nes Jorabat, located at 10th Mile, G S
Road, Jorabat, Meghalaya, and a distinguished
Platinum retail outlet dealership of BPCL, has
clinched the coveted title of the highest-selling
outlet within BPCL India for the month of March.
Celebrating its 18th Anniversary, the dealership,
recently revitalized with a grand relaunch, has
swiftly risen to prominence, surpassing all expec-
tations by clinching this prestigious accolade
within its inaugural month of revamped opera-
tions. Spanning across an expansive 2-acre area
meticulously developed by BPCL, Nes Jorabat
stands as a beacon of excellence, offering world-
class facilities and services tailored to cater to the
diverse needs of its esteemed patrons. Mr. Pankaj,
BPCL’s North East State Head, attributes the deal-
ership’s resounding success to a blend of excep-
tional customer service, innovative loyalty
schemes, and the unwavering dedication of its
proficient team. Expressing gratitude to the loyal
clientele whose steadfast support propelled the
outlet to its No. 1 position, Mr. Indranil Banner-
jee, BPCL’s Territory Manager Shillong, lauds the
relentless efforts of the Jain family and their ded-
icated team in achieving this significant mile-
stone.

The celebratory event witnessed the presence
of esteemed BPCL officials, including Debashish

Das, Sr Manager, Faiyaz Alam, State Construc-
tion Engineer, Janmajeet Das, Territory Coordi-
nator, Pankaj Doley, Engineering Officer, and
Asmita Khan, Sales Officer, alongside dealer Mr.
Jain, his family, valued customers, and committed
staff members. 

Jain, the dealer of M/s NES Jorabat, attributes
the dealership’s triumph to its steadfast commit-
ment to ensuring quality and quantity assurance,
delivering world-class services, and pioneering
customer-centric offerings. From expansive park-
ing facilities to complimentary car wash services
and a dedicated coffee shop cum departmental
store, Nes Jorabat sets the standard for premium
customer experiences. With a steadfast pledge to
uphold these elevated standards in the future, Nes
Jorabat reaffirms its dedication to excellence and
unwavering customer satisfaction.

Nes Jorabat Platinum retail outlet claims
top spot nationwide in BPCL sales

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: Seagram’s Royal
Stag recently wrapped up the second edi-
tion of its electrifying musical festival,
Royal Stag BoomBox, with a sensational
finale in Bhubaneswar, Odisha on March
30th, 2024. Embracing the theme of ‘Living
it Large’, the event merged the beloved
tunes of Bollywood with the vibrant beats
of hip-hop, captivating a crowd of nearly
10,000 enthusiastic attendees. 

Transforming the Baramunda Ground
Field into a kaleidoscope of colors and
melodies, Royal Stag BoomBox offered a
plethora of cultural experiences, food
stalls, merchandise outlets, and interactive
engagements, encapsulating the youthful
essence of Bhubaneswar. Local talents,
including bands, dancers, rappers, and
beatboxers, set the stage on fire before
headlining acts took over. 

Reflecting on the event, Badshah ex-
pressed his delight, stating, “It’s been a
stellar association with Royal Stag Boom-
Box once again. The audience in
Bhubaneswar truly knows how to have
fun!” Ikka shared his enthusiasm, saying,
“Royal Stag BoomBox is the perfect plat-
form for exploring new genres of music.
The show in Bhubaneswar was truly
epic.”

Neeti Mohan echoed the sentiment, re-
marking, “After the magical time we had
in Jaipur, I had really been looking for-
ward to performing in Bhubaneswar and
the audience really wowed us!”

Artist Ali Merchant lauded the energy
of Bhubaneswar, stating, “Royal Stag
BoomBox is back with a bang with new
Hip-Hop X Bollywood collabs!
Bhubaneswar truly showed us amazing
energy worthy of a finale!”

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: HCL, a global conglomerate with a
revenue of US $13.1 billion, has announced the commence-
ment of registrations for the fifth edition of HCL Jigsaw -
India’s Biggest Problem-Solving Assessment Platform.

Designed to nurture a community of India’s Top Young
Problem Solvers, HCL Jigsaw invites school students from
Grades 6 to 9 to participate in the competition free of
charge. Interested students and schools can secure their
spot by registering at www.hcljigsaw.com before July 31,
2024. With a total prize purse of Rs. 12 Lakh, this year’s
edition aims to recognize and reward critical thinking abil-
ities through a rigorous evaluation process.

Rajat Chandolia, Associate Vice President and Head of
Brand at HCL, emphasized the initiative’s significance,
stating, “At HCL, we aim to multiply the potential of
young minds by fostering essential 21st-century skills such
as critical thinking and problem-solving. Through HCL
Jigsaw, we provide a platform for evaluating and honing
these skills among school students.”

HCL Jigsaw’s fifth edition
promises free registration
and ` 12 Lakh prize purse

Seagram’s Royal Stag BoomBox ends season
with spectacular finale in Bhubaneswar

Himanta backs BJP’s Amarsing 
leadership, Sarma predicted a third consecutive term for Modi and urged the electorate to support Tisso’s can-
didacy wholeheartedly. Drawing parallels with the previous election, where BJP candidate Horensing Bey se-
cured a massive victory, Sarma set high expectations for Tisso’s performance.

“Like wise Amarsing Tisso should win with more than 3 lakhs,” he declared. Promising continued develop-
ment in both Karbi Anglong and NC Hills districts, Sarma announced substantial funds allocated for infra-
structural development across the hill districts. “The government has sanctioned 20,000 crore for infrastructural
development for the three hill districts Karbi Anglong, West Karbi Anglong, and Dima Hasao,” he disclosed.

In a bid to empower girl students, Sarma also unveiled incentives, stating that girls passing matric exams
would receive ` 10,000, those admitted to higher secondary would get ` 12,500, and university entrants would
be awarded ` 25,000. Echoing Sarma’s sentiments, chief executive member of Karbi Anglong Autonomous
Council (KAAC), Tuliram Ronghang, urged voters to support the BJP for peace and development.

The nomination process concluded with a vibrant roadshow led by Amarsing Tisso, who submitted his nom-
ination papers to the returning officer and district commissioner, Madhumita Bhagawati.

Tisso was accompanied by a cadre of prominent leaders including CEM of KAAC, Ronghang; CEM of NC
Hills Autonomous Council, Debolal Garlosa; CEM of BTC, Promod Boro; deputy speaker of Assam Legislative
Assembly, Dr Numal Momin; minister Nandita Garlosa, and MP Horensing Bey.

Three govt officials
part of the demanded bribe from the complainant in conspiracy with Roy,” the statement claimed. In connection

with this, a case has been registered at the ACB police station against the trio, and necessary legal follow-up action
is underway.

Criminal cases against 4
on account of ‘payment stop’. Charges were framed against Ganju in 2018 but he has not been convicted,

his affidavit said. Sonitpur’s AAP candidate, Kaundinya has seven cases pending against him on allegations of
irregularities and corrupt practices in supply orders in different government offices.

Five cases have been filed against him in Dispur police station and one in Chandmari police station in Kamrup
(Metro) districts while one has been lodged in Tezpur police station in Sonitpur district. Kaundinya has been accused
of irregularities and corruption in three cases related to the Dima Hasao Autonomous Council, two in Mishing Au-
tonomous Council and one each in AMRI Karbi Development Council and Tezpur Revenue Circle office.

No charges have been filed against him in any of the cases. Bharatiya Gana Parishad candidate Sailen Chandra
Malakar, contesting from the Kaziranga Lok Sabha seat, has a case pending against him in Hojai police station
for alleged criminal trespass. Charges have been framed against Malakar but he has not been convicted.  (PTI)

Tipra Motha-BJP tacit 
The concept of ‘Greater Tipraland’ state, which used to be a key demand of the Tipra Motha, has not been spec-

ified, though it is supposed to include parts of several other northeastern states and Bangladesh, besides Tripura.
Chowdhury claimed the BJP would not have secured majority in the assembly had Tipra Motha not fielded can-

didates in unreserved seats. In the February 2023 assembly elections, the BJP won 32 seats while its ally, the In-
digenous People’s Front of Tripura (IPFT), bagged one. The Tipra Motha secured 13 constituencies. The CPI(M)
and Congress had fought the election jointly and won 11 and 3 seats respectively.

“The man (Debbarma), who used to brand the former chief minister Bilab Kumar Deb as a Bangladeshi during
the anti-CAA movement, has now described him as his dearest friend,” the CPI(M) leader said. He appealed to
the electors to vote for INDIA bloc candidates in the election of two Lok Sabha seats - Tripura West and Tripura
East - and by-election to Ramnagar assembly constituency to save the democracy.

While Rajendra Reang is contesting from East Tripura Lok Sabha seat as INDIA Bloc, state Congress president
Asish Kumar Saha has been fielded in Tripura West Lok Sabha seat as INDIA Bloc nominee. Former CPI(M)
MLA Ratan Das is the INDIA bloc candidate in the by-election to the Ramnagar Assembly seat. (PTI)

Nobel laureate Venki 
gift for explaining the science behind ageing and death with clarity, wit and enviably entertaining narrative

flair. A must-read,” said Fry in his praise for the book. Ramakrishnan, 72, who received the 2009 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry for uncovering the structure of the ribosome, runs the Ramakrishnan Lab at the MRC Laboratory
of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, UK. He is also the author of the scientific memoir “Gene Machine”. “Why
We Die”, priced at ` 699, is currently available for pre-order online. (PTI)

EAM Jaishankar optimistic
the collaborative proposals involving India, Japan, Germany, and Egypt which have been submitted to the UN,

signalling progress.
“But now, there is a feeling across the world that this should change, and India should get a permanent seat. I

see this feeling increasing every year,” he said, adding “we will definitely get it. But nothing big is ever achieved
without hard work...we will have to work hard, and this time we will have to work even harder”.

He stressed the importance of mounting pressure, citing recent stalemates over conflicts like the Ukraine war
and Gaza. Jaishankar linked the UN’s perceived weakening to increased opportunities for India’s bid for permanent
membership saying, “...there is a feeling in the world that the UN has weakened.”

“There was a deadlock in the UN on the Ukraine war and no consensus was reached in the UN regarding Gaza.
I think as this feeling increases, our chances of getting a permanent seat will increase,” he added. Earlier in his ad-
dress, the minister highlighted India’s democratic achievements and economic resilience amidst the pandemic. He
underscored India’s potential as a global growth engine. Jaishankar said India has proved in the last 10 years that
democracy can deliver. The world is amazed at India moving towards 7 per cent growth despite the COVID-19
pandemic hampering growth, he said.

Recognising India’s progress in various sectors, he emphasised the nation’s role as a talented and capable con-
tributor to global problem-solving efforts. “The world believes that India as the fastest growing large economy
can become the engine of global growth,” he said, adding technological talent of the country has been recognised
globally. World agencies such as the UN understand India’s achievements in social sectors like access to water,
electricity, roads, health, schooling, etc, the external affairs minister further said.

As India continues its journey towards further economic growth and social development, Jaishankar reiterated
the importance of recognising the country’s potential and the world’s expectations of its significant contributions
on the global stage. 

“We should understand that being the fifth largest economy, on the way to becoming the third largest and with
the biggest population, the world believes us to be talented people and expects us to contribute to resolve chal-
lenges,” he added. Responding to a sensitive case of baby girl Ariha Shah, whose custody situation in Germany
has garnered attention, the minister said “at my level I have raised the issue with my counterpart. Our effort is to
find some solutions”.

Assuring ongoing efforts to address the matter, he expressed dissatisfaction with the current arrangements and
affirmed India’s commitment to ensuring the child’s welfare and cultural upbringing. (PTI)

SC slams Ramdev and Balkrishna, 
Ramdev and Balkrishna have to appear again.
Giving them a last one week opportunity to file affidavits, it took strong note of their “absolute defiance” in not

adhering to the undertaking given before it in the case filed by the Indian Medical Association (IMA).
“You have to abide by undertaking given to court and you have broken every barrier,” the bench said.
Sternly reprimanding Ramdev and his number two Balkrishna, Justice Kohli said the court was taking their apology

with a “sack full of salt”. The bench also warned Patanjali, Ramdev and Balkrishna that it would take note of “perjury”
as certain documents, which were said to be attached with other papers, were created later on.

“This is a clear case of perjury. We are not closing the doors on you but we are telling all that we have noted,” the
bench said. Patanjali Ayurved Ltd assured the top court on November 21 last year that it will not violate any law, es-
pecially those relating to advertising or branding of products manufactured and marketed by it. It also assured the
bench that “no casual statements claiming medicinal efficacy or against any system of medicine will be released to
the media in any form”.

The top court had said Patanjali Ayurved Ltd is “bound down to such assurance”. The non-observance of the spe-
cific undertaking and subsequent media statements irked the bench, which later issued the show cause notices.

On Tuesday, the court strongly disapproved of Balkrishna’s statement that the Drugs and Cosmetics (Magic Reme-
dies) Act is “archaic” and said Patanjali Ayurved’s advertisements were in the “teeth of the Act” and violated with
impunity the undertaking given to the court.

The bench warned Ramdev and Balkrishna to be ready to face the consequences.
“Your apology is not persuading this court really to accept it. We think it is more of a lip service,” Justice Kohli

told the counsel representing the Patanjali Ayurved MD.
Observing that some matters have to be taken to their logical conclusion, the bench said there cannot be “so much

magnanimity”.
“The purpose of contempt is to make a person realise that the majesty of the law is above all,” Justice Kohli said.
Senior advocate Vipin Sanghi, the counsel representing Patanjali, said the firm’s media department was not aware

of the fact that the top court had restrained it from continuing with advertisements or branding of products manufac-
tured and marketed by it which are meant to cure diseases, disorders or conditions specified in the Act.

“Mr Sanghi, once it is a court proceeding and there are specific undertaking given by you to the court, whose duty
is to convey it to entire chain down the line?” Justice Kohli asked.

The bench said the undertaking has to be abided by in letter and spirit.
“That did not happen. Just to say that now you are sorry, we can also say we are sorry and we are not willing to

accept such an explanation… your media department is not a standalone island in your office…,” Justice Kohli said.
Senior advocate Balbir Singh, appearing for Ramdev, said the yoga guru was tendering an unconditional apology

and they will file a better affidavit. Keeping in mind the stature and the social respect of Ramdev and Balkrishna,
there was an onerous responsibility on them to behave responsibly and they owe a better explanation not just to the
public but to the court, Justice Kohli said.

Solicitor General Tushar Mehta, appearing for the Centre, offered his assistance in the contempt proceedings and
said he was willing to sit down with the counsel for the parties to resolve the issue.

“What has happened, should not have happened,” he said.
Justice Kohli said 2020 and 2021 was a critical period for the whole world with Covid at its peak and there was a

recommendation by the Centre’s committee that Ayurvedic products were supplementary to main medicines.
“The contemnors were going to town saying that this is the answer and the cure and there is nothing available in

the modern science which can address it. They were aware of the fact that they have been cautioned not to do that…
You choose to keep your eyes shut,” she said.

Mehta said they will place the relevant material before the court.
On March 19, the apex court directed Ramdev and Balkrishna to appear before it after taking exception to the

company’s failure to respond to the notice issued in the case relating to advertisements of the firm’s products and
their medicinal efficacy. The top court had said it deemed it appropriate to issue Ramdev a show cause notice as ad-
vertisements issued by Patanjali, which were in the teeth of the undertaking given to the court on November 21,
2023, reflect an endorsement by him. (PTI)
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HT Correspondent
NAGAON, April 2: Edgar Faingor, a 47-
year-old Israeli national, intellectual, and
professor at the International Buddhist
College, Thailand, initiated the Vaishnavite
‘Ek Naam Dharma’ founded by Mahapu-
rush Srimanta Sankardeva centuries ago, at
Balisatra in Kaliabor. Edgar’s initiation to
Vaishnavite ‘Ek Naam Dharma’ was cere-
monially carried out by Hiru Prasad Ma-
hanta, satradhikar of Baghargaon Satra,
after renaming Edgar Faingor as Krishna
Charan Bhakat.
Edgar was born in Moscow, Russia, and

has explored many countries across the
globe. He studied almost all religions and
later converted to Buddhism. During the
initiation programme, Edgar Faingor
promised to practice the Shankari arts and
crafts in the next part of his life and also
participated in the Nam-Sangha at Bal-
isatra Satra. The Israeli national Edgar
married from Nepal and also has a son.
Following vast studies of almost all re-

ligions and exploring various disciplines
and countries for over twenty years across
the globe, Edgar Faingor came into contact
with professor, columnist, litterateur, and
noted scholar of Vaishnavite Guru Sri-
manta Sankardeva - Dr Sanjib Borkakoti
and studied Dr Borkakoti’s all English ver-

sions on Mahapurush Srimanta
Sankardeva.
Edgar Faingor recently expressed his

willingness to take initiation to Vaishnavite
Guru Srimanta Sankardeva’s Ek Charan
Naam Dharma to Dr Sanjib Kr Borkakoti,
and Dr Borkakoti ensured his initiation

ceremony at Batadroba Than entertaining
by Satradhikar Debananda Dev Goswami
on Tuesday. But amidst the arrangements,
Satradhikar Goswami suddenly died due to
cardiac arrest, for which the programme of
his initiation to ‘Ek Charan Naam Dharma’
finally shifted to Balisatra in Kaliabor.

Edgar was awarded a satra certificate
during the ceremonial initiation, which
was attended by author, researcher, and
professor Dr Sanjib Kr Borkakoti, Deka
Satriya Monimadhav Mahanta of Balisatra,
and other satradhikars of several satras of
greater Kaliabor areas.

Israeli scholar embraces teachings of Srimanta Sankardeva

HT Correspondent
DEMOW, April 2: The Asomiya
Yuva Mancha (AYM) has ex-
pressed serious concerns about
the condition of Hari Pora Road,
which connects Demow and the
front side of Nitai Road, as both
roads have developed potholes.
Jadab Gogoi, president of
Asomiya Yuva Mancha (AYM),

Central Committee, along with
other activists of AYM and local
residents, protested on Tuesday on
Hari Pora Road. During the
protest, a fishing net was used and
placed in the potholes filled with
water. They shouted slogans
against the PWD Department,
stating that it is unclear whether
the roads are for vehicles or

ponds. Moreover, pedestrians face
serious problems while traveling
on both roads, especially after
heavy showers when the potholes
fill with water. Hari Pora Road is
home to schools, colleges, offices,
and a police station. The protes-
tors demanded that the potholes
on both roads be repaired at the
earliest.

AYM protests deteriorating condition of road

Sub-standard meals served to election workers
HT Correspondent

JAGIROAD, April 2: In view
of the second phase of Lok
Sabha polling on April 26, the
district commissioner, Morigaon,
Devashish Sarma, has declared
the day as a local holiday in all
the assembly constituencies
under the Nagaon Lok Sabha.
The 52nd Jagiroad Assembly
Constituency, 53rd Laharighat,

and 54th Morigaon Assembly
Constituency under Nagaon Lok
Sabha Constituency will be
closed on April 26 under Section
25 of the NI Act. All govern-
ment, semi-government, and pri-
vate offices, businesses, and
commercial establishments in-
cluding banks, tea plantations,
industries, etc., will be closed on
the day.

Local holiday declared 
for Lok Sabha polls

HT Correspondent
JAGIROAD, April 2: The newly
constructed flyover at the railway
crossing on the Jagiroad-Mori-
gaon road has largely alleviated
the traffic problems in Jagiroad,
but some pedestrians and busi-
nessmen have complained that the
beautiful flyover has been given
an ugly appearance by some unso-
cial elements. It is alleged that
there is a lot of garbage on the
sidewalks of the flyover, which is
causing difficulties for pedestrians
to travel on the two sidewalks.
Concerned citizens feel that it is
necessary to take measures to pre-
vent the dropping of garbage and
thereby prevent the spread of dis-
eases. There are also complaints
that the road is causing inconven-
ience to people due to the founda-
tion plate erected amidst the
footpath of the flyover. The resi-
dents hope that the departmental
authorities will take necessary
measures to address these issues
soon.

Garbage accumulation
raises concerns

HT Correspondent
BISWANATH CHARIALI, April 2: A devastating fire broke out at
Dekorai weekly market in Itakhola under Biswanath district, gutting
down a total of six shops on Tuesday afternoon. According to reports, the
fire erupted suddenly and quickly spread to the adjoining huts of the
weekly market, damaging them extensively. Local residents promptly
alerted the fire brigade, and a team of firefighters rushed to the scene.
With the assistance of local people, they managed to prevent the fire from
spreading further and successfully extinguished it. The Itakhola Police also
arrived at the site promptly, and an investigation is currently underway.

Fire ravages weekly market

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: Appre-
hending communal violence and
breach of peace and tranquility, the
District Magistrate Rohan Kumar
Jha has issued an order clamping
Section 144 CrPC throughout the
district in anticipation of breaches
of peace, public tranquility, and
safety during the election period.
This order comes into immedi-

ate effect and states that no person
or group is allowed to carry
weapons such as lathi, lance,
spears, dao, or any other articles
that can be used as weapons of of-
fense. No person is allowed to
carry or use any bombs, crackers,
or any other materials that can pro-
duce sound or any chemical effect.
No person or group of persons is
allowed to carry toy guns, toy pis-
tols, and revolvers. Considering
the urgency of the circumstances,
this order is passed ex-parte. The
order comes into force with imme-
diate effect throughout the district
of Cachar and shall remain valid
until further notice.

Section 144 CrPC 
imposed in Cachar

HT Correspondent
SIVASAGAR, April 2: The war
of words between NDA candidate
Topon Kumar Gogoi and INDIA
candidate Gaurav Gogoi for the
prestigious 14 Jorhat parliamen-
tary seat continues as the D-day of
the poll battle is drawing close.
BJP’s sitting MP Topon Kr Gogoi,
accompanied by Sonari MLA
Dharmeswar Gogoi, addressed
several meetings in Baruah Chali

TE, Haridev Kanu TE, Borguri
Badulipar, Longpatia, Ahukhat
Moran Habi, etc., places under
Sonari LAC of the Charaideo dis-
trict and reiterated his commitment
to work silently but dedicatedly for
the people of Jorhat Lok Sabha as
desired by his party led by chief
minister Himanta Biswa Sarma in
the state and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at the centre for a
developed India. Over 200 minori-

ties and others joined the BJP in
the meeting held in Bhojo, Sima-
liguri Sivasagar and Charaideo dis-
trict. Biswa Bhunta, convener,
Media Cell BJP, while campaign-
ing for Topon Kumar Gogoi on
Monday said that the BJP has done
in 10 years what the Congress
could not do in 70 years. For ex-
ample, he mentioned that the BJP
has declared Sivasagar as an
‘Iconic City’, laid the foundation

stone for the Rs 140 crore Rang-
ghar beautification project,
Sivasagar Medical College,
Charaideo Moidam World Her-
itage Project, strengthened De-
sang, Darika, Dikhow
embankments, upgrading Sibsagar
College into a university, etc.
Meanwhile, addressing the media
in Sivasagar Press Club on Mon-
day, Gaurav Gogoi alleged that the
BJP government has become
overtly autocratic and those who
oppose CAA are being put behind
bars. He alleged that the BJP is
running a syndicate in the tea gar-
dens which is a bigger scam than
the electoral bonds. He said that if
the capitalists turn the gardens into
different industries, the tea garden
labourers will be jobless. Gaurav
Gogoi visited several GPs in
Sivasagar the same day and of-
fered prayers in Amlakhi Deoxal,
a religious pith of the Ahoms in
Bokota. Regarding the Congress
leaders that have deserted the
party, Gaurav Gogoi said that the
party is purged of the corrupt
members now and he is very happy
now.

War of words intensifies 
between Topon and Gaurav HT Correspondent

TEZPUR, April 2: In view of the smooth conduct of
the upcoming general election to Lok Sabha 2024 for
11-Sonitpur HPC, a hands-on training session on
EVM/VVPAT, Form 17A/17C, Form 14-A, and other
relevant issues was organised on Tuesday at the con-
ference hall of the District Commissioner’s Office,
Sonitpur.
The training included a focused presentation on

commissioning of EVMs, EVM management, and

protocol on poll day, as well as live demonstrations of
EVMs and hands-on training for all the officers pres-
ent. It is noteworthy that EVM commissioning for
Sonitpur election district will commence on April 9 at
Darrang College, Tezpur. The training program was
attended by the district development commissioner,
chief executive officer of Zilla Parishad, additional
district commissioners, election officer, circle officers,
assistant commissioners, and other concerned officials
of Sonitpur election district.

Training on EVM commissioning 
& poll day protocols

GUWAHATI, April 2: A roadside
dhaba owner hailing from Punjab
was picked up from Bongaigaon
district on suspicion of being a
Khalistani sympathiser, a police
officer said on Monday.
According to Bongaigaon SP

Mohan Lal Meena, the person kept
a poster of Khalistani idealogue
Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale and
others in his line hotel, located
near Gerukabari outpost on Na-
tional Highway-27.
“There is a photo of Bhindran-

wale. In another photo, a person is
waving a flag similar to that of a
Khalistani one. We are examining
it,” he told PTI.
The person, identified as Gur-

mukh Singh from Tarn Taran dis-
trict of Punjab, also kept a photo of
slain controversial rapper Sidhu
Moose Wala, Meena said.
Police picked him up on Sunday

and are interrogating him at pres-
ent, he added.
“He claimed that some truck

drivers gave him the pictures. He

might be a sympathiser, but we
cannot say it at the moment,” the
SP said.
Singh used to drive trucks be-

fore Covid-19, but opened the
dhaba after the pandemic, he
added.
“We feel that he put up such

kinds of posters in his dhaba to at-
tract more truck drivers, a lot of
whom are from Punjab. Otherwise,
he would not have done such a
foolish thing publicly in front of
his dhaba,” Meena said. (PTI)

Punjabi dhaba owner picked
up for Khalistani poster

HT Correspondent
NAGAON, April 2: Two Independ-
ent candidates filed nomination pa-
pers for the Nagaon parliamentary
constituency on Tuesday here.
Shikha Sharma, a female writer and
litterateur, submitted one nomination
paper for the parliamentary con-
stituency, while another Independent
candidate, Abu Shama, submitted
two nomination papers for the Na-
gaon parliamentary constituency, an
official press note asserted this on
Tuesday afternoon here.

Shikha Sharma &
Abu Shama file
nominations

HT Correspondent
BOKAJAN, April 2: Under the
initiative of Cement Corporation
of India Ltd. (CCI), Bokajan
Community Health Centre
(CHC) received donations in-
cluding an Aqua Guard RO sys-
tem, refrigerator, geyser, and
ECG machines. These contribu-
tions were presented in the pres-
ence of SDMHO Dr Debojit
Deori, Dr NC Dey, executive
member of Asom Jatiyatabadi
Yuva Chatra Parishad Jitu
Phukon, and president of Karbi
Students Association Bokajan
District Committee Raju Engleng.
It is noteworthy that CCI had also
provided a year-long ration to 50
tuberculosis patients in Bokajan
last year.

Bokajan CHC receives
donations from CCI

HT Correspondent
MORIGAON, April 2: The em-
ployees engaged in different cells
for the smooth conduct of the Lok
Sabha 2024 election, scheduled for
April 26 in the district, are dissat-
isfied with the refreshment cells
for serving them sub-standard
meals during lunchtime. The em-
ployees, involved in various elec-
tion-related tasks, have expressed
serious concerns about being
served only ‘puri & sabji’ instead
of rice. It is alleged that the packets

of ‘puri & sabji’ have caused sev-
eral employees to encounter issues
related to freshness, taste, and
overall cleanliness of the food.
These observations cast serious
doubts on the adherence to proper
hygiene standards in the prepara-
tion and handling of the meals. The
employees have urged the authori-
ties to thoroughly investigate this
matter and implement necessary
measures to ensure that the meals
provided meet the expected stan-
dards of quality and hygiene.

Contrasting visions and allegations take center stage in campaign trail

HT Correspondent
BOKAJAN, April 2: The police
in Karbi Anglong intercepted In-
dian Fake Currency Notes (IFCN)
while conducting checks on NH
39 under the jurisdiction of
Khatkhati Police Station in Karbi
Anglong. During their routine in-
spection, they encountered an LP
truck bearing registration number
AS 01 JC 3745 traveling from
Manipur to Guwahati. Upon a
thorough examination, counterfeit
currency notes were discovered
within the driver’s cabin. Conse-
quently, the driver of the truck,
Mahamad Sajid Khan (27), hail-
ing from Manipur, was detained in
connection with the incident. Fur-
ther investigation into the matter
is underway.

Police seize fake
currency notesChildren and young girls in traditional Assamese attire participated in the opening day of the 10-day-long

Bihu dance and dhol (drum) badan workshop organised by East Guwahati Bihu Sanmilan ahead of the
Rongali Bihu festival at AEI Playground in Chandmari, Guwahati, on Tuesday. UB Photos

HT Correspondent
MARGHERITA, April 2: Satra
Mukti Sangram Samity Central
Committee, Tinsukia District Com-
mittee, and Tirap Jagun Regional
Committee jointly held a press con-
ference at Hotel Patkai Inn, Jagun,
on Tuesday against the Tea Board
of India’s unilateral decision to en-
sure that brought leaf tea manufac-
turing industries will not produce
tea from April 1. This decision has
created an undesirable atmosphere
among the small tea growers of
Margherita sub-division as well as
in the state.
According to the Tea Board of

India’s decision, the recommenda-
tion states that 100 percent of the tea
produced by brought leaf factories
can be sold through public auction,
and the tea unable to prepare due to
the use of pesticides has directly
troubled the small tea growers.
At the press conference, the stu-

dent bodies criticised the manage-
ment of the Tea Board of India,
brought leaf factory owners, as well
as the BJP-led government both at
the union and state levels. Rahul
Chetry, the general secretary of
Satra Mukti Sangram Samity Cen-
tral Committee, demanded that all
brought leaf tea factories cancel
their decision not to produce tea at
the earliest, fix the right price for the
tea leaves, and close all pesticides
manufacturing companies as they
have already been banned by the
Tea Board of India.

Tea Board decision
sparks outrage

Movement of
e-vehicles restricted

HT Correspondent
SIVASAGAR, April 2: As a secu-
rity measure on the eve of the elec-
tions to the 18th Lok Sabha,
Sivasagar district commissioner
Aditya Vikram Yadav, through an
order on Monday, banned e-vehi-
cles’ movement at night from 9 pm
to 6 am in the district. Police ad-
ministration in Sivasagar has
stepped up security checks in all
vehicles on NH 37 and at the entry
points to the town, besides the
Assam-Nagaland border areas.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
In heaven, all the interesting people are missing.

- Friedrich Nietzsche

Taliban regime goes back to archaic
practices affecting women’s lives

By: Arun Kumar Shrivastav

Despite assurances of a more lenient rule following their ascent to power, the
Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, which is also known as Taliban (Pashto for
‘“students’“) have intensified restrictions on various aspects of women’s

lives. Women in Afghanistan face a multitude of constraints, including exclusion
from leadership roles, limitations on education and employment opportunities, and
restrictions on travel and access to public spaces, such as bathhouses, gyms, and
parks, without male accompaniment. They have been barred from accessing restau-
rants with garden spaces in Herat province.
In the latest, Mullah Hibatullah Akhundzada, the leader of the Taliban, has report-

edly announced his intentions to impose public floggings and stoning to death as
punishments for adultery in Afghanistan. Akhundzada’s statement, conveyed through
a voice message broadcast on state television, has reignited fears of a regression in
women’s rights, reminding the Taliban’s previous rule from 1996 to 2001.
In his message, Akhundzada was quoted by The Guardian as stating, ‘“We will

flog the women… we will stone them to death in public…you may call it a violation
of women’s rights when we publicly stone or flog them for committing adultery be-
cause they conflict with your democratic principles… (But) I represent Allah, and
you represent Satan.’“
The Taliban leader justified these draconian measures as a continuation of the

group’s resistance against Western influences. ‘“The Taliban’s work did not end with
the takeover of Kabul, it has only just begun,’“ he emphasized, as reported by The
Guardian.
During Taliban’s rule, Afghanistan has emerged as the sole nation globally where

girls are prohibited from attending school beyond the age of 11. Additionally, the
group has instituted a policy characterized as ‘“gender apartheid,’“ effectively ex-
cluding women from the majority of employment opportunities and public spheres.
In a recent report on Afghanistan’s healthcare crisis, UN Human Rights Watch

reveals how women are particularly more affected by the country’s collapsing health-
care system. ‘“Women and girls have been disproportionately affected by the health-
care crisis, particularly because of Taliban abuses. The Taliban’s restrictions on
women’s freedom of movement and employment with humanitarian and other or-
ganizations have gravely impeded women and girls’ access to health services, while
bans on education for women and girls have blocked almost all training of future
female healthcare workers in the country,’“ HRW’s report A Disaster for the Fore-
seeable Future says.
Another report by International Rescue Committee (IRC) on the prevailing

poverty in Pakistan says the dire situation in Afghanistan is disproportionately im-
pacting women and children, who constitute nearly 80% of those in need. This crisis
stems primarily from economic instability compounded by severe limitations im-
posed on women within society. With women-headed households bearing the brunt
of increasing food insecurity, mothers are compelled to send their children to work
in order to afford basic necessities, leading to a concerning rise in child labour rates.
Moreover, the stringent restrictions on women’s employment opportunities are

exacerbating the economic downturn, resulting in an estimated economic loss of up
to $1 billion, equivalent to approximately 5% of Afghanistan’s GDP. To address
these challenges and revitalize the economy, it is imperative that women are em-
powered to participate in the workforce and afforded equal opportunities to con-
tribute to their local economies, thereby safeguarding the future of their nation.
In January 2022, Afghanistan’s Taliban authorities declared a ban on women ac-

cessing hammams, communal bathhouses, in the northern regions of the country.
According to Sardar Mohammad Heydari, an official from a local branch of the
Ministry for the Propagation of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice, women in Balkh
and Herat provinces will be prohibited from using these facilities, as reported by
The Guardian.
Afghans rely on hammams, especially during the winter months, for access to

warm water for bathing. Additionally, many Afghan women use these communal
bathhouses for ritual ablutions mandated by Islamic law.
More recently, the Taliban implemented a ban prohibiting women from visiting

Band-e-Amir National Park, one of Afghanistan’s notable tourist destinations. Mo-
hammad Khaled Hanafi, Afghanistan’s acting minister of virtue and vice, cited
women’s alleged failure to adhere to proper hijab standards during park visits as jus-
tification for the ban, stating, ‘“Going sightseeing is not a must for women.’“ Hanafi
urged security forces and religious leaders to enforce the ban until a resolution was
reached.
The decision has sparked reactions from various quarters, with Sayed Nasrullah

Waezi, head of the Bamiyan Shia Ulema Council, expressing concerns about visitors’
attire, particularly hijab compliance. Established in April 2009, Band-e-Amir Na-
tional Park holds significance as Afghanistan’s inaugural national park and is rec-
ognized by UNESCO for its unique geological formations and natural beauty.
Heather Barr, associate director of women’s rights at Human Rights Watch, crit-

icized the Taliban’s increasingly restrictive measures, noting, ‘“Not content with de-
priving girls and women of education, employment, and free movement, the Taliban
also want to take from them parks and sport and now even nature, as we see from
this latest ban on women visiting Band-e-Amir.’“ She underscored the narrowing
space for women’s autonomy within Afghan society. (IPA Service) 

The recent incarceration of Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejri-
wal has plunged the National Capital Territory (NCT) into a
governance crisis, exacerbating the suffering of its residents.

With administrative processes grinding to a halt and bureaucratic
inertia impeding the directives of AAP ministers, the city finds itself
at a standstill. This stalemate, fueled by political rivalry between
the AAP and BJP, underscores a deeper issue of governance and
democratic principles. The root of this crisis lies in the power strug-
gle between the elected government and the central authorities, par-
ticularly highlighted by the Government of NCT Delhi
(Amendment) Act, 2021. Under this act, bureaucratic control
shifted decisively towards the Lieutenant Governor, undermining
the autonomy of the elected administration. Despite repeated inter-
ventions by the Supreme Court urging cooperation and condemning
bureaucratic obstructionism, the situation persists. A recent instance
of this bureaucratic impasse emerged in the withholding of crucial
funds earmarked for the Delhi Jal Board, impacting essential serv-
ices like water supply. This brazen disregard for administrative ne-
cessities directly affects the lives of Delhi’s residents and
underscores the urgency of resolving the governance deadlock.
The incarceration of chief minister Kejriwal, ostensibly on

charges perceived by many as politically motivated, has further
compounded the crisis. Despite legal clarity affirming his eligibility
to govern from jail, questions loom over the efficacy of such a setup
in ensuring smooth governance. The AAP government must navi-
gate this challenging terrain while upholding its commitment to
serve the people of Delhi. The political ramifications of this crisis
extend beyond mere governance. With the looming specter of im-
pending elections, the BJP’s aggressive stance against the AAP-
Congress alliance underscores the high stakes involved. The arrest
of prominent AAP leaders, including the Chief Minister, under-
scores the lengths to which political adversaries are willing to go
in pursuit of power. In the face of such adversity, the AAP must
chart a new course to safeguard democracy and ensure effective
governance. Relying on a succession plan within the party’s lead-
ership ranks becomes imperative to maintain continuity and re-
silience in the face of mounting challenges. The AAP’s unwavering
commitment to its principles must guide its actions as it confronts
this existential threat to democratic norms.
As the political landscape of Delhi continues to evolve, it is cru-

cial to remain vigilant against any attempts to undermine demo-
cratic institutions. The AAP’s struggle for autonomy and effective
governance resonates far beyond the confines of the National Cap-
ital Territory, serving as a litmus test for the resilience of democratic
principles in the face of authoritarian tendencies. The ongoing gov-
ernance crisis in Delhi underscores the urgent need for a concerted
effort to uphold democratic values and ensure effective governance.
The AAP’s resolve in the face of adversity serves as a beacon of
hope for those committed to preserving the integrity of democratic
institutions. As the nation watches, the fate of Delhi’s governance
hangs in the balance, with far-reaching implications for the future
of Indian democracy. As the political turmoil in Delhi intensifies,
the AAP finds itself at a critical juncture, grappling with unprece-
dented challenges to its authority and legitimacy. With the BJP’s
aggressive posturing and the looming specter of further arrests, the
party must rally its ranks and forge a path forward that prioritizes
the welfare of Delhi’s residents above all else.

NCT faces 
governance crisis

Israel’s refusal to lift restric-tions on the unfettered entry
into Gaza of food, medical

supplies, and other desperately
needed humanitarian goods, has
less to do with a stand-alone
starvation policy and more with
who controls distribution in the
Strip. Both Israel and Hamas see
control of aid distribution as a
building block of who comes out
on top once the guns fall silent.
The struggle for control ex-

plains the latest Israeli assault on
Al-Shifa hospital in Gaza City
and highlights the willingness of
Israel and Hamas to sacrifice in-
nocent Palestinian lives in the
pursuit of their political goals.
The struggle also frames the bat-
tle over the future of the United
Nations Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA), the foremost
humanitarian organisation in
Gaza, with the United States
seemingly backing Israeli efforts
to shut it down and Gulf states
walking a tightrope.
Hamas makes no bones about

Al-Shifa having served as base
for a commander of Gaza’s inter-
nal security force, Brigadier
General, Faiq al-Mabhouh, in
the full knowledge that his pres-
ence risked an Israeli assault. Al-
Mabhouh was killed during the
attack on the hospital. The Israeli
military asserted that Al-Mab-
houh had been “hiding in a com-
pound at the Al-Shifa hospital
from which he operated and ad-
vanced terrorist activity,” while
Hamas claimed he had been in
charge of coordinating aid deliv-
eries to northern Gaza with local
clans, UNRWA and other inter-
national organisations.
Israel said Al-Mabhouh was

among 170 “terrorists” it killed
in hospital and its immediate
surroundings. Israel said it had
captured a further 358 Palestin-
ian fighters. Al Jazeera journalist

Ismail al-Ghoul was among the
captives. He was later released
but said he had been beaten by
Israeli forces. Israel has targeted
other senior police officials since
Al Mabhouh’s killing.
Earlier this week, Israeli

forces struck the home of the po-
lice’s northern Gaza investiga-
tions director, Major Raed
al-Banna, killing him, his wife
and children. Al-Banna, like Al-
Mabhouh, focused on facilitat-
ing the entry into Gaza and
distribution of aid. 
In contrast to Hamas military

and political officials, who func-
tion from the group’s under-
ground tunnels, Al-Mabhouh
operated openly in uniform and
spoke publicly about maintain-
ing law and
order in northern
Gaza. Israel
killed Al-Mab-
houh and Al-
Banna despite a US request that
it stop targeting the police force
that escorts aid trucks on the
Gazan side of the border. US of-
ficials warned that a “total
breakdown of law and order”
was exacerbating the humanitar-
ian crisis in the enclave.
At the heart of the diverging

US and Israeli perceptions of the
police force are lessons learnt
from the 2003 US invasion of
Iraq. The United States came to
regret its decision to ban Saddam
Hussein’s Baath Party and re-
move all senior Baathists from
the government and security
forces. As a result, 
David Satterfield, the Biden

administration’s envoy for hu-
manitarian affairs, conceded that
the Gazan police “certainly in-
clude(s) Hamas elements” but
they “also include individuals
who don’t have a direct affilia-
tion with Hamas who are there
as part of the Palestinian Author-

ity’s remnant presence and secu-
rity.”
It’s a distinction Israel refuses

to make, driven by its determina-
tion to create a compliant post-
war Palestinian Gazan
administration. Israel sees the
Strip’s clan and tribe-based
gangs as the skeleton of a future
subservient Gazan administra-
tion that could replace Hamas
and create an alternative to
Palestine President Mahmoud
Abbas’ internationally-backed
Palestine Authority.
In February, Israeli Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
unveiled a post-war plan, enti-
tled ‘Plan for the day after
Hamas,” that envisioned Israeli
security control and a Palestinian

administration
that “will be
based on profes-
sionals with
managerial ex-

perience. 
These local officials must not

be identified with states or or-
ganizations that support terror
and must not receive salaries
from them.” Israel’s targeting of
the police has forced officers to
venture out in plainclothes and
unarmed, creating an opportu-
nity for unidentified gunmen, be-
lieved to be clansmen, to take
control of aid trucks.
The struggle between Israel,

Hamas, and the clans burst into
the open earlier this month with
reports of the death of Haj Saleh
Ashur, a leader of the powerful
Doghmush clan in northern Gaza
suspected of looting aid con-
voys, and two of his associates.
Israeli sources suggested that
Hamas killed the three men, not-
ing that the clan had clashed
with the Islamist group in the
past. The clan said Ashur died in
an Israeli strike last November.
In a statement after the leaking

of Ashur’s death, several clans
said they would only cooperate
with institutions authorized by
the Palestine Authority’s back-
bone, the Palestine Liberation
Organisation or PLO, which they
described as “the only represen-
tative of the Palestinian people.”
The clans demanded that
“Hamas stops accusing us of
treason and apostasy. Our nation
can no longer bear the foreign
concepts Hamas is trying to dis-
seminate through its toxic
media.”
Israel has recently sought to

reinforce its preference for the
clans by saying it would boycott
UNRWA and bar its aid supplies
from entering northern Gaza, the
hardest hit part of the Strip. In
January, Israel, on the warpath
against UNRWA long before the
Gaza war, charged that 12 of the
organisation’s 13,000 Gaza em-
ployees had participated in
Hamas’ October 7 attack on Is-
rael. Israel has yet to substantiate
the claim, according to UN offi-
cials and officials of donor coun-
tries that initially suspended
funding in response to the Israeli
allegations.
Gulf states, reluctant to be

sucked into Gaza unless there is
a credible pathway to a resolu-
tion of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, walk a tightrope. Rather
than rushing to UNWRA’s aid,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, and Qatar, together
with the United States, the chief
Israel-Hamas ceasefire media-
tors, have offered minimal assis-
tance. 
Earlier this month, Saudi Ara-

bia pledged US$40 million. The
UAE disbursed US$20 million it
had promised UNWRA last year
but hadn’t delivered, while Qatar
said it would donate US$25 mil-
lion for 2024.
At the core of Israel’s cam-

paign against UNRWA is the as-
sertion that the organisation per-
petuates the status as refugees of
millions of Palestinians, most of
whom were born after the 1948
expulsion of Palestinians and
many after Israel’s conquest of
Gaza and the West Bank in the
1967 Middle East war. In effect,
Israel opposes UNRWA because
it contributes to Palestinians’ na-
tional identity.
A recent report on UNWRA

schools in the northern Gazan
city of Beit Hanoun by IM-
PACT-se, a Ramat Gan and Lon-
don-based textbook watchdog,
sought to demonstrate Israeli as-
sertions that UNRWA promotes
hatred and violence. The report
found that the schools’ books
contain anti-Israel incitement,
the systematic erasure of Israel’s
existence, and the glorification
of jihad and martyrdom. 
The report cited a geography

book that features Palestine in-
stead of Israel on maps. Other
textbooks glorified explosive
belts worn by Palestinian fight-
ers battling the Israeli military,
and praised the “image of a burnt
Zionist soldier.”
The IMPACT-se report con-

trasts starkly with a 2018 State
Department-funded report on
UNRWA that found based on a
UNRWA review, an anti-Israeli
bias in only 3.1 per cent of Pales-
tinian textbooks. The US report
noted that UNRWA developed
alternate materials that were re-
jected by Palestinian teachers.
An earlier 2022 Impact-se re-
view of Israeli textbooks re-
ported that they taught peace and
tolerance, the “Palestinian expe-
rience and perspective,” chal-
lenges Israeli Palestinians face in
integrating into Israeli society,
and that they included maps of
Palestinian territories. (IPA
Service)

Aid is at the core of Israel, Palestine
struggle to control post-war Gaza

By: Harihar Swarup

On the day Rahul Gandhi’s
Bharat Jodo Yatra entered
the tribal district of Nan-

durbar on March 12, it was
greeted with much fanfare. The
mood of Congress leaders was
upbeat, as Rahul Gandhi ad-
dressed huge rallies in Nandurbar
and Dondaichain Maharastra.
The jolt, however, came the next
day—former minister Padmakar
Valvi quit the party and joined
the BJP.
Though hardly a heavy weight,

Valvi certainly has some influ-
ence in the tribal belt of Nandur-
bar and DhuleLok Sabha
constituencies. The three--time
legislator can damage the Con-
gress’s chances in the Nandurbar
constituencies for sure.
Once a Congress bastion, Nan-

durbar constituency and its tribal
had a special place in Indira
Gandhi’s heart. Rajiv and Sonia
Gandhi carried forward the spe-
cial bond. The UPA government
chose Nadurbar district for the
launch of its prestigious Aadhaar
card scheme during its tenure. 
The constituency, however,

slipped away from the hands of
the Congress in the Modi wave in
2014. Heena Gavit, a young BJP
leader, has been representing the
constituency since then. The
Congress is keen on wresting it
back.
The party has to play its cards

deftly, though. It has to make
sure that Prakash Ambedkar’s
Vanchit Bahujan Aghadi (VBA)
does not spoil the game. The ef-
forts for an understanding with
the VBA have not yielded any re-
sult as it refused to accept the two
seats offered by the Maha Vikas
Aghadi during the seat sharing
talks.
A tacit understanding with

powerful local leaders like Chan-
dra Kant Raghuvanshi would
work well for the Congress.
Originally a congressman,
Raghuvanshi shifted his loyalty
to the Shiv Sena after the saffron
alliance came to power in Maha-
rashtra in 2014. 
After Shinde rebelled to form

his own government and took

control of Shiv Sena, Raghuvan-
shi shifted camp. He is, however,
not happy there.
The BJP has been winning

Dhule, Nandurbar’s neighbour-
ing constituency, since 2009, and
the margins have been getting
bigger. In 2019, the BJP’s Sub-
hash Bhamre trounced the Con-
gress’s Kunal Patil by 2.29 lakh
votes. While Bhamre will contest
again in 2024, the Congress has
not yet decided its candidate.
Rahul’s first stop in Dhule was

the residence of Rohidas ‘Da-
jisahib’ Patil. A Congress vet-
eran, he was minister many
times. The popular leader has
passed on the mantle to his son
Kunal, who many in Dhule say,
is not as popular as his father.
Rahul met the senior Patil and
made a phone call to Sonia
Gandhi so that she could speak to
him.
Rahul addressed two meetings

in Dhule—one in the city and
other on the outskirts. Both were
well attended. Like he did in
Nandurbar, he announced five
guarantees for women if the Con-
gress came to power. Each of his
announcements was greeted with
thunderous applause from
women.
“The response to Rahul’s yatra

has phenomenal”, said Sachin
Sawant, general secretary, Maha-
rashtra Congress. “People are
coming on their own to listen to
him on. People are tired of this
politics of money and hatred.
Now even the surveys for Maha-
rashtra are saying that this elec-
tion is not a cake walk for the
BJP.
Sharad Power joined Rahul’s

yatra when it entered Nashik dis-
trict at Malegoan. His NCP will
contest Dindori and Nashik, the
two Lok Sabha constituencies in
the district. 
Huge crowds received the

Yatra in Malegoan, a Muslim
majority town of handloom and
power-loom owners. 
The Congress had long been

the first choice of Muslims in the
region. In the last election, how-
ever, Malegaon Assembly seat
was won by Asaduddin Owaisi’s
AIMIM. (IPA Service)

Rahul Gandhi’s Yatra made big 
impact in tribal districts of Maha

After Delhi Chief Minister,
ED sets sights on Kerala
By: P. Sreekumaran

The Enforcement Di-
rectorate, flush from
what it perceives to be

a ‘successful’ campaign
against Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal, has set its
sights now on Kerala. But
the central investigating
agency must know that Ker-
ala is a different cup of tea.
The tactics it has success-
fully used in North Indian
state won’t do in states like
Kerala and Tamil Nadu and
West Bengal.
The latest step the agency

has taken in its campaign
against Kerala is to register
an Enforcement Case Inves-
tigation Report (ECIR) in
connection with an alleged
monthly pay-off controversy
involving the company of
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vi-
jayan’s daughter T. Veena.
The ECIR has been filed by
the Kochi unit of the agency
under the Prevention of
money Laundering Act
(PMLA), 2002.
The action follows a report

by the Income Tax Interim
Settlement Board(ITSIB) in
August 2003 on the ground
that her company, Exalogic
Solutions Private Ltd. had re-
ceived Rs 1.72 crore as
monthly payments from the
Kochi-based Cochin Miner-
als and Rutile Ltd.(CMRL)
although there was no evi-
dence of any services given
in return. The investigation
by the Serious Fraud Investi-
gation Office (SIFO) under
the Ministry of Corporate Af-
fairs into the monthly pay-off
case is underway.
Besides Veena, the role of

CMRL and the Kerala State
Industrial Development Cor-
poration (KSIDC) which
holds 13.4 per cent shares in
CMRL, is also being be in-
vestigated. It may be men-
tioned that the High Court in
Karnataka had, in February,
rejected a petition filed by
Exalogic challenging the ac-
tion of the Ministry of Cor-
porate Affairs (MCA) in
ordering a probe by the SFIO
into the affairs of the com-
pany.
The latest ED move has

come against the backdrop of
the dismal failure of its pre-
vious attempts, at the behest
of the Union Government, to
destabilize the LDF Govern-
ment. Not only did such mis-
adventures come a cropper,
the people gave a befitting
reply to the BJP and the Con-
gress-led United Democratic
Front (UDF)’s campaign

against the LDF Govern-
ment, by returning the
CPI(M)-led LDF back to
power with a bigger majority
in 2021 state assembly elec-
tions. The campaign of
calumny had obviously
failed to have any impact at
all on the voting pattern.
The timing of the latest ED

move against the Chief Min-
ister’s daughter and
CPI(M)central committee
member Thomas Isaac is sig-
nificant coming as it does
just before the Lok Sabha
elections. It is nothing but a
desperate move by a panicky
Modi Government, which is
reeling under the adverse im-
pact the revelations in the
electoral bonds case have
made. 
It is to divert the people’s

attention from the issue that
the arrests of Jharkhand
Chief Minister Hemant
Soren and Delhi CM Arvind
Kejriwal have been made.
The saffron camp obviously
thinks that such moves will
fetch it rich electoral divi-
dends. But it will be lulling
itself into a false sense of
complacency if it thinks so.
If anything, the misadventure
is set to boomerang badly on
the Sangh Parivar and the
Modi Government. The
signs are already there.
Why is the BJP-RSS com-

bine so scared? The reasons
are obvious. The campaign
undertaken by the Left par-
ties against Citizens Amend-
ment Act(CAA) and the
electoral bonds issue are cre-
ating a big impact in the
minds of the people. The left
parties are undoubtedly in an
advantageous position as
they are the only ones who
have not bought the electoral
bonds. And it was the
CPI(M) which moved the
apex court against the elec-
toral bonds and won a
favourable verdict, which
has dealt a devastating blow
to the credibility of the Modi
Government.
That explains the aggres-

sive campaign against the
left parties in particular. And
Veena has been targeted as
she is the daughter of
Pinarayi Vijayan who is
spearheading the campaign
against the Union Govern-
ment and the BJP-RSS duo.
The Kerala CM is using the
CAA issue and the electoral
bonds case with telling effect
in his election rallies which
are attracting massive
crowds to the dismay of the
saffron camp.
Thomas Isaac is being tar-

geted because he has been
successfully resisting the
ED’s attempts to ‘fix’ him in
connection with an investi-
gation into the issue of
masala bonds by the Kerala
Infrastructure Investment
Board (KIIFB) Fund. The
ED is busy issuing summons
after summons to Isaac and
the latter has shrugged them
off repeatedly. The former fi-
nance minister of Kerala had
opposed the ED move by
terming the summons as ille-
gal and arbitrary.
On his part, the Kerala

Chief Minister has come
down heavily on the Union
Government accusing it of
misusing central agencies to
intimidate opposition parties.
He also referred to the arrest
of his Delhi counterpart
Arvind Kejriwal saying that
it could not be considered as
either the first or the last.
Democracy is in danger and
the need of the hour was to
defend it with all our might.
CPI(M) leaders have ex-
tended solid support to the
Kerala CM.
In his strong reaction,

CPI(M) state secretary M V
Govindan said the ED move
was to help the leader of the
opposition in Kerala VD
Satheesan, who has been
seeking action against
Pinarayi. The ED, Govindan
said, is filing cases against
opposition leaders to further
the BJP’s political agenda.
The Union Government had
used ED and other investi-
gating agencies in the last as-
sembly elections, too.
Govindan blasted the Con-
gress’s position on ED raids
against non-BJP leaders. He
said the party reacts only
when ED goes after Con-
gress leaders, he pointed out.
One thing can be predicted

with certainty. Any misad-
venture on the part of ED
against the LDF Government
is bound to boomerang badly
against the saffron camp and
the Union Government. The
growing support for the LDF
in Kerala has clearly un-
nerved the BJP-RSS com-
bine. 
Hence its attempts to

destabilize the Pinarayi gov-
ernment by hook or crook.
But the enlightened people
of Kerala are solidly behind
the LDF Government and the
Chief Minister as they have
realised that he is leading
from the front the battle to
save democracy and see that
the idea of a democratic, sec-
ular and socialist India re-
mains intact. (IPA Service)

DEGREE OF THOUGHT
By: James M Dorsey
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HEALTH

By: Shahnaz Husain

If you are frustrated over highcost of beauty parlours and
dermatologist in treating

skin and hair beauty problems
than all you need to do is to
squeeze out some fresh lemon
juice from your own kitchen and
drink lemon water daily and also
apply it on your skin also. The
sunny yellow fruit will provide
smooth, flawless and radiant
skin by removing dead cells and
act as a natural lightener for hair
and skin by regulating acidity
and eliminating fat. Lemon is
rich in Vitamin B, Vitamin C,
Carbohydrates, magnesium and
Phosphorus that Rejuvenates
skin, absorbs the oiliness, cleans
the skin pores and improves tex-
ture and condition of skin   and
hair.  
Lemon has astringent proper-

ties which help in preventing
sign of premature aging like
wrinkles and fine lines and re-
store skin elasticity to maintain
youthful appearance.
Most of us know that Lemon

is a rich source of Vitamin C and
have taken it at some time or
other.  Added to a glass of cold
water, it can be most refreshing
during hot and humid weather. 
Taken regularly, it is a preven-

tive against colds and actually
strengthens the immune system.
We also add it to salads, snacks
and food, because its tanginess
adds to their flavour. There are a
number of ways that the com-
mon lemon can be used for
beauty too.
Lemon is best taken diluted,

adding it to water. You can start
your day with the juice of a
lemon in a glass of warm water.
This combination helps to keep
the system flushed and aid the
removal of toxins and wastes.
This will also reflect on the skin,
keeping it clear and glowing.
Weight watchers will also find
this beneficial. 
As a cosmetic ingredient,

lemon can be used in various
ways. The only thing to remem-
ber is not to use it undiluted, as
it can be harsh on the skin. On
areas where the skin is thicker,
lemon can be used by itself. For
example, for dark elbows, rub
lemon halves and then wash off
with water. Over a period of
time, it will cleanse the skin and
lighten its colour.  
Lemon can also be used as a

hand lotion. Mix it with rose
water and rub it into the skin of
the hands. For rough hands, rub
granulated sugar and the juice of

a lemon together with the hands,
till the sugar dissolves. Then
rinse off with water. Done regu-
larly, it will help to improve the
skin texture.
Oily skins can really benefit

from a lemon treatment. Dilute
the juice of half a lemon in a
glass of water and use this to
wash your face. If it seems harsh
for your skin, add more water.
Gently blot the face with tissue
or a clean towel, instead of wip-
ing it. 
Lemon not only helps to re-

store the normal acid-alkaline
balance, but also reduces surface
oil. This treatment can be bene-
ficial during summer, when the
skin tends to seem oilier. Some
people have sensitive skins. So,
if your skin burns or itches with
the application of lemon-water,
you should not use it.
Honey mixed with lemon

juice can be applied on the face
daily. While honey moisturizes
the skin, lemon juice restores the
normal balance and lightens skin
colour over a period of time of
regular use. 
For oily skin use one part of

honey with two parts lemon
juice. For normal and dry skin,
use honey and lemon juice in
equal quantities.
Lemon can also be used as a

hair rinse. You can add lemon
juice to a mug of water and use
it as a last rinse, after your
shampoo. You can even add it to
“tea water”. 
Boil used tea leaves in enough

water and cool the liquid. Add
the juice of one lemon and use it
as a last rinse. This helps to add
shine to the hair.
Due to its many beneficial

properties, lemon has been used
as an ingredient to formulate
creams and lotions for skin care.
It has been used, along with aloe
vera to formulate cleansing gels,
helping to get rid of dirt and pol-
lutants, without disturbing the
normal acid-alkaline balance. 
A lemon-turmeric cream has

been used as a pre-bath cream
and also a soap substitute, for
people with dry, dehydrated and
sensitive skins. Lemon is a pow-
erful natural cleanser.
When nature has provided us

with ideal cosmetic ingredients,
why should we use chemicals
and synthetic substances? In
fact, the human body responds
well to natural substances, while
it has an in-built resistance to
synthetic ones. (The author is
international fame beauty ex-
pert and is called herbal queen
of India)

Beauty benefits of lemon

Which foods to eat and avoid during pregnancy
By: Tim Newman

For a healthy pregnancy, a person’s diet should include
a balance of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. How-
ever, some foods and drinks, such as alcohol and some

cheeses, can have a detrimental effect on a pregnant per-
son’s health and the eventual health of their baby.
Rules and strategies
Medical professionals recommend having a balanced diet

rich in nutrient-dense foods, including various animal and
plant-based proteins, fruits, grains, and vegetables during
pregnancy.
They recommend prioritizing the following foods:
Fruit and vegetables
Currently, around 90% of the United States population

does not get the daily recommended intake of vegetables.
To follow the national guidelines, aim for around 2 .5 cups
of vegetables and 2 cups of fruit per day.
A person can hit these targets by consuming a variety of

fresh, frozen, or canned produce and 100% fruit juices.
However, if possible, opt for whole, fresh or frozen fruit
rather than juice.
Complex carbohydrates
Complex carbohydrates include starchy vegetables such

as sweet potatoes and butternut squash, whole grains such
as farro and buckwheat, and legumes, such as beans or
chickpeas.
Opt for these rather than refined carbohydrates, which are

in white breads, pastas, and rice whenever possible.
Also, pregnant people with high blood sugar may need to

monitor their carbohydrate intake carefully. A person’s med-
ical team, including their obstetrician-gynecologist and a
registered dietitian, can help develop an optimal carbohy-
drate target for each person.
Complex carbohydrates provide energy and are a good

source of fiber, which is important during pregnancy.
Protein
Pregnancy is a period of rapid growth and development.

As a result, getting the optimal amount of protein is criti-
cal.
During pregnancy, it is important to focus on a range of

protein sources as part of a balanced diet.
The following are good plant-based sources of protein:
• plant-based protein powders, such as pea protein pow-

ders
• tofu and soy products
• beans, lentils, legumes, nuts, seeds, and nut butters
Animal-based protein, from chicken, fish, beef, or eggs,

for example, can also be a part of a healthy pregnancy diet,
and these contain all essential amino acids.
Fats
Fats are an integral part of any healthy diet and play a key

role during pregnancy. However, the types of fat are impor-
tant. For example, getting omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty
acids is critical during pregnancy.
Additionally, high intakes of saturated fat can increase the

risk of pregnancy complications.
A person can safely consume some saturated fats during

pregnancy, but for optimal health, they should have unsat-
urated fats more often.
Learn about the differences between saturated and unsat-

urated fats.
Examples of foods rich in polyunsaturated fats include:
• fatty fish, such as salmon, herring, and trout

• flaxseeds and sunflower seeds
• walnuts
Fiber
Whole grain foods such as oats, brown rice, beans and

lentils, fruit, and vegetables are rich in fiber. These foods
contribute to overall gut health and can help people feel
fuller for longer.
Having a diet high in fiber can also reduce the risk of de-

veloping complications associated with pregnancy, such as
hemorrhoids and constipation.
Nutrient needs during pregnancy
A person needs more water- and fat-soluble vitamins dur-

ing pregnancy and lactation. This includes folate, choline,
and vitamins B12, A, and D, among others.
Doctors typically advise people to take prenatal supple-

ments before, during, and after pregnancy in order to main-
tain healthy nutrient levels and support their bodies through
postnatal recovery.
Iron and pregnancy
Iron makes up a significant part of hemoglobin. Hemo-

globin is the oxygen-carrying pigment and main protein in
red blood cells.
During pregnancy, the amount of blood in the body in-

creases by almost 50%Trusted Source. To make the addi-
tional hemoglobin in this blood, the body needs more iron.
If iron stores are inadequate, a pregnant person may de-

velop anemia. This increases the risk of:
• tiredness, irritability, and depression
• preterm delivery
• a low weight for the baby
• stillbirth
Also, if anemia develops later in the pregnancy, there is a

higher risk of the person losing blood when they give birth.
The following foods are rich sources of iron:
• lean meats
• poultry
• salmon
• legumes
• dark green vegetables
Foods to avoid
To help prevent illnesses and other complications during

a pregnancy, avoid:
• Seafood that contains mercury: Avoid shark, sword-

fish, and marlin, or keep the intake to an absolute minimum.
• Uncooked or partially cooked meats: Opt for thor-

oughly cooked meats.
• Uncooked shellfish: This is due to a risk of bacterial or

viral contamination, which can cause food poisoning.
• Raw eggs: Avoid these and any foods that contain them.
• Soft, mold-ripened cheese: Cheeses such as brie and

camembert carry a risk of Listeria contamination. Listeria
is a group of bacteria that can cause potentially fatal infec-
tions in pregnant people and their babies.
Should pregnant people completely stop drinking al-
cohol?
There is no known safe amount of alcohol during preg-

nancy. It is safest to drink none at all.
Alcohol in the blood passes to the fetus via the umbilical

cord, and too much exposure to alcohol can seriously un-
dermine fetal development.
Also, there is a risk that the baby will develop a fetal al-

cohol spectrum disorder. This can result in vision or hearing
problems, issues with attention, and low body weight,
among other complications.

Should pregnant people avoid caffeine?
Consuming too much caffeine during pregnancy is asso-

ciated with an increased risk of miscarriage, fetal develop-
ment issues, and a low birth weight.
A caffeine intake as low as 100–200 milligrams (mg) per

day could have a negative effect on fetal development. The
underlying reasons for this remain unclear.
Many foods and drinks other than coffee contain caffiene.

Examples include some sodas, energy drinks, chocolate, and
teas. Some cold and flu remedies also contain caffeine. A
doctor, nurse, or pharmacist can provide more guidance
about which medicines are safe.
Weight gain
Gaining the right amount of weight during pregnancy is

important for the baby’s health. The best amount depends
on a person’s body mass index (BMI). We give more infor-
mation below.
However, these are only recommendations. A doctor can

provide specific targets for each person based on their
health.
BMI of less than 18.5     28–40 pounds (lb)     50–62 lb
BMI of 18.5-24.9 25–35 lb 37–54 lb
BMI of 25-29.9 15–25 lb 31–50 lb
BMI of more than 30 11–20 lb 25–42 lb
Supplements
A person needs more of almost all the water- and fat-sol-

uble nutrients during pregnancy. As a result, medical pro-
fessionals recommend taking prenatal supplements before,
during, and after a pregnancy to support health and recov-
ery.
A well-rounded prenatal supplement contains all the nec-

essary nutrients. These include, but are not limited to:
• folate
• choline
• vitamin B12
• iron
• vitamin D
• vitamin A
• magnesium
Iron
A pregnant person should be consuming 27 mg of iron

per day. Most people can get enough from a healthy diet.
However, supplements can help.
Folate
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a

person should consume 400 mcg (micrograms) of folic acid
per day up to the 12th week of pregnancy.
Vitamin D
Studies estimate that 18–84%Trusted Source of pregnant

people worldwide have a vitamin D deficiency.
Current guidelines state that a person requires 15 mcg, or

600 international units (IU), of vitamin D daily during preg-
nancy. However, some health professionals believe this tar-
get to be too low.
Some researchers have found that pregnant people need

closer to 4,000 IU per day in order to maintain optimal vi-
tamin D levels. People who are breast- or chestfeeding need
around 6,400 IU per day.
Zinc
Taking zinc supplements during pregnancy may slightly

reduce the risk of preterm birth. Getting 11–12 mcg per day
may be enough.
Choline
Choline is important for the health of the pregnant person

and their baby. Studies show that most pregnant women in
the U.S. do not get the recommended 450 mg of choline per
day. Many prenatal vitamins do not contain it, so getting
enough from the diet, such as from eggs and shitake mush-
rooms, is crucial.
Vitamin A
Vitamin A, or retinol, is essential for health during preg-

nancy, but too much can be harfmul. During pregnancy, a
person should consume 750–770 mcg of retinol or retinol
activity equivalents (RAE).
Vitamin A occurs in various forms. RAE measures the rel-

ative amount of the vitamin in these various forms.
One RAE is typically equivalent to:
• 1 mcg of retinol
• 12 mcg of beta carotene from food
• 2 mcg of beta carotene from supplements
• 3.33 IU of vitamin A
Omega-3s
Omega-3s are critical for natal development and a per-

son’s overall health during pregnancy.
Increasing the intake of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty

acids during pregnancy may reduce the incidence of preterm
birth. A person can do this through their diet or through sup-
plements.
Summary
Pregnancy increases the physical demands on the body.

A person can tailor their diet to meet these demands and
support fetal development.
A pregnancy nutrition plan should include:
• the optimal protein intake, from plant and animal

sources, such as fish, chicken, eggs, and lentils
• fiber-rich carbohydrates, from sources such as oats,

sweet potatoes, and fruit
• healthy fats, from sources such as avocados, nuts, seeds,

olive oil, and yogurt
In addition, a prenatal supplement can help provide the

necessary nutrients for pregnancy, breast- or chestfeeding,
and postnatal recovery.
Healthcare professionals recommend limiting or com-

pletely avoiding caffeine, alcohol, and undercooked meat
and eggs during pregnancy.
Also, a person’s religious and ethical beliefs may shape

what they eat during pregnancy. It is always a good idea to
consult a doctor when planning a pregnancy diet. (Courtesy:
Medical News Today)

A British woman fused Hindustani and Western music
in the 18th century – with the help of courtesans

By: Malini Nair

Periwigged and powdered
in the prescribed Geor-
gian fashion, Sophia

Plowden is an unlikely figure
in the story of 18th-century
Hindustani music. She was an
amateur harpsichordist, the
wife of an East India Company
sahib and the mother of 10. But
with the aid of her collabora-
tors, the star courtesans of Luc-
know and Varanasi, she turned
into one of the earliest evangel-
ists for Indo-Western fusion
music.
It was an unusual partner-

ship, defying both political and
social inequities, but one that
yielded a popular mishmash of
genres – the Hindustani air. Al-
ternately referred to as Indoost-
anie, Indaustanie, Hindoostani
and Hindu air, these were short
musical compositions re-
worked in the western idiom as
instrumental or sung pieces in
English.
Taranas, Punjabi tappas, Per-

sian or Urdu ghazals, small
bandishes in Hindi dialects,
raginis, small set gats for sitar,
anything with a repetitive tune
and regular meter became a
part of the experiment. Khay-
als and dhrupads, with their
meandering patterns, were
however spared.
“Have you ever met with an

Indostani Song the Chorus of
which is ‘Tazzy bat Tazzy No
bat No’?” Plowden asked her
friend Margaret Fowke in
1785. “It is a very common one
but if you could get the words
and music for me I shall be
much indebted – all the Notch
Girls know it.” The Persian
kalam of Hafiz, with its infec-
tious refrain meaning forever
fresh and new, was all the rage
in the courtesan circuits of Cal-
cutta of the 1780s.
Plowden’s work in collect-

ing, transcribing and perform-
ing these Hindustani airs has
been the centrepiece of re-
search by music historians
such as Ian Woodfield and
Katherine Schofield. And now
she stars in City Symphonies,
a new documentary by film-
maker Subha Das Mollick on
the music of 18th-century Cal-
cutta, the city where the first
collection of 30 airs was first
published in 1789 by Irish mu-

sician William Bird – The Ori-
ental Miscellany: Being a col-
lection of the most favourite
airs of Hindoostan, compiled
and adapted for the Harpsi-
chord.
“I wanted to tell the story of

a genre that took birth in
Kolkata, and was performed
and published first here as
well,” said Mollick, whose last
film Calcutta Sonata was about
how the piano became integral
to Kolkata’s cultural land-
scape. “The city has forgotten
its place in this musical history,
and I wanted to remind it of
this phase of colonisation –
when the Bengalis were se-
questered in Black Town even
as the British experimented in
White Town with Indian music
from the north.”
City Symphonies opens with

sahibs, memsahibs and fami-
lies waiting to board their ships
to Calcutta. By that time, the
East Indian Company had en-
trenched itself well and truly as
a military and economic
power, and Calcutta, with its
promise of burgeoning impe-
rial opportunities, was a tempt-
ing destination.
The film, evocatively ani-

mated by Sudipto Shankar
Roy, features musical inter-
ludes by Schofield and harpsi-
chordist Jane Chapman and an
array of talented Bengali musi-
cians such as popular singer-
pianist duo
Sourendra-Soumyajit. Given
the jumble of historical scenar-
ios, there is a sutradhar in the
film, the actor Shivnath
Mukherjee, who pieces to-
gether the story across genres

and timelines.
City Symphonies draws pri-

marily from Schofield’s 2018
work titled Sophia Plowden,
Khanum Jan and Hindustani
Airs, a blogpost accompanied
by a podcast. In the project,
Schofield and Chapman at-
tempted to trace the origins of
Plowden’s song collection,
which is currently housed at
the Fitzwilliam Museum in
Cambridge.
To understand Plowden’s

contributions and the vivacious
music scene in the colonial
pockets of northern and eastern
India, it is important to go back
to what the film describes as
the Calcutta where there were
phaetons on the streets and a
harpsichord in most homes of
White Town.
Musical cultures
By the time Plowden arrived

with her husband in 1777, the
Battle of Plassey had given the
East India Company a consid-
erable inroad into Bengal.
Using animation and music,

Mollick recreates the journey
of families of traders and offi-
cers across choppy oceans,
large harpsichords in tow.
Schofield estimates that with
every ship sailing for Calcutta
came five to six “lyres of the
empire”. The large, unwieldy
predecessor of the piano was at
the time the most popular do-
mestic keyboard instrument in
Europe.
Ian Woodfield, in English

Musicians In the Age of Explo-
ration, points out that the ex-
plorers and settlers of 16th and
17th century “remained aloof
from the musical cultures of

the new lands”. So, the Hin-
dustani airs were among the
first signs that this insularity
would thaw.
What led to the shift in atti-

tudes? Other than the musical
curiosity of Plowden and
Fowke memsahibs aroused at
the nautch parties hosted by
eager-to-please Indian nobility,
there were some political fac-
tors too. The East India Com-
pany had expanded into central
and northern provinces, open-
ing up new cultural experi-
ences, explains Woodfield in
his paper Hindoostanie Air,
English Attempt to Understand
Indian Musicbook.
With the death of Mo-

hammed Shah in 1748, the
Mughal empire was in dol-
drums, and musicians were
moving to the more welcoming
and lucrative assignments at
the Awadh court. Lucknow was
fast becoming the cultural cap-
ital of the north. “There were
further influxes from Kashmir
and from the Afghan inhabi-
tants of Rohilkhand,” says
Woodfield. “As a direct result
of their having set up inland
residencies in Oudh, the Eng-
lish were thus introduced to a
wide range of northern musical
forms.”
In Lucknow, one of her hus-

band’s postings, Plowden came
upon the songs of the scintillat-
ing courtesan from Kashmir,
Khanum Jan. Full of love and
longing, delivered through lan-
guishing glances and the per-
vasive air of seduction, they
were irresistible. What if these
songs, even though they lacked
the harmony so essential to

western music, were adapted to
western music?
It was challenging work.

“Women organized the collec-
tion of songs, hired the musi-
cians and linguists to make the
transcriptions and arrange-
ments, and performed the airs
at concert,” Woodfield points
out.
Using her musical skills, and

help from munshis for transla-
tion, Plowden started transcrib-
ing these songs using
harmonised arrangements.
They went into Plowden’s
tunebook but along with these,
she also commissioned a folio
of loose leaves, with text in
Urdu and Persian, and beauti-
fully illustrated with the im-
ages of musicians.
It was while she was study-

ing these illustrated leaves –
earlier mistaken for miniature
paintings – that Schofield
found something interesting:
the text in them were the lyrics
of the airs Plowden collected.
This allowed her and Chapman
to try and recreate how the
songs must have sounded in
the voices of tawaifs such as
Khanum Jan and Chanam.
Plowden’s airs were infor-

mally collected but many of
them appeared in Bird’s Orien-
tal Miscellany a few years
later. Print was still something
of a male prerogative, and
women’s work was still not
considered worthy enough of
precious resources.
It is rarely acknowledged,

but in a way, Plowden and
Fowke opened up doors for
western interrogation of Indian
music systems in the following
decades. In 1799 William
Jones’s landmark work, On the
Musical Modes of the Hindus,
was published. Intriguingly
enough, says Mollick, the Ben-
gali population of Calcutta had
no voice in the musical exper-
imentation. “There was so
much happening musically in
the Black Town, by way of
classical music, folk, devo-
tional,” she said. “Bengal was
developing its own form of
tappa for instance. But all this
music did not fall under the
radar of the memsahibs who
were song hunting.” Clearly,
racial integration could only go
so far and no further. (Cour-
tesy: Scroll.in)
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DEIR AL-BALAH (GAZA
STRIP), April 2: An apparent Is-
raeli airstrike killed six interna-
tional aid workers with the World
Central Kitchen and their Pales-
tinian driver, the charity said on
Tuesday, in a potentially major
setback to efforts to deliver aid by
sea to Gaza, where Israel's offen-
sive against Hamas has pushed
hundreds of thousands of Pales-
tinians to the brink of starvation.

The food charity, founded by
celebrity chef Jose Andres, said it
was immediately suspending op-
erations in the region.

The source of fire late Monday
could not be independently con-
firmed. The Israeli military ex-
pressed “sincere sorrow” over the
deaths while stopping short of ac-
cepting responsibility.

Rear Adm. Daniel Hagari, the
top military spokesman, said that
officials are reviewing the inci-
dent at the highest levels. He says
an independent investigation will
be launched that “will help us re-
duce the risk of such an event
from occurring again.”

Footage showed the bodies,
several wearing protective gear
with the charity's logo, at a hospi-
tal in the central Gaza town of
Deir al-Balah. Those killed in-
clude three British nationals, an
Australian, a Polish national and
an American-Canadian dual citi-
zen, according to hospital records.

The charity said the team was

travelling in a three-car convoy
that included two armoured vehi-
cles.

“Despite coordinating move-
ments with the (Israeli army), the
convoy was hit as it was leaving
the Deir al-Balah warehouse,
where the team had unloaded
more than 100 tons of humanitar-
ian food aid brought to Gaza on
the maritime route.”

Erin Gore, the CEO of the char-
ity, said "this is not only an attack
against WCK, this is an attack on
humanitarian organizations show-
ing up in the most dire of situa-
tions where food is being used as
a weapon of war. This is unforgiv-
able.”

Three aid ships from the
Mediterranean island nation of
Cyprus arrived earlier Monday
carrying some 400 tons of food
and supplies organized by the
charity and the United Arab Emi-
rates, the group's second shipment

after a pilot run last month. The
Israeli military was involved in
coordinating both deliveries.

The U.S., which has provided
key military and diplomatic sup-
port for Israel's offensive, has
touted the sea route as a new way
to deliver desperately needed aid
to northern Gaza and plans to
build its own floating dock, with
construction expected to take sev-
eral weeks.

The U.N. has said much of the
population is on the brink of star-
vation, largely cut off from the
rest of the territory by Israeli
forces. Israel has barred UNRWA,
the main U.N. agency in Gaza,
from making deliveries to the
north, and other aid groups say
sending truck convoys north has
been too dangerous because of the
military's failure to ensure safe
passage.

The UNRWA said in its latest
report that 173 of its workers have

been killed in Gaza. The figure
does not include workers for other
aid organizations.

The bodies of the aid workers
have been taken to a hospital in
the southern city of Rafah on the
Egyptian border, according to an
Associated Press reporter at the
hospital. 

The foreigners' bodies will be
evacuated out of Gaza and the
Palestinian driver's body will be
handed to his family in Rafah for
burial.

Australian Prime Minister An-
thony Albanese confirmed that
Zomi Frankcom, 44, of Mel-
bourne, was among those killed
and said his government has re-
quested an explanation from Is-
rael.

“This is someone who was vol-
unteering overseas to provide aid
through this charity for people
who are suffering tremendous
deprivation in Gaza. And this is
just completely unacceptable,”
Albanese told reporters.

“We want full accountability
for this because this is a tragedy
that should never have occurred."

Poland's Foreign Ministry
posted “sincerest words of sympa-
thy” to the family of a volunteer
who had offered assistance to
Palestinians in the Gaza Strip,
without saying how he was killed.
The Foreign Ministry said it is re-
questing an explanation from Is-
rael.

Britain's Foreign Office said it
was aware of reports of the death
of a British national in Gaza and
was "urgently seeking further in-
formation.”

The war began when Hamas-
led militants stormed into south-
ern Israel on Oct. 7, killing some
1,200 people and abducting
around 250 hostages. Israel re-
sponded with one of the deadliest
and most destructive offensives in
recent history.

At least 32,845 Palestinians
have been killed, around two-
thirds of them women and chil-
dren, according to Gaza's Health
Ministry, which does not distin-
guish between civilians and com-
batants in its count. Israel blames
the civilian toll on Palestinian
militants because they fight in
dense residential areas.

Aid groups have repeatedly
called for a humanitarian cease-
fire, saying it's the only way to
reach people in need. The United
States, Qatar and Egypt have
spent months trying to broker an-
other cease-fire and hostage re-
lease but the indirect talks
between Israel and Hamas remain
bogged down.

Hamas is believed to be holding
some 100 hostages and the re-
mains of 30 others after freeing
most of the rest during a cease-
fire in November in exchange for
the release of Palestinians impris-
oned by Israel. (AP)

World Central Kitchen charity halts Gaza operations
after apparent Israeli strike kills 7 workers

Senegal prepares to swear in former opposition figure,
recently freed from prison, as new president

COLOMBO, April 2: Sri
Lanka's Cabinet has not dis-
cussed the Katchatheevu
issue so far as it was never
raised, a government
spokesman said here on
Tuesday, after India's ruling
BJP blamed the Congress
Party for ceding the tiny is-
land to Colombo in 1974.

“The Cabinet did not dis-
cuss it as it was never
raised," Bandula Gunawar-
dena, the Cabinet
spokesman and minister of
information told reporters
here today.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday cited a
media report to assert that
new facts reveal that the

Congress Party “callously”
gave away Katchatheevu is-
land to Sri Lanka.

External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar also slammed
the Congress Party and rul-
ing Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK) over the
Katchchatheevu island
issue.On Monday, Jais-
hankar claimed that prime
ministers from the Congress
displayed indifference about
Katchatheevu island as if
they did not care and gave
away Indian fishermen's
rights despite legal views to
the contrary.

Citing details of the
agreements between India
and Sri Lanka first in 1974

and then in 1976, he said a
recurring theme is the indif-
ference shown by the central
government and prime min-
isters of the day about the
territory of India.

Meanwhile, senior Con-
gress leader P Chidambaram
has said that Katchatheevu
was ceded to Sri Lanka to
maintain good relations and
to save the lives of lakhs of
Tamils.

Chidambaram, a former
Union Home Minister, won-
dered why the Prime Minis-
ter was raking up an issue
that was settled in 1974.

That year, the Indira
Gandhi government, to
maintain good relations with

Sri Lanka and to help lakhs
and lakhs of Tamils there,
negotiated with the island
nation's government.

Following negotiations, a
settlement was made on
Katchatheevu, a very small
island of about 1.9 sq km,
and India acknowledged
Katchatheevu as belonging
to Sri Lanka, he said.

In return, six lakh Tamils
were allowed to come to
India. "They have come
here, their families are here,
they have got full freedom,
they are breathing free air.
Their children and grand-
children are here. The issue
was closed 50 years ago,"
Chidambaram said. (PTI)

Sri Lankan Cabinet did not discuss 
Katchatheevu issue: Cabinet spokesman

DAKAR, April 2: Senegal prepared to inau-
gurate Bassirou Diomaye Faye as its new pres-
ident on Tuesday, completing the previously
little-known opposition figure’s dramatic as-
cent from prison to the palace in recent weeks.

Faye was released from prison less than two
weeks before the March 24 election, along
with popular opposition figure Ousmane
Sonko, who backed him, following a political
amnesty announced by the outgoing president.
It will be the former tax inspector’s first time
in elected office.

Presidents from across West Africa and rep-
resentatives from the U.S. and Europe are at-
tending Tuesday’s ceremony.

Faye, 44, campaigned on promises to clean
up corruption and better manage the country’s
natural resources. His victory was seen as re-
flecting the will of young people frustrated
with widespread unemployment and former
colonial ruler France, seen by critics to be
using its relationship with Senegal to enrich it-
self. In his first speech as president-elect, Faye
promised to fight corruption and reform the
economy. Sonko, who is expected to have a

prominent role in the new administration,
named Faye to run in his place after being
barred from the election for a prior conviction.

“I think the first challenge is the formation
of his government,” said Alioune Tine, founder
of the Senegalese think tank Afrikajom Center.
“This will be the first concrete message he
sends to the Senegalese people. The size, di-
versity and profiles will be analyzed with a
fine-tooth comb, to see if they meet the de-
mand for a break with the past.”

The election tested Senegal’s reputation as
a stable democracy in a region that has expe-
rienced coups and attempted coups.

It followed months of unrest ignited by the
arrests last year of Sonko and Faye, and con-
cerns that the president would seek a third term
in office despite constitutional term limits.
Rights groups said dozens were killed in the
protests and about 1,000 people were jailed.

Faye was arrested for alleged defamation
last year, while Sonko faced a number of
charges, including a prolonged legal battle that
started when he was accused of rape in 2021.
He was acquitted of the rape charges but was
convicted of corrupting youth and sentenced
to two years in prison last summer. He was
later disqualified from the ballot over a six-
month suspended sentence following a differ-
ent conviction on defamation charges.

Sonko’s supporters say his legal troubles
were part of a government effort to derail his
candidacy. While Sall eventually ruled out run-
ning for a third term, he then abruptly post-
poned the election in February with only
weeks to go, triggering another wave of
protests. That move was blocked by the coun-
try’s constitutional court and the election was
eventually held weeks later in March. (AP)

Those killed in the incident in central Gaza’s Deir Al-Balah included Palestinians and a dual citizen of the United States and Canada

TEHRAN, April 2: Iran and one of its
key proxies vowed on Tuesday to re-
spond to a strike widely attributed to Is-
rael that demolished Iran's consulate in
the Syrian capital of Damascus and
killed seven, including two Iranian gen-
erals.

Iran's state TV reported on Tuesday
that the country's Supreme National Se-
curity Council, a key decision-making
body, met late Monday and decided on
a “required” response to the strike. The
report said the meeting was chaired by
President Ebrahim Raisi, but provided
no further details.

Israel has repeatedly targeted military
officials from Iran, which supports mil-
itant groups fighting Israel in Gaza, and
along its border with Lebanon. Mon-
day's strike in Damascus signaled an es-
calation because it struck an Iranian
diplomatic mission.

It was not clear if Iran would respond
itself, risking a dangerous confrontation
with Israel and its ally the United
States, or if it would continue to rely on
proxies, including Lebanon's Hezbollah
militia and Yemen's Houthi rebels.

The airstrike in Syria killed Gen Mo-
hammad Reza Zahedi, who led the elite

Quds Force in Lebanon and Syria until
2016, according to Iran's Revolutionary
Guard. It also killed Zahedi's deputy,
Gen. Mohammad Hadi Hajriahimi, and
five other officers.

Hezbollah said Tuesday that Zahedi
played a crucial role in helping “de-
velop and advance the work” of the
group in Lebanon. “This crime will cer-
tainly not pass without the enemy re-
ceiving punishment and revenge,”
Hezbollah said in a statement. Since the
outbreak of the war in Gaza nearly six
months ago, those proxies have stepped
up attacks, leading to near daily cross-
border exchanges between Hezbollah
and Israel, and frequent Houthi attacks

on Red Sea shipping. Hamas, which
rules Gaza and attacked Israel on Octo-
ber 7, is also backed by Iran. 

Israel, which rarely acknowledges
strikes against Iranian targets, said it
had no comment on the latest attack in
Syria, although a military spokesman
blamed Iran for a drone attack early
Monday against a naval base in south-
ern Israel.

Israel has grown increasingly impa-
tient with the daily exchanges of fire
with Hezbollah, which have escalated
in recent days, and warned of the pos-
sibility of a full-fledged war. Houthi
rebels have also been launching long-
range missiles toward Israel, including
on Monday.

Iran's official news agency IRNA
said Tuesday that Iran relayed an im-
portant message to the United States
late Monday and that it called for a
meeting of the UN Security Council.
The message to Washington was deliv-
ered through a Swiss envoy in Tehran;
Switzerland looks after US interests in
Iran.

IRNA said Iran holds the United
States, Israel's closest ally, responsible
for the strike. (AP)

Iran vows revenge after Israeli
strike demolishes consulate in Syria

HELSINKI, April 2:A 12-year-old student opened fire at a secondary
school in southern Finland on Tuesday morning, killing one and seri-
ously wounded two other students, police said. The suspect was later
arrested.

Heavily armed police cordoned off the lower secondary school, with
some 800 students, in the city of Vantaa, just outside the capital,
Helsinki, after receiving a call about a shooting incident at 09:08 a.m.

Police said both the suspect and the victims were 12 years old. The
suspect was arrested in the Helsinki area later Tuesday with a handgun
in his possession, police said.

Police told a news conference that one of the wounded students had
died. The other two were seriously wounded, said Chief of Police Ilka
Koskimaki from the Eastern Uusima Police Department.

Finnish Prime Minister Petteri Orpo posted on X that he was “deeply
shocked” over the shooting. In the past decades, Finland has witnessed
two major deadly school shootings.

In November 2007, a 18-year-old student armed with a semi-auto-
matic pistol opened fire at the premises of the Jokela high school in Tu-
usula, southern Finland, killing nine people. He was found dead with
self-inflicted wounds.

Less than a year later, in September 2008, a 22-year-old student shot
and killed 10 people with a semi-automatic pistol at a vocational college
in Kauhajoki, southwestern Finland, before fatally shooting himself.

In the Nordic nation of 5.6 million, there are more than 1.5 million
licensed firearms and about 430,000 license holders, according to the
Finnish Interior Ministry. Hunting and gun-ownership have long tradi-
tions in the sparsely-populated northern European country.

Responsibility for granting permits for ordinary firearms rests with
local police departments.

Following the school shootings in 2007 and 2008, Finland tightened
its gun laws by raising the minimum age for firearms ownership and
giving police greater powers to make background checks on individuals
applying for a gun license. (AP)

12-year-old student opens fire
at a school in Finland, killing 
one and wounding 2 others

ISLAMABAD, April 2: Polling was underway on
Tuesday in Pakistan to elect 30 senators after their seats
in the upper house of Parliament became vacant last
month.

At least 52 members of the Senate fell vacant in
March after the incumbents retired after a six-year term.

The Senate comprises 96 members, including 23 each
from four provinces and four from the federal capital
region of Islamabad. Those from provinces are elected
by the respective provincial assemblies while the Na-
tional Assembly elects one Senator from the Islamabad
region.

The Senate is a continuous body as half of its mem-
bers retire after three years and new ones are elected.

The Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) had an-
nounced plans to hold polls on 48 seats as four seats of
senators who were elected from tribal regions were
abolished after the region was merged with the Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa province of the country.

Before the merger, eight senators were elected from
the federally administered tribal areas called Fata.

Already 18 senators were elected unopposed, includ-
ing all 11 senators from the Balochistan province and
the rest from Punjab and Sindh.

Polling began at 9 am and will continue till 4 pm
without any break.

Polling was being held at the National Assembly hall
for the election of two senators.

Ishaq Dar of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N), part of the ruling coalition, and Raja Ansar
Kayani of Sunni Ittehad Council (SIC), a major oppo-
sition party, are vying for the technocrat seat while for
the general seat, the competition is between Rana Mah-
mood ul Hassan of Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), sup-
porting the ruling coalition, and Farzand Hussain Shah
of Sunni Ittehad Council (SIC).

In Punjab, voting was being held on two women and
technocrats seats each and one minority seats of women
in the province.

In Sindh, polling was going on for 12 seats including
seven general seats, two women, two
technocrats/Ulema and one non-Muslim seat in the
province.

Meanwhile, in KP province polling for elections on
11 senate seats could not be started due to controversy
over the oath-taking of members elected on reserved
seats.

Stakes are high as the ruling alliance of PML-N and
PPP is expected to gain two-thirds majority in the upper
house, which will play a crucial role in case of any
amendment in the constitution as a two-thirds majority
is needed in both houses for the same. (PTI)

Polling underway for 30 vacant
Senate seats in Pakistan

MOSCOW, April 2: Ukrainian drones attacked indus-
trial facilities in the province of Tatarstan, Russian au-
thorities said on Tuesday, in what would be Kyiv's
deepest strike inside Russian territory since the war
began more than two years ago.

Seven people were injured in the attack on facilities
near the cities of Yelabuga and Nizhnekamsk, located
some 1,200 kilometers (745 miles) east of Ukraine,
Russian regional authorities said.

The strike damaged a hostel for students and workers
in a free economic zone where a factory manufacturing
Iranian-designed drones is reportedly located, other
media reports said. Tatarstan is known for its high level
of industrialization.

Tatarstan officials said the attack didn't disrupt indus-
trial production, while Nizhnekamsk's mayor said the
attempt to strike a refinery was thwarted by air defenses.
Kyiv officials normally neither claim nor deny respon-
sibility for attacks on Russian soil, though they some-
times refer obliquely to them. The Associated Press
could not independently verify the reports.

Ukrainian drone developers have for months been ex-
tending the weapons' range, part of Kyiv's effort to com-
pensate for its battlefield disadvantage in weapons and
troops. The unmanned aerial vehicles are also an afford-
able option while Ukraine awaits more U.S. military aid.

Neither side is currently able to make much of a dent
on the around 1,000-kilometer (620-mile) front line.

Ukraine previously has launched drone attacks in and
around St. Petersburg, which lies about 1,000 kilometers
(620 miles) north of the border. But the facilities in
Tatarstan, a province on the Volga River, appears to be
the most distant target Ukraine has tried to hit.

In recent weeks, Russian refineries and oil terminals
have been targets of Ukrainian drone attacks, part of
stepped-up assaults on Russian territory, including long-
range drone attacks.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said last
year his country had developed a weapon that hit a tar-
get 700 kilometers (400 miles) away, in an apparent ref-
erence to a drone attack on Russian soil.

Late last year, Ukraine's minister for digital transfor-
mation, Mykhailo Fedorov, said the government was
bent on building a state-of-the-art “ army of drones ”
and that its value to the war effort will be evident by the
end of this year. Ukraine trained more than 10,000 new
drone pilots last year, he said.

Ukraine has also developed deadly sea drones that
have struck Russian navy ships in the Black Sea.

Meanwhile, Ukraine's air force said on Tuesday it in-
tercepted nine out of 10 Shahed drones launched
overnight by Russia in the latest attack on the country's
power grid.  (PTI)

Ukraine uses drones in what
appears to be its deepest
strike yet inside Russia

SEOUL, April 2: North Korea
test-fired a suspected intermedi-
ate-range ballistic missile toward
waters off its eastern coast on
Tuesday, South Korea’s military
said, as it pushes to advance its
weapons aimed at remote U.S. tar-
gets in the Pacific.

South Korea’s Joint Chiefs of
Staff said the missile was launched
from an area near the North Ko-
rean capital, Pyongyang, and flew
about 600 kilometers (372 miles)
before landing in the sea between
the Korean Peninsula and Japan.

Lee Sung Joon, spokesperson of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the
launch likely followed up on a
North Korean test in March of a
solid-fuel engine built for a new
intermediate-range hypersonic
missile it has been developing. If
perfected, such weapons could
reach the U.S. Pacific military hub
of Guam and
beyond, ex-
perts say.

Lee didn’t
specify why
the South Ko-
reans were as-
sessing the
missile as an
IRBM or
whether it was
flown at less
than its capac-
ity, but said
the North Koreans were likely ex-
perimenting with new warhead
technologies.

Japan’s Defense Ministry gave
more details in its assessment, say-
ing the missile flew about 650
kilometers (403 miles) while
reaching a maximum altitude of
100 kilometers (62 miles) before
landing in waters outside of
Japan’s exclusive economic zone.
The Japanese military didn’t im-
mediately say whether it assessed
the missile as intermediate range
or something else.

Hours after the launch, Seoul’s
Defense Ministry announced that
South Korea, the United States
and Japan conducted a combined
aerial exercise above waters near
Jeju island that involved at least
one nuclear-capable U.S. B-52
bomber.

The United States in recent
months has been increasing its de-
ployment of strategic assets to the
region, also including aircraft car-
riers and missile-firing sub-
marines, in a show of force against

North Korea. The South Korean
ministry said Tuesday’s training,
which also involved the three
countries’ fighter jets, was aimed
at enhancing their response capa-
bilities against North Korean nu-
clear and missile threats.

It was the North’s first known
launch event since March 18,
when North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un supervised a live-fire drill
of artillery systems designed to
target South Korea’s capital.

Japan’s coast guard shared an
assessment of the country’s De-
fense Ministry that the missile has
already landed but still urged cau-
tion for vessels passing the area.

Japanese Prime Minister Fumio
Kishida told reporters that no
damage related to the missile has
been reported. He said North
Korea’s frequent missile launches
“threaten the peace and safety of

not only Japan
but also the re-
gion and the
international
security.”

Tensions in
the region
have risen
since 2022 as
Kim used
Russia’s inva-
sion of
Ukraine as a
distraction to

accelerate his testing of missiles
and other weapons. The United
States and South Korea have re-
sponded by expanding their com-
bined training and trilateral drills
involving Japan and sharpening
their deterrence strategies built
around strategic U.S. assets.

There are concerns that North
Korea could further dial up pres-
sure in an election year in the
United States and South Korea.

Following the March 19 test of
the solid-fuel IRBM engine, Kim
said the strategic value of such
weapons would be just as impor-
tant as his intercontinental ballistic
missiles targeting the U.S. main-
land.

In recent years, North Korea has
been focusing on developing more
weapons with built-in solid pro-
pellants. Those weapons are easier
to move and hide and can be made
to launch quicker than liquid-pro-
pellant missiles, which need to be
fueled before launch and cannot
stay fueled for long periods of
time. (AP)

NKorea fires an intermediate-range 
missile into its eastern waters: S Korea 
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ITANAGAR, April 2: The Congress on Tues-
day criticised the BJP government for its
“weak” response to China “renaming” 30
places in Arunachal Pradesh, saying those es-
pousing “misplaced muscularity” on the
Katchatheevu issue are “scared” of even men-
tioning China over its aggression.

India on Tuesday outrightly rejected as
“senseless” China’s actions and asserted that as-
signing “invented” names does not alter the re-
ality that Arunachal Pradesh “is, has been, and
will always be” an integral part of India.

Union external affairs minister S Jaishankar
had on Monday said nothing will be gained by
changing the names. “If I change the name of
your house, will it become mine? Arunachal
Pradesh was an Indian state, is an Indian state
and will remain so in the future,” he had said.

Congress senior spokesperson Manish
Tewari said the “strange” statement of Jais-
hankar only shows the weakness of the govern-
ment. “It has been such a weak and inflexible
response to China’s cartographic aggression in
Arunachal Pradesh, that it has changed the
names of 30 places. Such a weak response does
not suit the Government of India and especially
does not suit the foreign minister of India,” he
said. Tewari asked how much land is in control

of China after May 2020. He also questioned
why the government “did not get it vacated”
and was instead resorting to “deflections and
deceptions” on the issue.

He also asked the ruling party not to bring the
issue of national security, including
Katchatheevu, within the realm of its partisan
politics. “Those who have been espousing mus-
cularity about Katchatheevu, it is unfortunate
and regrettable that they are scared of even ut-
tering the word, China,” he told reporters at a
press conference.

The Congress leader condemned what he
called the “disinformation campaign” launched
by the government against former Prime Min-
ister Indira Gandhi on the issue of Katchatheevu
island. “Nothing can be more ridiculous than
even to think that a Prime Minister who divided

Pakistan into two parts and did not care about
the threats from the United States and other
Western powers would concede any territory to
any other country,” he said.

Tewari said the Government of India has con-
sistently and continuously shown a “weak-
kneed” approach towards China, pointing out
that even after about four years of the intrusion
in the Galwan Valley, the government is yet to
come out with any response and clarification.

He said that the then SSP Leh had in January
2023 presented a research paper at the annual
conference DGPs/IGPs and given in writing
that India did not have access to 26 patrolling
points out of 65 joint patrolling posts, which
were under Chinese occupation.

“One and a half years have passed and the
government has not reacted about what a senior
officer of the government revealed,” he claimed
and said, “Why such silence when it comes to
China”. He said that despite the opposition par-
ties raising the matter on several occasions in
both houses of parliament, “neither the Prime
Minister nor the foreign minister uttered a sin-
gle word about Chinese intrusion”.

“What bigger proof can be there that this
government is not sensitive about India’s unity
and integrity?” he said.  (PTI)

Govt showing ‘weak-kneed’ approach 
towards China: Cong on Arunachal row

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: The Mi-
crobiologists Society, India
(MBSI) on Tuesday signed a mem-
orandum of understanding (MoU)
with the University of Science and
Technology Meghalaya (USTM).

The MoU was signed during the
two-day national conference on
‘Bio-resource and Sustainability:
Current Trends and Future
Prospects’ that began at the univer-
sity campus in Khanapara on Tues-
day. The conference was organised
by the department of applied biol-
ogy of the university in association
with MBSI.

The MBSI also conferred the
‘Life Time Devotion Award’ on
GD Sharma, vice chancellor of the
USTM during the national confer-
ence. A few topics of the plenary
sessions of the national conference
included ‘Role of ICMR-Regional
Medical Research Centre North
East for NER Regions’, ‘Drug de-
velopment in the Current Scenario
and How to Apply for Investiga-

tional New Drug (IND) Applica-
tions’ and ‘Understanding Emerg-
ing Contaminants in Soil and
Water: Modern Strategies for Ef-
fective Cleanup, Targeted Delivery
of Pharmaceutically Active Com-
ponents through Ethosomal For-
mulations’. Two books were also
released during the inaugural ses-
sion of the event.

Receiving the award, GD
Sharma said, “This prestigious
award is dedicated to the students
of microbiology in Northeast
India, who have immensely con-

tributed to the field. Learning is a
continuous process; there is a lot of
opportunity in the field of micro-
biology in India”.

Addressing the gathering, presi-
dent of MBSI, AM Deshmukh
said, “Although Meghalaya, Naga-
land, Arunachal Pradesh and Mi-
zoram are parts of the Northeast, in
terms of bio-resources and bio-di-
versity the area is central to India
as much of biodiversity is seen in
this region.” “The topic of the con-
ference on ‘sustainability’ is very
significant and we have to see

whether our development is sustain-
able and our tools are eco-friendly,”
he further said. Director of ICMR-
Regional Medical Research Centre,
NE, Dibrugarh, Kalimuthusamy
Natarajaseenivasan said that the
founder of USTM suffered a lot
during his young age, which has
prompted him to provide education
to the poor communities.

Meanwhile, professor of the de-
partment of pharmacology of
PGIMER, Chandigarh, Bikash
Medhi said that India contributes
less than four per cent of research
publications of the world despite
the considerable number of higher
educational institutions. He said
that collaboration and exchange of
ideas need to happen extensively.

The welcome address was deliv-
ered by Deboja Sharma, associate
professor and head of the depart-
ment of applied biology of USTM.
The vote of thanks was extended
by Yugal Kishore Mahanta, assis-
tant professor and convener of the
conference.

USTM signs MoU with MBSI

GANGTOK, April 2: The opposition
Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) led by five-
time former chief minister Pawan Kumar
Chamling is banking on former Indian foot-
baller Bhaichung Bhutia’s popularity and
young candidates in most assembly con-
stituencies to return to power in the Hi-
malayan state.

The SDF also wants to utilise the anti-in-
cumbency factor against the ruling Sikkim
Krantikari Morcha (SKM) and fear among
local people that the special status of Sikkim
under Article 371 (F) of the Constitution and
its old laws will be diluted if either the SKM
or BJP come to power in the northeastern
state, to win votes.

Elections to the 32-member Sikkim as-
sembly and the lone Lok Sabha seat in the
state will be held on April 19.

The SDF, which ruled the Himalayan state
for 25 years from 1994 to 2019, lost to Prem
Singh Tamang-led SKM in the last assembly
elections. To give the SKM a tough fight in
the assembly polls, Chamling roped in for-
mer India football captain Bhaichung
Bhutia, a popular person in the Himalayan
state to chart a new course in state politics.

45-year-old Bhutia buried all his differ-
ences with the SDF supremo and merged his

party, Hamro Sikkim with the SDF.
A grateful Chamling immediately re-

warded the former footballer with the post
of the SDF vice-president and party ticket to
contest the assembly elections.

Bhutia has started canvasing for the SDF
supremo and requesting the people of the
state to give Chamling one more term as

chief minister. “Chamling has leadership
skills and vision to take Sikkim on the path
of development and prosperity,” Bhutia said.

“With Sikkim being a strategically impor-
tant state, it needs to maintain peace and
tranquility and for that it must have a leader
who can maintain the fragile social order
and protect the rights and socio-economic

and cultural ethos of the indigenous people
comprising Lepcha, Bhutia and Nepalis,”
the former India footballer said.

Both Chamling and Bhutia have been
stoking the fear among the local people that
the special status of Sikkim and its old laws
will be diluted if either the SKM or BJP
come to power alone or through a post-al-
liance. Under Article 371F, Sikkim has been
granted several benefits such as Sikkimese
people has the right to own land and get state
government jobs. They are also exempted
from paying income tax.

Exuding confidence that the electorate of
Sikkim with repose faith in it at the hustings,
the SDF is contesting all 32 assembly seats
as well as the lone Lok Sabha seat in Sikkim
in a bid for a sixth term in power.

Chamling is contesting from two assem-
bly constituencies, Poklok-Kamrang in na-
tive Namchi district and Namcheybung in
Pakyong district, while Bhutia has been
given ticket to contest from Barfung (BL-
Reserved) assembly constituency.

The SDF has put up young candidates in
most of the assembly constituencies. It has
given ticket for the lone Lok Sabha seat to
the two-term MP P D Rai, a close aide of
Chamling. (PTI)

SDF banking on Bhaichung Bhutia’s popularity,
young candidates to win Sikkim assembly polls

MBSI confers ‘Life Time Devotion Award’ on USTM vice-chancellor GD Sharma

ITANAGAR, April 2: Opposi-
tion Congress in Arunachal
Pradesh on Tuesday released its
manifesto ahead of the simultane-
ous Lok Sabha and assembly
polls in the state, focusing on the
health and education sectors, be-
sides promising jobs for youths.

Releasing the manifesto,
Pradesh Congress Committee
president Nabam Tuki said it was
drafted after due consideration of
the views, opinions and griev-
ances of the people.

The northeastern state will go
to simultaneous polls for two Lok
Sabha and 50 assembly con-
stituencies in the first phase on
April 19.

The ruling BJP has already
won 10 seats in the 60-member
assembly, unopposed. Though the
Congress had fielded 34 candi-
dates for the assembly polls this
year, only 19 candidates remain in
the fray after several nominees re-
frained from filing nominations
and others withdrew their papers.

Tuki, who is contesting against
Union earth sciences minister
Kiren Rijiju from the Arunachal
West Parliamentary seat, asserted
that the Congress stands for “giv-
ing power to people”.

“The Congress has played an
important role in the political evo-
lution of Arunachal Pradesh and
has been sensitive to its tribal cul-
ture and ethos. The people of the
state have always placed their
confidence in the party,” he said.

According to the manifesto, the
party will upgrade all government
primary and middle schools to

residential schools with hostel fa-
cility, and construct model
schools in every district in line
with the Jawahar Novodaya
Vidyalaya and Kendriya
Vidyalaya.

“We will provide compulsory
stipend to APST students from
preparatory to Class 12 level in all
government and private schools
in the state, besides enhancement
in students’ stipends, regulation of
fees in private institutions and
regularisation of SSA teachers,”
Tuki said.

In the health sector, the Con-
gress said it would fill vacancies
of staff and doctors in all govern-
ment hospitals if the party returns
to power in the state. The mani-
festo also talks about regularising
contractual nursing staff within a
year, establishment of super spe-
cialty hospitals in every district
headquarters and enhancement in
the chief minister’s health insur-
ance scheme.

Other promises include regu-
larisation of contractual and con-
tingency employees, job
guarantee for youths after obtain-
ing skill development training, a
new law to curb paper leaks in
competitive examinations, en-
hancement of minimum wages
for labourers and cash incentives
for registered farmers.

The grand old party also as-
sured people about minimum sup-
port price for agriculture and
allied products, and implementa-
tion of the Forest Rights Act
(FRA) 2006 in the “right earnest”.
(PTI)

Arunachal Cong releases 
manifesto with focus on 

healthcare, education, jobs

IMPHAL, April 2: Women ven-
dors of Khairamband Keithel, the
iconic all-women-run markets, in
Imphal on Tuesday declared non-
participation in the ensuing Lok
Sabha elections as voices of de-
nouncement against holding of the
elections without resolving the 11-
month old crisis in Manipur get
louder.

Local women organizations,
particularly in the violence affected
fringe areas of the valley districts,
have been voicing against the hold-
ing of elections before resolving
the crisis rocking the state since
May 3 last year.

While condemning the holding
of the elections, the women bodies
declared to boycott any election re-
lated activities.

Women vendors of Khwari-
amband Keithel under the aegis of
Manipur Keithel Phambi Apunba
Lup declared that they will stay
away from participating in all the
activities related to the ensuing
Lok Sabha elections.

Addressing a press conference
held at Khwairamband women
market on Tuesday, general secre-
tary of the body Yumnam Ibeyaima
decried the holding of the elections
amid the ongoing crisis. She de-
manded that the prevailing 11-month
old crisis that has been rocking the
state should be resolved first be-
fore holding the elections. (NNN)

ITANAGAR, April 2: Chief minister Pema Khandu
on Tuesday asserted that Arunachal Pradesh is an in-
alienable integral part of India and termed Beijing an-
nouncing Chinese names for 30 more places in the
state as “another gimmick”.

Khandu also said proud citizens and patriots of
Arunachal Pradesh are rejecting such antics from
China.

“Another gimmick from China. Being a proud citi-
zen of Bharat and a native of Arunachal Pradesh, I
strongly condemn this act of naming of places within
Arunachal Pradesh, which has been an inalienable in-
tegral part of India,” he said in a statement.

The Union government on Tuesday outrightly re-
jected as “senseless” China renaming some places in
Arunachal Pradesh, and asserted that assigning “in-

vented” names does not alter the reality that the state
“is, has been, and will always be” an integral part of
India. India’s reaction came in response to Beijing an-
nouncing Chinese names for 30 more places in
Arunachal Pradesh, which China claims as the south-
ern part of Tibet.

The Chinese Ministry of Civil Affairs released the
fourth list of standardised geographical names for
Zangnan, the Chinese name for Arunachal Pradesh,
the state-run Global Times reported on Sunday.

In April last year, India reacted sharply after Beijing
had released the third list of standardised names for
11 places in Arunachal Pradesh.

The first batch of standardised names for six places
in Arunachal Pradesh was released in 2017 while the
second batch of 15 places was issued in 2021. (PTI)

Women vendors declare
non-participation 
in ensuing LS polls

Arunachal inalienable integral part
of India, asserts CM Khandu

AGARTALA, April 2: Tripura chief minister Manik
Saha on Tuesday claimed that the communists will be
found in museums in the days to come, while the Con-
gress will become extinct.

The Communist Party of India (Marxist)-led Left
Front had governed the northeastern state between
1978 and 1988 and again from 1993 to 2018. In be-
tween, the Congress was in power for five years.

“Since the BJP came to power in Tripura (in 2018),
the communists are losing their ground and grabbed
the hand of the Congress, another party whose misrule

affected the people,” Saha said.
The Congress will soon become extinct, the chief

minister said at an election rally at Chakmaghat in
Khowai district.

Attacking the Left party, he said, “We may not be
there but it is for sure that they (CPIM) will find a
place in museums and the people will have to visit
museums to know about them”.

Saha also slammed the INDIA bloc for criticising
the Tipra Motha for joining the BJP-led alliance be-
fore the Lok Sabha elections.

“The CPI(M) and Congress had tried to rope in
Tipra Motha before the elections but they could not
succeed. I used to talk to Tipra Motha chief Pradyot
Kishore Debbarma and exhorted him not to fall into
the trap of the opposition and finally, he chose the
right path,” he said.

The tribal-based Tipra Motha bagged 13 seats in the
60-member assembly in last year’s election and be-
came the main opposition party. It, however, joined
the Manik Saha government last month and two of its
MLAs became ministers.

Laying emphasis on amity between tribals and non-
tribals, Saha urged the BJP’s two allies - Tipra Motha
and IPFT - to continue with the electoral understand-
ing with the saffron camp for the next 50 years to
make Tripura a developed state. (PTI)

Cong to be extinct, communists will
find place in museums: Tripura CM

HT Bureau
GUWAHATI, April 2: The
North Garo Hills police rescued
a 26-year-old man from
Wage’Asi A’brong Village, who
had been reportedly allegedly
kidnapped by a gang of over 8
miscreants.

According to sources, the vic-
tim named Leeku G Momin was
kidnapped on March 31 at around
12:30 am from a bachelor’s dor-
mitory at Wage’Asi A’brong vil-
lage in the North Garo Hills
district of Meghalaya. Upon re-
ceiving information, the superin-
tendent of police, Bruno A
Sangma launched an immediate
rescue operation.

The police team comprising of

Wage’Asi/Dainadubi along with
120 Battalion of CRPF, Mendi-
pathar led by deputy SP (HQ) re-
covered the victim from A’brong
jungle at about 1 pm. The victim
was found beaten black and blue
and was kept tied behind his back
by his captors.

The rescued person was then
rushed to a nearby hospital for
medical examination.

As per the statement given by
the victim, the identity of the kid-
nappers could not be known as
their faces were covered.

The police informed that a case
has been registered at the
Kharkutta Police Station for fur-
ther investigation to nab the
members of the gang.

AGARTALA, April 2: Tripura
State Rifles (TSR) personnel, who
have been deployed in Delhi and
Chhattisgarh, are eligible to exer-
cise their franchise as ‘service vot-
ers’ for the first time in the
elections to two Lok Sabha con-
stituencies and a by-poll to an as-
sembly segment in the
northeastern state, a poll official
said on Tuesday.

Around 1,500 TSR personnel,
including officers will be treated as
service voters and this tag will en-
able them to cast their votes in the
upcoming polls, he said.

TSR personnel, who were de-
ployed outside the state, could not
exercise their franchise in last
year’s assembly elections as they
were not treated as service voters
then, the official said.

Additional chief electoral offi-
cer, S Bandopadhyay said the
Election Commission of India
(ECI) has approved the enrolment
of TSR personnel, engaged in du-
ties in Delhi and Chhattisgarh, as
‘service voters’ and advised the of-
fice of the CEO of Tripura to take
initiatives to make a list of these
security persons.

CPI(M) state secretary Jitendra
Chaudhury has recently written to
the EC, requesting the poll panel to
consider Tripura State Rifles
jawans working outside the state as
service voters.

“All TSR personnel, now en-
gaged in Delhi and Chhattisgarh,
are being facilitated to be enrolled
as service voters. A report indicat-
ing the action taken in this regard
was received from the police au-
thority,” the additional CEO told
PTI.

Members of the armed and para-
military forces of the Centre are
normally granted service voters
status so that they can cast their
votes. They exercise their fran-
chise through electronically trans-
mitted postal ballots.

Polls to the Tripura West Lok
Sabha constituency and by-elec-
tion to the Ramnagar assembly
will be held on April 19 while the
Tripura East parliamentary seat
will go to poll on April 26.

The CPI(M) state secretary has
thanked the EC and the state elec-
tion authority for their prompt ac-
tion to ensure the democratic rights
of those TSR personnel. (PTI)

TSR personnel engaged
outside Tripura granted
service voters’ status

Police rescue man kidnapped from
Wage’Asi Village in Meghalaya

SDF garners votes highlighting anti-incumbency factor, apprehension on dilution
of Sikkim’s special status under Article 371 (F) of Constitution

KOHIMA, April 2: The Eastern
Nagaland Peoples’ Organisation
(ENPO), which has been demand-
ing a separate state carved out of
Nagaland, has written to the Elec-
tion Commission of India (ECI),
stating that it will abstain from the
upcoming Lok Sabha poll process.

In a letter to the ECI through the
chief electoral officer of the north-
eastern state, the (ENPO), the apex
body of seven Naga tribes of the
region, said its members have col-
lectively decided not to take part in
the ensuing parliamentary polls.

“The people of eastern Nagaland
under the aegis of ENPO had on
March 19 reaffirmed its commit-
ment to the ‘Chenmoho Resolu-
tion’, wherein it was further
reaffirmed and resolved not to par-
ticipate in any central and state
elections against the failure to set-
tle the creation of frontier Naga-
land territory (FNT) as offered and
assured by the Union ministry of
home affairs on December 7, 2023
to be settled before the announce-
ment of the model code of conduct
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections
by the ECI,” the ENPO letter said.

Emphasising that the decision is
“not intended as an act of defiance
against the electoral machinery or
the principles of democracy”, the
ENPO said it is “rather a principled
stance taken within the framework
of the Constitution of India” and is
aimed at drawing attention to the
legitimate grievances and aspira-
tions of the people of eastern Na-
galand.

The ENPO has been demanding
a separate state since 2010, claim-
ing that the six districts in the east-
ern part of Nagaland have been
neglected for years.

“We remain hopeful that the
Government of India will heed our
concerns and take concrete steps
towards addressing the longstand-
ing issue of the frontier Nagaland
territory,” the organisation said on
Monday.

Polls to the lone Lok Sabha seat
in Nagaland will be held on April
19. The Nagaland cabinet and leg-
islators of the eastern region of the
state have recently appealed to the
ENPO to take part in the ensuing
Lok Sabha elections. (PTI)

ENPO writes to EC,
conveys its decision
not to take part in LS

poll process
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RUDRAPUR (U’KHAND), April
2: Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Tuesday launched a blistering
attack on Rahul Gandhi for his re-
mark suggesting that there will be
a “conflagration” in the country if
he gets a third term and asked the
people to wipe out the Congress
from everywhere.
Addressing his first election rally

in Uttarakhand, Modi said he was
being threatened and abused by the
corrupt but there will be even big-
ger action against  corruption after
his re-election.
“The Congress and INDI Al-

liance have made their intentions
clear. Congress’s royal family ‘she-
hzada’ (prince) has threatened there
will be fire if Modi gets another
term in office.
“Staying out of power has made

them so desperate that they are now
talking about setting the country
afire. Would you let them do it? Is
this the kind of language used in a
democracy? Wouldn’t you punish
them?” Modi said.
At an INDIA bloc rally in

Delhi’s Ramlila Maidan on Sunday,
Rahul Gandhi had said that if the
BJP wins the election through
“match-fixing” and changes the
Constitution, then the country
would be on “fire” and would not
survive.
“The Congress, with its Emer-

gency-mindset, no longer has faith
in democracy. Therefore, it is busy

instigating people against the elec-
toral mandate,” the prime minister
alleged.
He accused the Congress of

pushing the country towards insta-
bility and anarchy and asked the
people to wipe it out from every-
where.
He said a big Congress leader in

Karnataka recently spoke of sepa-
rating south India from the country
and dividing it.
But instead of punishing him, the

party has given him a ticket to con-
test the polls, he said, apparently re-
ferring to Congress leader D K
Suresh.
The prime minister also accused

the Congress of insulting the coun-
try’s first Chief of Defence Staff
Bipin Rawat, who hailed from the
hill state.

He alleged that the Congress
which encouraged infiltrators was
troubled the most when the BJP
brought CAA to give citizenship to
persecuted religious minorities
from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and
Pakistan.
“The Congress is sunk so deep in

the morass of appeasement that it
cannot think of national interest,”
he alleged.
He also talked about how the

“weakness” of Congress govern-
ments had led to the “country’s di-
vision” and the “ceding” of
Kartarpur Sahib Gurudwara from
Indian Sikhs.
Modi also raised the

Katchatheevu island issue, holding
the opposition party responsible for
giving the island to Sri Lanka dur-
ing its rule.

“Talking about patriotism does
not suit a party like the Congress,”
he said.
In the 2024 general election,

there are two distinct camps “of
those in favour of honesty and
transparency on the one side and
the corrupt and dynasts (parivar-
wadis) on the other”, Modi said.
“We are saying eliminate corrup-

tion and they are saying save the
corrupt,” he said referring to the
Congress and other constituents of
the opposition INDIA bloc.
Modi said he is being threatened

and abused by the corrupt but the
action against them will go on as he
hears the voice of the country
against corruption.
“I want to guarantee you that at

the start of the third term... even
bigger blow will be dealt to corrup-
tion,” he said.
“Don’t you think the corrupt

should go to jail? The corrupt are
threatening and abusing me. But
they can’t deter me. Action against
each one of the corrupt will con-
tinue,” Modi said.
He said more development work

has been done in Uttarakhand over
the last 10 years than in 60-65 years
before that.
“In the third, your son will do

one more big work. To ensure you
get 24-hour electricity, zero elec-
tricity bill and also earn money
from electricity, Modi has started
Pradhan Mantri Surya Ghar Muft

Bijli Yojana,” Modi said.
He said the government is pro-

viding assistance to people to set up
solar power panels on their roofs
under the scheme.
Middle-class households con-

suming about 300 units of power
on an average will not only get it
free but can also earn by selling
surplus solar power to the govern-
ment, Modi said and asked the peo-
ple to start applying for the scheme
In Uttarakhand, Modi said,

85000 pucca houses have been
given to people, water connections
have been given to 12 lakh house-
holds, 5.5 lakh toilets have been
built and free LPG connections
have been given to more than five
lakh women under the Ujjwala Yo-
jana.
He said 35 lakh people who did

not have bank accounts have their
accounts now, Rs 2200 crore have
been credited directly into the ac-
counts of small farmers.
“One could wonder how so

much work is being done by the
Modi government. Development
happens when the intentions are
right. Right intentions lead to good
results, “ he said.
Asking people to further

strengthen him, Modi said India
will be the third biggest economy
in the world in his third term which
means an increase in people’s in-
come and better employment op-
portunities. (PTI)
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Bhaichung Bhutia joins Mothers Against Vaping cause
to combat promotion of new-age tobacco devices

Congress will revitalise
Railways as growth engine

for India: Kharge

NEW DELHI, April 2: Congress
president Mallikarjun Kharge on
Tuesday attacked the BJP govern-
ment on the state of the Railways,
alleging that it has “ravaged” the
Railways by destroying its fi-
nance, safety, efficiency and af-
fordability.
Kharge claimed that his party

will revitalise the national carrier
as a growth engine for India.
In a post on X, he said, “the

Railways (is) ravaged under the
Modi Government! Trains, getting
‘trained’ only for Self Promotion.”
“Behind the 3D Selfie Points of

Modi ji and the event-driven green
flags for Vande Bharat, lies the
story of absolute apathy, complete
neglect and deliberate emaciation
of the Railways by the BJP,” he
said.
Kharge claimed the Railways is

still the lifeline for crores of Indi-
ans, but the Modi government
“has destroyed its finances, safety,
efficiency and affordability”.
“No wonder, the number of mail

and express trains that were punc-
tual declined from 79 percent in
2012-13 to 69.23 percent in 2018-
19 ! (CAG 2023). The Congress
party will revitalise the Railways
as a growth engine for India,” the
Congress chief said.
Posing seven questions, he

asked why has the BJP govern-
ment not filled more than three
lakh vacancies in the Railways.
“Is the BJP against SC, ST,

OBC, EWS people who may avail
reservation in India’s largest pub-
lic sector employer,” he asked.
“Why has the average price per

passenger per kilometre doubled
from 0.32 paise per passenger-km
in 2013-14 (UPA) to 0.66 paise per
passenger-km in 2023? Is it not
true that more than 100,000 train-

related deaths were reported be-
tween 2017 and 2021? (NCRB).
This does not include the deadly
Balasore accident (2023) which
took the precious lives of almost
300 people,” Kharge said.
“Is it not true that the Kavach

Railway Safety anti-collision tech-
nology only covers 2.13% of the
network? Why did the Modi Gov-
ernment withdraw the concessions
for senior citizens, women and
children, in an apathetic manner
during the Covid pandemic? Due
to this revocation, the Modi Gov-
ernment looted ` 2242 crores in a
single year,” the Congress presi-
dent asked.
According to the CAG, he

claimed that only 0.7 percent
funds out of ` 58,459 crore were
spent on track renewal and asked
why it was so.
This is the reason, Kharge

claimed, why the much-hyped
Vande Bharat high speed trains
have an average speed of just 83
kmph instead of 180 kmph
claimed by the Modi government.
“Is it not true that the move to

merge the Railway Budget was a
way to cut its funds through the
back door? Is it not true that Modi
Government has unveiled a grand
plan of Privatisation of the Indian
Railways and incremental privati-
sation has already begun,” he also
asked. According to the National
Railway Plan (2021) of the Modi
government, the Leader of Oppo-
sition in Rajya Sabha claimed “all
freight trains will be privatised by
2031, along with 30 percent of the
750 railway stations”.
“All profit-making AC coaches

will also be privatised. Only loss-
making second class passenger
trains will be left with the rail-
ways,” he said. (PTI)

NEW DELHI, April 2: Mothers
Against Vaping on Tuesday an-
nounced that former footballer
Bhaichung Bhutia will support
their cause of combatting the pro-
motion of new-age tobacco de-
vices among Indian children and
youngsters.
Bhutia’s endorsement adds

substantial weight to the cause of
Mothers Against Vaping, it said.
The group is a united front of

concerned mothers that aims to
combat the promotion of e-ciga-
rettes, vapes, electronic nicotine
delivery systems and heat-not-
burn products among Indian
youngsters.
The group said, “His (Bhutia)

involvement is anticipated to am-
plify the impact of the cause,
shedding more light on the esca-
lating problem of new-age to-
bacco device usage among the
country’s youth.”
This collaboration aims to raise

awareness, garner support and
foster a collective effort to protect
the wellbeing of the younger gen-
eration from the hazards of these
devices, they said.
Bhutia said, “I have been work-

ing with children to nurture future
football talents and it is a great
feeling to see their spirit on the
field. So, for me, it is very dis-
heartening that children and

youngsters are falling prey to
these harmful habits.”
“At an age where our children

should be immersed in an envi-
ronment that nurtures their
dreams and aspirations, it is sad
to witness the havoc that these
new-age tobacco devices are
wrecking on their health and ulti-
mately their lives,” the former In-
dian football team captain said.

He also praised the efforts of
Mothers Against Vaping in rais-
ing awareness, calling it “truly
commendable”.
“I wholeheartedly extend my

support to them, so that the well-
being and future of our younger
generations are secured,” Bhutia
said.
According to Mothers Against

Vaping, rising addiction among
children to new-age tobacco de-
vices is fuelled by the aggressive
efforts of big tobacco companies
to establish a new market and cul-
tivate future consumers.
“These companies employ var-

ious tactics, including social
media advertising, designing
electronic devices with sleek
technology and eye-catching aes-
thetics and introducing enticing
flavours like strawberry or bubble
gum, to appeal to children,” the
group said.
“This alarming trend poses a

significant risk of addiction as e-
cigarettes and other such devices
can serve as gateway devices, po-
tentially leading users to more
harmful substances such as co-
caine and heroine,” it added.
Despite the comprehensive ban

imposed by the Prohibition of
Electronic Cigarette Act, 2019, e-
cigarettes and similar new-age
devices continue to proliferate,
according to Mothers Against Va-
ping.
The use of vaping and e-ciga-

rette devices has been linked to
various harmful effects, ranging
from extensive lung damage to
environmental harm through im-
proper disposal, the group said.
In response to the urgent con-

cern posed by the proliferation of
new-age tobacco devices, the
group is seeking support and ac-
tion from influential figures, par-
ents, educators, influencers and
policymakers. (PTI)

Modi accuses Cong of instigating people against 
electoral mandate, asks them to wipe out oppn party

Enough, won’t contest elections anymore,
says CM Siddaramaiah, cites advancing age
MYSURU, April 2: Karnataka
chief minister Siddaramaiah on
Tuesday said he has decided not
to contest in elections anymore,
as he won’t have the health and
enthusiasm needed to work after
four years with advancing age.
During the 2023 assembly

polls itself, he had declared that
it will be his last election, but he
will continue to remain in poli-
tics.
“People in Varuna want me to

contest once again for Assembly
polls from there, but I have de-
cided not to contest in elections
anymore. Now I’m 77 year old ,
still I have four years time (as-
sembly tenure), I will be 81-82
year-old by then. I won’t have
health, and I will not be able to
work happily. Can I work with
enthusiasm? Enough,” Siddara-
maiah said.
Speaking to reporters here, he

said, “By 2028 (when Assembly
elections are due in Karnataka), I

will be 82-year-old, and I will
complete 50 years in politics. In
1978, I became the taluk board
member.” When told he doesn’t
look old, he said, “I may not look
old, but who can experience
aging, you or me?”
Siddaramaiah during May as-

sembly polls last year had
emerged victorious in Varuna
constituency, entering the As-
sembly for the ninth time.
Siddaramaiah, the then sitting

chief minister, had lost in
Chamundeshwari in 2018. He,
however, won in Badami, the
other constituency from where he
had contested, and went on to
serve as Leader of Opposition.
Making his debut in the As-

sembly in 1983, Siddaramaiah
had got elected from
Chamundeshwari on a Lok Dal
Party ticket. He has won five
times from this constituency and
tasted defeat thrice.
After neighbouring Varuna be-

came a constituency in 2008 fol-
lowing delimitation, Siddarama-
iah represented it till he vacated
the seat for his son Dr Yatindra in
the 2018 assembly polls and
went back to his old constituency
of Chamundeshwari. In 2023
Yathindra returned the favour to
his father by vacating the seat.
Ahead of the May 2018 As-

sembly polls, Siddaramaiah had
said it would “most likely” be his
last election.
Earlier, during the 2013 As-

sembly polls too, he had said that
it was his last election and went
on to become Chief Minister
after the polls.
Amid speculations about
leadership change, Siddarama-
iah on Monday asked the peo-
ple of his Varuna assembly
segment to give the Congress
candidate a lead of at least
60,000 votes in the upcoming
Lok Sabha polls, to ensure that
he remains in the post. (PTI)

Cong complains to EC against BJP’s ad campaign
NEW DELHI, April 2: The
Congress on Tuesday complained
to the Election Commission
against BJP’s advertisement cam-
paign, alleging it was maligning
the opposition party through the
use of cropped and distorted
videos, and urged the poll body to
take immediate action against the
authors and issue instructions for
recall.
The Congress also filed a com-

plaint against what it called the
BJP’s “malicious attempts” to link
the Congress campaign to billion-
aire financier George Soros.
AICC General Secretary (Com-

munications) Jairam Ramesh said,
“The party lodged a complaint
against the BJP’s repeated and
malicious use of cropped and dis-
torted videos to malign the INC.
The ECI was requested to take
immediate action against the au-
thors of this low-level campaign,
as well as issue instructions for its
recall.”
A delegation of party leaders

comprising Salman Khurshid,
Pawan Khera and Gurdeep Sap-

pal on Tuesday met the Election
Commission and handed over a
memorandum of their complaints
to them.
“The Congress Party lodged a

complaint against the BJP’s mali-
cious attempts to link the Con-
gress campaign to George Soros,”
Ramesh said.
“This complaint covers other

examples of false propaganda that
target the INC as well. Not only
are these materials patently false,
they are also mala fide and know-
ingly defamatory. The ECI was
requested to take immediate ac-
tion against the authors of this
low-level campaign, as well as
issue instructions for its recall,” he
said in a post on X.
The opposition party has also

complained against the alleged vi-
olation of the model code of con-
duct for elections in Andhra
Pradesh, where assembly and Lok
Sabha polls are held together. It
claimed posters and advertise-
ments of state schemes were still
bearing the photos of the state
chief minister. (PTI)

NEW DELHI, April 2: The Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) on Tuesday wel-
comed the Supreme Court’s decision
to grant bail to the party’s Rajya
Sabha MP Sanjay Singh in a money-
laundering case linked to the excise
policy case, calling it “big day for
democracy in the country and a mo-
ment of hope”.
In a joint press conference, AAP

leaders claimed that the court order
“exposed” that the entire liquor scam
case was based on statements “ex-
torted” from witnesses and approvers.
Singh was brought to a hospital on

Tuesday morning and he is likely to
be discharged on Wednesday, an offi-
cial source told PTI. Singh was ar-
rested by the Enforcement

Directorate (ED) in a money launder-
ing case linked to the now-scrapped
excise policy on October 4.
“This is a big day for democracy in

the country and a moment of happi-
ness and hope,” Delhi minister
Saurabh Bharadwaj said in the press
conference.
Atishi, also a cabinet minister in

the Delhi government, said that for
two years AAP leaders have been tar-
geted in fake cases and arrested.
“In the court proceedings, two im-

portant things have come before the
people -- ED had no response when
the Supreme Court asked where is the
money trail; and that the entire case
of the ED is based on approvers’
statements who were pressured to
give statements against Kejriwal,”
she said.
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejri-

wal, who was arrested by the ED in
the excise policy case, was on Mon-
day sent to judicial custody till April
15.
Atishi earlier shared the news of

Singh’s bail in a post on X and said in
Hindi, “Satyameva Jayate.” (PTI)

‘Big day for democracy, Satyameva Jayate’,
says AAP on Sanjay Singh’s bail

‘Railways (is) ravaged under the
Modi Government’

BJP wants to replicate Russia, China-like rule, says Farooq Abdullah
JAMMU, April 2: The BJP wants to
replicate Russia- and China-like rule
in the country, National Conference
chief Farooq Abdullah claimed on
Tuesday and said the INDIA bloc has
come forward to safeguard the Con-
stitution, even at the cost of “our
lives”. He also targeted the Centre
over the issue of the Katchatheevu is-
land, handed over to Sri Lanka in the
1970s, and asked why the BJP-led
Centre is silent on the “continuous in-
cursion” by China in Ladakh and its
claims over land in Arunachal
Pradesh.
“The INDIA bloc has been formed

to safeguard the Constitution because
there is apprehension that the Consti-
tution will be finished (by the BJP) …
The same thing will happen here (in
India) as (Russian President
Vladimir) Putin and China President
(Xi Jinping) are sitting there. They
(the BJP) are making attempts as they

want to rule the country for life (with-
out any opposition),” Abdullah told
reporters. “INDIA will not allow this
to happen and protect the Constitution
given by (BR) Amdedkar, even at the
cost of our lives. We will not allow
this Constitution to get buried,” he
said. The National Conference leader
was in Jammu to accompany Raman
Bhalla, the Congress candidate who
filed his nomination from the Jammu
Lok Sabha constituency. The con-
stituency will go to the polls in the
second phase on April 26.
Bhalla -- accompanied by Bharat

Singh Solanki, the AICC’s Jammu
and Kashmir in-charge, and Pradesh
Congress Committee chief Vikar Ra-
sool Wani -- took part in a roadshow
before filing the papers.
The Congress and the National

Conference are both constituents of
the opposition INDIA bloc.
Asked to comment on Prime Min-

ister Narendra Modi’s criticism of the
Congress over its decision to hand
over the strategic Katchatheevu island
to Sri Lanka in the 1970s, Abdullah
pointed to China’s alleged incursions
into Ladakh and its claims over land
in Arunachal Pradesh.
“How much land is with China,

why are they (central government) not
talking about it? China has grabbed
thousands of kilometres of our land
and we raised the issue in the Parlia-
ment but they did not answer. Let
them reply on this first,” the Srinagar
MP said.
There have been “18 or 19 rounds

of talks” between India and China but
“what is the outcome of these talks as
they (China) are continuously moving
forward and even started renaming
various places, which they are claim-
ing to be their part. Why are they
(BJP) not raising their voice against
this?”, Abdullah said. (PTI)

BHUBANESWAR, April 2: The Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) on Tuesday re-nominated 21 of its 22
sitting MLAs in Odisha while announcing the list
of candidates for 112 of the 147 Assembly con-
stituencies in the state.
The lone legislator who has been denied the BJP

ticket was Lalitendu Bidyadhar Mohapatra from
Brahmagiri in Puri district. Mohapatra’s niece Up-
asana Mohapatra has got the ticket from the Brah-
magiri Assembly seat.
There are eight women candidates in the list.

They are Sundergarh MLA Kusum Tete, Sebati
Nayak (Bonai), Babita Mallick (Binjharpur), Sm-
rutirekha Pahi (Dharmasala), Kalpana Kumar
Khara (Baliguda), Pravati Parida (Nimapara), Up-
asana Mohapatra (Brahmagiri) and Pratushya Ra-
jeswari Singh (Nayagarh).
As per the list, BJP state president Manmohan

Samal will contest from Chandbali assembly seg-
ment in Bhadrak district while senior party leader
and sitting MP from Bargarh Suresh Pujari will
contest from Brajarajnagar Assembly seat. Pujari
was denied the party ticket for contesting the Lok
Sabha polls this time.

The BJP has fielded Sisir Mishra against Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik from Hinjili Assembly
constituency while former BJD MP Pratyusha Ra-
jeswari Singh will contest against former minister
and sitting MLA Arun Kumar Sahoo in Nayagarh
assembly seat.
Leader of Opposition in the Odisha Assembly

Jaynarayan Mishra will contest from his traditional
Sambalpur assembly seat. Similarly, former min-
ister and ex-BJP state president KV Singhdeo will
contest from Patnagarh assembly seat in Bolangir
district. His wife Sangeeta Kumari Singh Deo is
BJP candidate for the Bolangir Lok Sabha seat.
Five turncoats from BJD, Arabinda Dhali,

Akash Das Nayak, Siddhant Mohapatra, Purna
Chandra Sethi and Priyadarshi Mishra were given
BJP tickets. Arabinda Dhali will fight from the
Jayadev assembly segment in Khurda district.
While actor-turned-politician Akash Das Nayak
has been given the ticket for Korei Assembly seg-
ment in Jajpur district, former BJD MLA
Priyadarshi Mishra will fight the polls from
Bhubaneswar North seat.
Former MLA Purna Chandra Sethi, who quit

BJD and joined the BJP on March 26, will contest
from Khallikote assembly seat. He had won two
consecutive elections from the constituency in
2009 and 2014 but was denied a ticket in 2019.
While the saffron party’s youth leader Tankadhar
Tripathy will fight the Assembly polls from Jhar-
suguda, MLA Kusum Tete will contest from Sun-
dargarh Assembly seat and Biswaranjan Badajena
from Jatni.
Jagannath Pradhan has been fielded from

Bhubaneswar Central, Babu Singh from
Bhubaneswar Ekamra and Prithiviraj Harichandan
from Chilika Assembly seat.
The party also selected sitting MLA Suryaban-

shi Suraj – son of BJP leader late Bishnu Sethi
from Dhamnagar Assembly seat, Padmalochan
Panda from Simulia, Rajendra Das from Soro,
Gobinda Chandra Das from Remuna, Manas
Kumar Dutta from Balasore, Braja Pradhan from
Jaleswar, Irasis Acharya from Bhatli.
Senior BJP leader Mohan Majhi ridiculed the

ruling BJD over its recent statement that the saf-
fron party was unable to find candidates for all the
147 assembly seats. (PTI)

BJP announces 112 candidates for Odisha Assembly elections, 5 turncoats get ticket

‘Corrupt threatening and abusing me; but they can’t deter me; action against each one of the corrupt will continue’
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SRINAGAR, April 2: Five IAF helicopters, includ-
ing the recently inducted US-manufactured Chinook,
landed on a stretch of the Jammu-Srinagar National
Highway as part of an Emergency Landing Facility
drill, the first such exercise in Jammu and Kashmir,
officials said on Tuesday.
With this, Jammu and Kashmir became the first

Union territory to operationalise an Emergency
Landing Facility (ELF). Andhra Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh and Rajasthan are the three states where
these emergency landing strips are currently opera-
tional. According to the officials, two US-manufac-
tured Chinook, one Russian-made Mi-17 and two
Advance Light helicopters (ALH) of the Indian Air
Force (IAF) landed on the Wanpoh-Sangam stretch
of the national highway linking Kashmir with the rest

of the country in the early hours of Tuesday.
The entire drill ended by 2.50 am, during which

the helicopters landed at the stretch and carried an
exercise of picking up troops lying on the ground,
the officials said, adding the exercise was held with-
out any problems, they said.
Work on the 3.5-km emergency landing strip was

started in 2020 and completed late last year as part
of a programme initiated by the IAF along with the
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways for the
creation of ELFs at different locations across the
country. Chinook helicopters, which have a top speed
of 310 kmph and a travel range of 741 km, are used
for heavy lifting and the main cabin can hold over
33 fully-equipped troops. It can also be used for med-
ical evacuation and has space for 24 stretchers. (PTI)

Five IAF helicopters conduct trial landing, take-off on emergency landing strip in J&K

NEW DELHI, April 2: With the
India-China military face-off con-
tinuing in eastern Ladakh, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on Tuesday
said the Indian troops are standing
“firm” and the ongoing talks be-
tween the two sides for a peaceful
resolution of the matter will con-
tinue as disengagement and de-es-
calation is the way forward.
In an address to the top com-

manders of the Army, Singh reaf-
firmed the faith of the billion-plus
citizens in the force as one of the
“most-trusted and inspiring” organ-
isations in the country.
The Army commanders deliber-

ated extensively on national secu-
rity challenges along the borders
with China and Pakistan and ways
to boost the force’s overall combat
capability. The defence minister,
complimenting the Army leader-
ship for successfully taking ahead
the country’s “defence and secu-
rity” vision to new heights, said the
role of the force is very important
in nation building.
In his remarks, Singh also lauded

the Border Roads Organisation
(BRO), saying its efforts have led to
the “quantum improvement” in
road communication along the
western and northern frontiers.
On the current situation along the

northern borders, Singh expressed
full confidence that while the troops
are standing firm, the ongoing talks
for peaceful resolution will con-
tinue and disengagement and de-es-
calation is the way forward, the

defence ministry said in a state-
ment.
The Indian and Chinese troops

are locked in a standoff in certain
friction points in eastern Ladakh for
nearly four years even as the two
sides have completed disengage-
ment from several areas following
extensive diplomatic and military
talks. Referring to the situation
along the borders with Pakistan,
Singh complimented the Army’s re-
sponse to cross-border terrorism,
adding that the proxy war by the
“adversary” continues.
The defence minister compli-

mented the “excellent synergy” be-
tween the Central Armed Police
Forces, local police and Army in
tackling the menace of terrorism in
Jammu and Kashmir.
“The synergised operations in the

Union Territory of Jammu and
Kashmir are contributing to in-

creased stability in the region and
the same should continue,” he said.
Singh lauded the forces for the

high standard of operational pre-
paredness and capabilities, which
he said he has always experienced
firsthand during his visits to for-
ward areas.
Delving into the complex world

situation, Singh said it affects
everyone globally.
“Unconventional and asymmet-

ric warfare, including hybrid war,
will be part of the future conven-
tional wars. Cyber, information,
communication, trade and finance
have all become an inseparable part
of future conflicts,” he added.
“This necessitates that the armed

forces will have to keep all these
facets in consideration while plan-
ning and formulating strategies,”
the defence minister said.
He highlighted the stellar role

played by the Army in guarding the
country’s borders and fighting ter-
rorism, apart from providing assis-
tance to the civil administration in
every need of the hour.
“The Army is present in every

domain, from security, HADR (hu-
manitarian assistance and disaster
relief), medical assistance to main-
taining the stable internal situation
in the country,” he said.
“The role of the Indian Army is

very important in nation building as
also in the overall national develop-
ment,” he noted.
The defence minister compli-

mented the leadership of the Army
for successfully taking ahead the
country’s “defence and security” vi-
sion to new heights.
He also hailed the Army’s ap-

proach on the infusion and absorp-
tion of cutting-edge technology.
Singh paid tributes to all the

bravehearts for making the ultimate
sacrifice in the defence of the moth-
erland. The Army Commanders’
Conference is an apex-level bian-
nual event that is held in April and
October every year. The conference
is an institutional platform for con-
ceptual-level deliberations, culmi-
nating in making important policy
decisions for the Army.
The commanders comprehen-

sively deliberated upon all aspects
of the existing security scenarios,
the situation along the borders and
the hinterland and the challenges
for the present security apparatus.
(PTI)

Disengagement, de-escalation way
forward: Rajnath on eastern Ladakh

CHANDIGARH, April 2: Two
farmer bodies on Tuesday said they
will hold demonstrations on Sunday
against the decision to declare pri-
vate silos as wheat procurement cen-
tres in Punjab.
The move will make grain mar-

kets redundant, the Samyukta Kisan
Morcha (Non Political) and Kisan
Mazdoor Morcha said, adding that
they will burn effigies of both the
central and Punjab government over
the issue on April 7.
Apart from SKM (Non Political)

and KMM, Samyukta Kisan Morcha
(SKM), which spearheaded the
2020-21 farmers’ agitation against
the now-repealed farm laws, earlier
announced that it will hold protests
over the issue on April 9.
The state government, in its order

on March 15, had declared 11 silos,
being managed by private compa-
nies, as purchase centres in view of
the Rabi marketing season that
started on April 1.
A steel silo is a scientific way of

storage of foodgrains and ensures
better preservation in comparison to
conventional storage warehouses. A
silo also can also act as a purchase
centre where farmers can bring their
crops for sale.
SKM (Non Political) and KMM

are spearheading the ‘Delhi Chalo’
march by farmers to press the gov-
ernment to accept their demands
which includes a legal guarantee of
Minimum Support Price (MSP) for
crops.
The protesting farmers who have

been staying put at the Shambhu and
Khanauri border points between

Punjab and Haryana after their
march was stopped by security
forces on February 13, have also de-
manded the release of five arrested
farmers by the Haryana police.
Addressing mediapersons here on

Tuesday, SKM (Non Political) leader
Jagjit Singh Dallewal condemned the
decision to declare corporate silos in
nine districts as procurement centres
for wheat storage in Punjab.
He said the Punjab government

has “acted at the behest of the Cen-
tre”, claiming this was an attempt to
make the ‘mandis’ (grain markets)
redundant.
KMM leader Sarwan Singh Pand-

her accused the AAP government of
trying to please corporations by al-
lowing the sale, purchase and storage
of wheat at private silos.
Pandher said he had “no doubt”

that it was a central government pol-
icy but added that the state govern-
ment could have stopped its
implementation.
He urged farmers to not bring their

crops to these silos for sale.
Both the leaders also demanded

the release of five farmers including
Ravinder Singh Ravi, Amarjit Singh,
both from Punjab, who were arrested
during the ongoing protest.
Pandher said they will burn effi-

gies of the Modi government and the
Bhagwant Mann government on
April 7 over the issue.
If their demands to rollback the

decision on corporate silos and the
release of the five farmers were not
accepted by April 7, then they will
hold a ‘rail roko’ agitation on April
9, Pandher said. (PTI)

Farm unions to protest against
decision to use corporate silos as
procurement centres on April 7

Karnataka to experience dry weather
and heat wave conditions till April 5

BENGALURU, April 2: The
India Meteorological Depart-
ment (IMD) has predicted heat
wave conditions in the northern
districts of Karnataka till April
5, and likely dry weather across
the state in the coming days.
According to the IMD, due to

certain wind and weather condi-
tions from south Tamil Nadu to
east Vidarbha, isolated light
rainfall is likely over Madhya
Maharashtra from April 5 to 8,
and over Konkan and Goa,
Marathwada, Coastal Andhra
Pradesh and Yanam, Telangana,
and Karnataka from April 6 to 8.
North Interior Karnataka ex-

perienced heat wave conditions
in isolated pockets on Tuesday
while the Kodagu district re-
ceived some respite with a fresh
spell of rainfall.
According to the IMD,

Bagalkote, Kalaburgi, Vijaya-
pura, Yadgir, Raichur, Bellari,
Belgaum, Koppal and Gadag
districts of the state are likely to
face heat wave conditions.
For April 6, the IMD has fore-

cast light rainfall in isolated
places over Dakshina Kannada,
Udupi, Bidar, Kalaburgi,
Kodagu, Mandya, Mysuru dis-
tricts of Karnataka, whereas the
remaining districts of the state
are likely to experience dry
weather.
On April 7, light rainfall is

likely at isolated places over
Dakshina Kannada, Bidar, Kal-
aburgi, Chikkamagaluru,
Kodagu, Mandya and Mysuru
districts and the possibility of
dry weather in the remaining
districts.
On April 8, the IMD has pre-

dicted the possibility of light

rainfall in isolated places over
Dakshina Kannada, Udupi, Ut-
tara Kannada, Bidar, Kalaburgi,
Vijayapura, Yadgir, Bagalkote,
Belagavi, Gadag, Dharwad,
Koppal, Raichur, Kodagu,
Chikkamagaluru, Hassan, Shiv-
amogga, Chitradurga and My-
suru districts while dry weather
very likely in the remaining dis-
tricts.
“Hot and Humid conditions

very likely to prevail over Dak-
shina Kannada, Uttara Kannada,
Bengaluru Rural and Bengaluru
Urban, Chitradurga, Davan-
agere, Kolar, Mandya, Mysuru
and Tumakuru districts during
next three days,” it said. 
The maximum temperature is

very likely to gradually rise by
two-four degrees Celsius over
Bagalkote, Bidar, Belagavi,
Dharwad, Kalaburgi, Haveri and
Koppal districts of North Inte-
rior Karnataka and Bengaluru
Rural, Bengaluru Urban, Chi-
tradurga, Davangere, Kolar,
Mandya, Chikkamagaluru,
Shivamogga, Tumakuru and
Mysuru districts of South Inte-
rior Karnataka during the next
five days.
For Bengaluru city, the IMD

has forecast partly cloudy sky in
the morning and mainly clear
sky by afternoon/evening over
the next 48 hours while the max-
imum and minimum tempera-
tures are very likely to be
around 36 degress Celsius and
24 degress Celsius respectively.
(PTI)

All pleas challenging Centre’s ban on 23
dog breeds to be heard together: Delhi HC

NEW DELHI, April 2: Delhi High
Court on Tuesday transferred to it-
self several petitions challenging the
Centre’s ban on the sale and breed-
ing of 23 breeds of ferocious dogs.
A division bench of Acting Chief

Justice Manmohan and Justice Man-
meet PS Arora observed that these
are “very ferocious dogs” and they
are “hounding upon children”.
The court said once the division

bench is seized of the matter, all
other similar petitions pending be-
fore single judges shall also come to
it and heard together.
“Once the division bench is seized

of the matter, all such cases should
come here. In fact, all single judges
must send their related matters here.
We will summon the case files here.
You file an impleadment application
in the other pending PIL and we will
hear you. We can’t have so many
PILs on this,” the bench said and
added that “multiple petitions on the

same issue would only create com-
plications and delay the disposal of
the matter”.
The Pet Lovers’ Association chal-

lenged the Centre’s March 12 notifi-
cation on the ground that the ban has
been imposed on 23 dog breeds
without consulting or inviting objec-
tions and suggestions from stake-
holders.
To this, the bench said, “Every

dog lover or dog owner or associa-
tion cannot be made a party and
heard, that is impossible.”
“This has happened on our direc-

tions. It can’t be that we direct the
central government to examine and
then we say the central government
can’t pass such an order. We will see
and examine it,” it further said.
The division bench said it has al-

ready issued notice on a similar PIL
and disposed of the current petition,
granting liberty to the petitioner or-
ganisation to file an impleadment or

intervention application in that mat-
ter.
The bench also transferred to it-

self the petitions pending before sin-
gle judges on the same issue and
listed the matter for hearing on April
9.
On March 12, the Centre directed

states to ban the sale and breeding of
23 breeds of ferocious dogs, includ-
ing Pitbull Terriers, American Bull-
dog, Rottweilers and Mastiffs, amid
rising instances of pet dog attacks.
The directive issued to states and

Union Territories bars people from
keeping these 23 breeds of dogs as
pets.
In a letter to chief secretaries of all

states and Union Territories dated
March 12, the Union government’s
Department of Animal Husbandry
and Dairying also said these breeds
of dogs already been kept as pets
should be sterilised to prevent fur-
ther breeding. (PTI)

NEW DELHI/ MUMBAI, April
2: Aviation watchdog DGCA has
asked Vistara to submit a daily re-
port on flight cancellations and de-
lays, and the situation is also being
monitored by the civil aviation
ministry, amid non-availability of
pilots causing flight disruptions for
the airline.
A day after the carrier an-

nounced reducing operations due
to non-availability of crew and
other operational reasons, sources
on Tuesday said some command-
ers as well as first officers of its
A320 fleet are also reporting sick
to protest pay revisions due to
signing of new contracts.
The Directorate General of Civil

Aviation (DGCA) on Tuesday said
in view of various flight disrup-
tions of Vistara, it has asked the
airline to submit daily information
and details on the flights that are
being cancelled and delayed.
The officials of the DGCA are

also monitoring the situation to en-
sure compliance with requirements
for providing facilities to passen-
gers in case of flight cancellations
and delays.
This is to minimise the incon-

venience to passengers, the regula-
tor said. On Tuesday, the civil
aviation ministry said it is monitor-
ing the situation of Vistara flight
cancellations.

“However, flight operations are
managed by Airlines themselves.
Airlines have to comply with
DGCA norms to ensure passenger
facilitation in case of cancellation
or delay of flights,” the ministry
said in a post on X.
Many passengers have taken to

social media to complain about
flight delays and cancellations.
In recent weeks, discontent has

been simmering among pilots at
Vistara, which is in the process of
getting merged with Air India, fol-
lowing the new contracts wherein
there are concerns that fixed pay
component is getting reduced and
there is more flying-linked incen-
tive in the salary structure.

The new contracts that will
bring parity between pilots of Vis-
tara and Air India have been intro-
duced as part of the ongoing
merger process.
Vistara is a joint venture be-

tween Tata Group and Singapore
Airlines.
Many first officers of Vistara’s

A320 fleet have been reporting
sick in the past few weeks and on
Monday alone, around 50 flights
were cancelled and many were de-
layed as there were not enough pi-
lots to operate flights.
The sources said that now some

commanders of the A320 fleet are
reporting sick.
Vistara has a fleet of 70 planes

comprising 63 aircraft from A320
family and 7 wide-body Boeing
787s. As per the summer schedule,
which started from March 31, the
airline is to operate little over 300
flights daily.
In a statement on Monday, Vis-

tara said it had a significant num-
ber of flight cancellations and
delays in the past few days due to
various reasons, including crew
unavailability.
“We have decided to temporar-

ily reduce the number of flights we
operate, to ensure adequate con-
nectivity across our network,” the
airline had said and also apolo-
gised for the disruptions.
The airline has also decided to

temporarily reduce the number of
flights it operates, to ensure ade-
quate connectivity across its net-
work.
Further, the airline has deployed

larger aircraft like B787-9 Dream-
liner and A321neo on select do-
mestic routes to combine flights or
accommodate more customers,
wherever possible.
In the ongoing summer sched-

ule, Vistara will be operating
25.22 per cent more weekly
flights at 2,324.
Sources had said, the number

of flight cancellations are ex-
pected to go up and touch 70 on
Tuesday. (PTI)

DGCA seeks daily report from
Vistara on flights cancellations

NEW DELHI, April 2: Indian
Coast Guard ship Samudra Pa-
heredar, a specialised Pollution
Control Vessel, on Tuesday made
a port call at Ho Chi Minh in Viet-
nam as part of its ongoing overseas
deployment to the ASEAN coun-
tries, officials said.
This deployment is a testimony

to the ICG’s commitment to “bol-
ster bilateral relationships” and
“enhance international coopera-
tion” with friendly countries, the
Defence Ministry said in a state-
ment.
“The deployment of Samudra

Paheredar to the ASEAN region
reflects India’s shared concern and
resolve towards marine pollution,
promoting safety and security
through maritime cooperation.

Prior to Ho Chi Minh, the vessel
had visited Manila, Philippines, to
demonstrate a seamless continua-
tion of diplomatic maritime en-
gagements in the ASEAN region,”
it said.
The ship is equipped with spe-

cialised marine pollution control
equipment and a Chetak Helicop-
ter in pollution response configu-
ration, designed to contain and
recover spilled oil and augment the
operation.
The ICG ship is on an overseas

deployment to the ASEAN (Asso-
ciation of Southeast Asian Na-
tions) countries -- the Philippines,
Vietnam and Brunei -- from March
25 to April 12.
Samudra Paheredar, with an in-

tegral helicopter, made a port call

at Ho Chi Minh as part of its ongo-
ing overseas deployment to the
ASEAN countries, the ministry
said in a statement on Tuesday.
“During the three-day visit, the

crew will engage in professional
interactions focusing on marine
pollution response, maritime
search and rescue, and maritime
law enforcement. The activities
will also include cross-deck train-
ing, subject matter expert ex-
changes, sports events and passage
exercise with the Vietnam Coast
Guard (VCG),” it said.
The visit not only aims to

strengthen ties between the ICG
and VCG, but also showcases
India’s indigenous shipbuilding ca-
pabilities.
In addition, 25 National Cadet

Corps (NCC) cadets aboard the
vessel will participate in a
walkathon and beach clean-up ac-
tivities, officials said.
Since 2015, the ICG and VCG

have an existing Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) which insti-
tutionalised the cooperative en-
gagements between the two
maritime agencies, it said.
The visit of the ICG specialised

vessel to these countries is in pur-
suance with India ASEAN initia-
tive for marine pollution
announced during the ASEAN De-
fence Ministers’ Meeting Plus in
Cambodia in 2022. (PTI)

RAIPUR, April 2: In a major
anti-insurgency operation, nine
Naxalites were killed in an en-
counter with security personnel
in Bijapur district of Chhattis-
garh on Tuesday, police said.
Bijapur district comes under

the Bastar Lok Sabha con-
stituency, which will go to polls
in the first phase of general elec-
tions on April 19.
The gunfight took place at

around 6 am in a forest near
Lendra village under Gangaloor
police station area, when a joint
team of security personnel was
out on an anti-Naxal operation,
Inspector General of Police
(Bastar Range) Sundarraj P told
PTI.
After the exchange of fire

stopped, bodies of four Naxalites
were recovered from the spot
along with a light machine gun,
barrel grenade launchers and
other arms and ammunitions, he
said.
Later, five more bodies were

found at the encounter site, the
IG said, adding that search oper-
ation was still underway in the
area.
Personnel belonging to the

District Reserve Guard, Special
Task Force, Central Reserve Po-
lice Force and its elite unit Com-
mando Battalion for Resolute
Action (CoBRA) were involved
in the operation, he said.
Notably, Naxalites carry out

the Tactical Counter Offensive
Campaign (TCOC) in the sum-
mer season between March and
June every year and step up their
activities. A large number of at-
tacks on security forces have
taken place in the Bastar region
during this period.
On March 27, six Naxalites

were killed in an encounter with
security forces in Basaguda area
of Bijapur, police earlier said.
With the latest incident, 42

Naxalites have been killed so far
this year in separate encounters
with security forces in Bastar re-
gion, comprising seven districts
including Bijapur, according to
police. (PTI)

9 Naxalites killed in
Chhattisgarh’s Bijapur;

arms seized

Indian Coast Guard ship makes port call in Vietnam
on overseas deployment to ASEAN countries

HYDERABAD, April 2: A
nephew of former Telangana chief
minister and BRS president K
Chandrasekhar Rao, was on Tues-
day arrested for allegedly attempt-
ing to encroach land here, police
said.
A case was earlier registered

against Chandrasekhar Rao’s
nephew K Kanna Rao and others
in the first week of March at Adi-
batla police station based on a
complaint from a director of a real
estate firm who accused them of
trying to encroach upon two acres
of  the company’s land after trying
to threaten their employees.
He has been arrested in connec-

tion with that case and is being
sent to judicial remand, a senior
police official told PTI.
An FIR was registered on

March 3 against Kanna Rao and
others under relevant IPC sections
including 307 (attempt to mur-
der), 147 (rioting), 447 (criminal
trespass). (PTI)

Kin of former T’gana CM
KCR held in case of 
attempt to grab land

‘Unconventional and asymmetric warfare, including hybrid war, will be part of the future conventional wars’
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LOS ANGELES, April 2: British stars Benedict
Cumberbatch and Olivia Colman have teamed up
for the upcoming remake of 1989 dark comedy
"The War of the Roses".

The new take is titled "The Roses" and will be
directed by Jay Roach of "Bombshell" fame, ac-
cording to the entertainment news outlet Variety.

Cumberbatch and Oscar winner Colman will
play a picture-perfect couple Theo and Ivy, who
have successful careers, great kids and an enviable
sex life.

However, when Theo suffers a professional set-
back, it all starts to crumble - and the downfall of
the Roses is going to make Marriage Story seem
like a conscious uncoupling. The script is set to be
written by Tony McNamara, who penned the last
two Yorgos Lanthimos films, The Favourite and
Poor Things - the latter of which featured Colman
in an Oscar-winning role.

Based on Warren Adler's 1981 novel of the same
name, The War of the Roses was directed by
Danny DeVito and produced by James L. Brooks.
DeVito also starred in the film as lawyer Gavin
d'Amato, who narrates the film as he relates the
twisted tale of Oliver and Barbara Rose (Douglas
and Turner, who DeVito starred with in Romanc-

ing the Stone). The two experience enormous fi-
nancial and personal success over the course of
their marriage, but their once-devoted love curdles
into hatred and resentment, eventually resulting in
a bitter, violent divorce that threatens to destroy
both of them. The film also starred Marianne
Sägebrecht, Dan Castellaneta, Sean Astin, and
David Wohl. The film was an enormous success
upon its release in 1989's holiday season, making
$160 million USD worldwide on a $26 million
budget, and garnered Golden Globe nominations
for Best Picture and for Douglas and Turner's per-
formances.

The War of the Roses remake has been in devel-
opment since 2017. Cumberbatch will produce the
film under his SunnyMarch banner, as will Leah
Clarke and Adam Ackland, Colman, Ed Sinclair
and Tom Carver for South of the River, Michelle
Graham, and Austin Powers director Roach, who
recently helmed the Apple comedy series High
Desert. Jonathan R. Adler and Michael Adler,
from Adler Entertainment Trust, will executive
produce.

The War of the Roses remake has not yet set a
release date. Stay tuned to Collider for future up-
dates. (PTI)

Gippy Grewal’s ‘Ardaas
Sarbat De Bhale Di’ to hit
screens in September

NEW DELHI, April
2: Heist comedy 'Crew'
is soaring high at the
box office and actor
Kriti Sanon says she
along with co-stars Tabu
and Kareena Kapoor
Khan would love to re-
unite for a potential se-
quel.

'Crew' follows three
air hostesses -- played
by Tabu, Kareena and
Kriti -- whose future
seems uncertain as their
airline Kohinoor is on
the verge of bankruptcy,
until they find a dead
passenger smuggling
gold biscuits.

Directed by Rajesh A
Krishnan, the film has
grossed Rs 70.73 crore
worldwide within four
days of its release. It is
produced by Anil
Kapoor Film & Commu-
nication Network and
Balaji Motion Pictures.

Kriti said she is game
for reprising the role of
the nerdy dreamer Divya
Rana from 'Crew', if
writers Nidhi Mehra and
Mehul Suri come up
with a good script.

"People have been
loving it. We would gen-
uinely love to be back
and do something fun.
Obviously, it puts a lot
of pressure on the writ-
ers... It's the audience

that motivates the mak-
ers for a sequel. When
they love something so
much, you feel you can
definitely do something
next. So, hope so," the
actor told PTI in an in-
terview.

'Crew' was one of the
most anticipated films of
the year, courtesy its
lead cast, and the suc-
cess of the movie, also
starring Diljit Dosanjh
and Kapil Sharma,
proves audiences come
to the theatre to watch
good content, gender no
bar.

"It's nice to see the re-
sponse to the content.
Then, it doesn't matter if
it's a man or a woman.
It's just the content that
was loved, something
which the cinema should
actually aim for... Where
box office numbers don't
depend on a male-cen-
tric film and it's about
only content. It doesn't
have to be led by a man
to pull the audience to
the theatre," the actor
said.

'Crew', Kriti said, is a
film that hasn't made in
Indian cinema before as
heist films in the coun-
try tend to revolve
around male protago-
nists.

"...But we haven't seen

a film with three
women. Here, you have
three women belonging
to different generations,
almost a decade apart
with solid, unique roles.
People also love chem-
istry and I am so happy
about it. It's a trio that
people had never imag-
ined and that's what
made it exciting," she
said.

Asked about her fu-
ture projects, the actor
said she is yet to sign a
new film because she is
at a place where she
doesn't want to do
movies for the sake of it.
She would rather bask in
the success of her latest
project.

"I am going to wait
for something that
makes me feel that I am
taking it to the next
level. I don't want to re-
peat myself. I want to do
something that excites
me to get out of my bed.
I have been reading a lot
of scripts and going for
narrations and meetings.
Nothing has sort of
struck me enough," she
added.

Kriti was last seen in
'Teri Baaton Mein Aisa
Uljha Jiya' and her next
release is 'Do Patti',
which also marks her
production debut. (PTI)

NEW DELHI, April 2: Popular actor-singer
Gippy Grewal on Monday announced that the
third part of his popular film franchise Ardaas
will release on September 13.

Titled Ardaas Sarbat De Bhale Di, the up-
coming Punjabi movie is written and directed
by Grewal. The film is a collaboration of Jio
Studios, Humble Motion Pictures and
Panorama Studios. "The Ardaas franchise
holds a special place in my heart. Its core
message of kindness and faith has the power
to unite people.

"I'm thrilled to share this new chapter with
the audience and incredibly grateful for the
partnership with Jio Studios and Panorama
Studios in bringing this story to life," Gre-
wal said in a statement.

The third Ardaas film will star Grewal
alongside Jasmin Bhasin, Gurpreet Singh
Ghuggi, Prince Kanwaljeet Singh, Mal-
keet Rauni, and Raghuveer Boli.

Grewal also shared the release date of
the movie on his X handle.

"'Ardaas Sarbat De Bhale Di.' Releas-
ing Worldwide In Cinemas On 13th Sept
2024," he wrote.

Grewal made his directorial debut with
2016's Ardaas, and followed it up with
its 2019 sequel Ardaas Karaan.

The first part featured Rana Ranbir,
Ghuggi, Ammy Virk, Sardar Sohi and
Meher Vij, whereas the next installment
added Sapna Pabbi and Yograj Singh to the
existing cast.

Ardaas Sarbat De Bhale Di is produced

by Grewal, Ravneet Kaur
Grewal, Jyoti Deshpande,
Kumar Mangat Pathak, Ab-
hishek Pathak, and Divay
Dhamija. (PTI)

Jennifer Garner’s
father William
John Garner 
dies at 85

LOS ANGELES, April 2: Actor Jennifer Garner's father
William John Garner has died. He was 85.

Jennifer shared the news of her father's passing in an Insta-
gram post on Monday. No cause of death was disclosed.

William John Garner, who worked as a chemical engineer
for Union Carbide, died over the Easter weekend.

My dad passed peacefully Saturday afternoon. We were
with him, singing Amazing Grace as he left us (did we carry
him across or scare him away valid question.) 

While there is no tragedy in the death of an 85-year-old
man who lived a healthy, wonderful life, I know grief is un-
avoidable, waiting around unexpected corners. Today is for
gratitude, Jennifer wrote alongside a throwback photo of the
father-daughter pair. 

The 51-year-old actor said she and her family are grateful
for her father's gentle demeanour and quiet strength.

For how he teased with a mischievous smile, and for the
way he invented the role of all in, ever patient girl dad. We
are grateful for his work ethic, leadership and faith, she
added.

Garner also thanked West Virginia's Charleston Area Med-
ical Center and City of Hope for their medical care of
William John, which she noted extended Dad's life and gave
him time to be in his favorite spots surrounded by daughters
and grandchildren, cheering for his beloved Aggies, captain-
ing a boat, and most of allnext to his wife of 59 years, our
Mom.

There is so much to say about my dad my sisters and I will
never be done talking about how wonderful he was, so bear
with us. But for today I share these memories with my appre-
ciation for the kind and brilliant man, father, and grandfather
he was, as well as the loving legacy he left behind, she said.
(PTI)

Kriti Sanon on possibility of ‘Crew’ 
sequel: We would love to be back

LOS ANGELES, April 2: Korean
political drama ‘Uncle Samsik’,
headlined by ‘Parasite’ star Song
Kang-ho in his TV series debut,
will arrive on Disney+ on May 15.

The show will launch with a
five-episode premiere exclusively
on Disney+ internationally and on
Hulu in the US, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.

‘Uncle Samsik’ is written and di-
rected by Shin Yeon-shick, known
for Korean films such as ‘The
Russian Novel’ and ‘Dongju: The
Portrait of a Poet’. It also marks
Shin's series debut.

"'Uncle Samsik' tells the story of
a young idealist man Kim San who
is driven to turn his country's for-
tunes around. The man attracts the
attention of a shady fixer, who
adapts to any situation and takes
whatever steps necessary to help
him accomplish his boss' goals,"
read the official synopsis of the
show.

Song will play the fixer Pak
Doochill/Uncle Samsik and Byun
Yo-han, known for K-drama "Mr
Sunshine", will essay the role of
Kim San.

"Uncle Samsik" is a 16-part se-
ries which will unfold in batches of
two episodes per week until a
three-part season finale drops on
June 19.

Song and Shin previously collab-
orated on two 2023 films: the vol-
leyball drama "One Win" and the
black comedy "Cobweb". (PTI)

Song Kang-
ho-starrer
‘Uncle Samsik’
gets premiere
date at Disney+

Benedict Cumberbatch, Olivia Colman to
star in ‘The War of the Roses’ remake
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TORONTO, April 2: Teen sen-
sation R Praggnanandhaa will
enter as the favourite among the
three Indian participants in the
Candidates chess tournament that
will get underway here from
Wednesday to decide the chal-
lenger for the next world cham-
pionship match.
After nearly 35 years as many

as three Indians – Praggnanand-
haa, D Gukesh and Vidit Gujrathi
-- have qualified for the most
prestigious event of the year that
has just eight participants.
According to an expert, India

is the new Russia of the chess
world, as in the past such domi-
nance was only shown by Russ-
ian players.
Praggnanandhaa, 18, starts as

the rating favourite among Indi-
ans and also as the favourite of
the chess buffs even though the
top bracket of the world feels that
all the three Indian youngsters
still need time to settle among the
world elite.
Fearless and psychologically

sound, Praggnandhaa will likely
have the assistance of eight-time
Russian champion Peter Svidler
for the event. One cannot help
but recall that during one of the
world championships Indian
grandmaster P Harikrishna had
assisted Svidler in his quest to be
the world champion.
While Svidler could be a

game-changer, it will largely de-
pend on Praggnandhaa's form
and how he adapts in this tough
event, where the eight players
will play each other twice.
At just 17 years, Gukesh is

hailed as one of the finest talents

around. The Indian is also the
youngest participant in the fray
and second youngest ever after
Robert James Fischer – aka
Bobby Fischer - to qualify for the
elite event. Fischer was 16-year-
old when he qualified in 1959. 
That Fischer's record lasted a

whopping 65 years, goes to prove
what it takes to be one of the can-
didates and if Gukesh wins it, he
will be the youngest ever to com-
pete for the World Championship
title.
Vidit Gujrathi will have his

task cut out and much will de-

pend on his form. In his last out-
ing, probably training his sights
for the candidates, the Nasik-
based player did not do well at
the Prague masters and slipped
considerably on the rating list
also. Praggnanandhaa was the
first to qualify for the tournament
by virtue of his silver medal per-
formance in the last World Cup at
Baku, Azerbaijan. 
The Indian star went down to

Magnus Carlsen in the final but
since then has picked up a lot and
has come around as a fierce.
Gujrathi made it thanks to a re-

markable performance in the
Grand Swiss tournament at Isle
of Man, UK, last year. The Indian
had displayed top form in the
final stages of the tournament.
For Gukesh it was touch and

go but the teenager displayed
steely nerves to win a spot
through the rating process by
winning a GM tournament in
Chennai last December.
The field however is diverse

with a great mix of youth and ex-
perience. 
American Fabiano Caruana

starts as the top seed ahead of his

compatriot Hikaru Nakamura.
The 20-year-old Alireza Firouza
of France is ranked third while
twice challenger Ian Nepomni-
achtchi of Russia is the fourth
seed. 
Praggnanandhaa, Gukesh and

Gujrathi follow these four in
terms of FIDE ratings while Nijat
Abasov of Azerbaijan is the last
seed in the event.
The first round will commence

on Thursday, at midnight IST.
There will be four rest days in all.
The winner not only gets to play
the world championship match
but will also become richer by
48000 Euros (roughly Rs. 45
lakh). 
Road to the Candidates:
Ian Nepomniachtchi (2758) –

qualified as the previous World
Championship match runner-up.
R Praggnanandhaa (2747) –

qualified as the 2023 World Cup
runner-up.
Fabiano Caruana (USA, 2804)

– qualified as the third-place fin-
isher at the 2023 World Cup.
Nijat Abasov (AZE, 2632) –

qualified as the fourth-place fin-
isher at the 2023 World Cup after
the winner, Magnus Carlsen, de-
clined his right to participate.
Vidit Gujrathi (2747) – quali-

fied as the 2023 Grand Swiss
winner.
Hikaru Nakamura (USA,

2789) – qualified as the 2023
Grand Swiss runner-up.
Alireza Firouzja (FRA, 2760)

– qualified as the best by rating
on January 1, 2024.
D Gukesh (2747) – qualified as

the 2023 FIDE Circuit winner.
(PTI)

FIDE Candidates: Praggnanandhaa
enters as India’s best bet

MUMBAI, April 2: About 10
years after its last edition was
played, "active conversations" are
taking place between cricket
boards of India, Australia and
England to revive the Champions
League, a club-based international
T20 competition.
The last edition of the CLT20

was held in India in 2014 with
Chennai Super Kings winning the
title after defeating Kolkata
Knight Riders in the final at Ben-
galuru, with the edition involving
three teams from India, two each
from Australia and South Africa
and one team from Pakistan, the
West Indies and New Zealand.
As many as six editions of the

CLT20 were played between
2009-10 to 2014-15, with four of
these being organised in India and
two in South Africa. The tourna-
ment was won twice each by
Chennai Super Kings and Mum-
bai Indians, while Australia's New
South Wales and Sydney Sixers
won it one time each.
While the cricket calendar re-

mains jam-packed, the biggest
challenge would be to find a win-

dow for reviving such an event,
said Cricket Victoria CEO Nick
Cummins, who is aware of the
conversations taking place be-
tween the three biggest boards in
international cricket.
"I think the (earlier edition of)

Champions League was ahead of
its time. The T20 landscape wasn't
matured enough at that point. I
think it is now," Cummins told the
media during the announcement
of its partnership with KheloMore
to launch the Melbourne Cricket
Academy in India.
"I know that there's active con-

versations between Cricket Aus-
tralia (CA), ECB (England and
Wales Cricket Board) and the
BCCI (Board of Control for
Cricket in India) about (reviving)
the Champions League," he said.
"It's just trying to find a window

as to when you actually play that,
because you've also got all the
ICC tournaments as well. It
maybe (the case) that the first it-
eration of the Champions League
will be of the women.... (it may in-
volve cricketers playing in the) the
WPL, the Hundred and the

WBBL," he added.
Cummins said he has been in

regular talks with CA's CEO Nick
Hockley for the revival of CLT20
but added that BCCI secretary Jay
Shah could also shed some light
on it.
"I'm constantly talking to Nick

Hockley, Cricket Australia CEO,
for a Champions League, because

I think it's pretty important to
bring that back," he said.
"There are talks about it. It's

probably a question to ask Jay
Shah (BCCI secretary). But cer-
tainly, from an Australia cricket
perspective, we are very open to
the idea of the Champions
League. It's just about finding a
window in the FTP, but I think

that's the next step in the evolution
of cricket," he added.
Cummins drew comparison be-

tween the club-based international
competition like Champions
League in football, saying that
cricket is in a similar phase of
finding the balance between inter-
national and club-based competi-
tions.
"We still haven't made out

which league is the best. IPL, PSL
or the Big Bash? The only way we
can show that is by having the
Melbourne Stars play Karachi
Kings or the Mumbai Indians,"
Cummins said.
"Our great aspiration is to have

the Indian players play in the Big
Bash," he said.
"(The) Champions League is

well overdue. Look at what
Champions League does for foot-
ball, the World Cup is fantastic
and the Champions League is
there (too) every time.
"The idea of the Mumbai Indi-

ans playing the Melbourne Stars
at the MCG would be just as ex-
citing as India playing Australia at
the MCG," he added. (PTI) 

India, Australia and England cricket boards
in talks to revive Champions League T20

NEW DELHI, April 2: For-
mer India cricketer Navjot
Singh Sidhu believes that Rohit
Sharma would not have been re-
placed by Hardik Pandya as
Mumbai Indians captain had the
BCCI named him skipper for
the T20 World Cup last year it-
self.
Rohit was declared captain of

India's yet-to-be-named T20
World Cup squad in February
this year by BCCI secretary Jay
Shah at an event in Ahmedabad,
a good two months after he was
replaced by Pandya as MI skip-
per.
"If the BCCI had named

Rohit as captain for the T20

World Cup in October, the fran-
chise wouldn't have chosen
Hardik as captain. It's a matter
of the franchise's respect. So,
the actual issue here is timing,"
Sidhu said in 'Star Sports Press
Room'.
Pandya has been facing hos-

tility from fans in the ongoing
IPL, booed in all three matches
so far, including the one at MI's
home turf of Wankhede, besides
ending up on the losing side.
Sidhu said the fans' reaction is

quite understandable as Rohit is
a much-loved cricketer.
"Nobody can digest the fact

that India's hero, India's captain,
is not the captain of our fran-

chise. 'What wrong has he
done?' is what fans of the fran-
chise would be thinking. But
what does he have to do?
"There is nothing that suc-

ceeds like success. If he had
won these two matches, there
wouldn't have been any noise,"
he pointed out.
Talking about other teams in

the IPL, Sidhu felt Royal Chal-
lengers Bengaluru have become
predictable, especially in their
spin bowling.
"The biggest thing needed in

the winning of a team is that
they are not dependent on just
one individual to achieve vic-
tory. We do talk about Virat

Kohli and Faf du Plessis, but
you got to saddle the right
horse.
"The chain is as strong as the

weakest link, and their weak-
ness lies in the spin department.
Their spinners are just not there,
so therefore they will have to re-
plenish that area. Like, RCB
had (Wanindu) Hasaranga, who
was pretty good and even before
him, there was Yuzvendra Cha-
hal," he observed.
"But they let them go and that

has created a void in their bowl-
ing line-up. RCB haven't been
able to fill that void, which
makes them predictable. Now
look at (MS) Dhoni – when he

comes, no one knows his plan,"
he said.
Sidhu reiterated that IPL per-

formances will shape the T20
World Cup squads of all the
teams.
"The entire world revolves

around the IPL. Playing in the
IPL just before the World Cup is
like participating in a mini
World Cup. Stellar performance
here can make you an overnight
sensation. Therefore, anyone
who excels in the IPL becomes
a strong contender," he said.
The T20 World Cup will

begin on June 1 in the USA and
the West Indies. (PTI) 

Rohit wouldn’t have lost MI captaincy if he’d been 
named India’s T20 WC skipper earlier: Sidhu

HERZOGENAURACH, GERMANY,
April 2:The German soccer federation and
Adidas have stopped the sale of Germany
jerseys with the number 44 because of a re-
semblance to the logo of the Nazi Party's
notorious SS paramilitary units.
Adidas on Monday stopped offering the

personalisation of jerseys with names and
numbers, and the federation halted the de-
livery of jerseys with the number 44 from
its own online shop. The federation said it

was looking for an alternative design for the
number 4 together with its partner, 11team-
sports. “None of the parties involved saw
any proximity to Nazi symbolism in the de-
velopment process of the jersey design,”
the federation said on X, formerly Twitter.
The moves to withdraw jerseys with

number 44 came after it was pointed out
that the two fours together resembled the
stylized SS used by the Nazi Party's
Schutzstaffel group. Commonly known as

the SS, it included police units, combat
forces and others who ran the concentration
camps that carried out the mass killings of
civilians during World War II. The stylised
SS symbol is banned in Germany today.
Adidas spokesman Oliver Brggen told

news agency dpa that the federation and
11teamsports were responsible for the de-
sign of the names and numbers on the
shirts. “People from around 100 countries
work at Adidas. Our company stands for

the promotion of diversity and inclusion,
and as a company, we actively campaign
against xenophobia, antisemitism, violence
and hatred in all forms,” Brggen said. “Any
attempts to promote divisive or exclusion-
ary views are not part of our values as a
brand,” he said.
Brggen said Adidas strongly rejects any

suggestions that this was our intention. Ger-
many is hosting the European Champi-
onship from June 14 to July 14. (AP)

ROHTAK, April 2: Month-
long exposure camps with inter-
national pugilists will greatly
benefit the development of box-
ing in India, especially at the
age-group level, feels national
junior girls' boxing coach Geeta
Chanu.
Chanu noted that the reason

countries like Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan are among the top
boxing nations is the close coop-
eration between the respective
boards of these Central Asian
nations. 
"Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan

have good endurance they are
also high on strength but where
they really score over others is
there confidence," Chanu told
PTI. "Central Asian countries
like Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan conduct combined
training and competitions across
various age groups, at least three
such combined training or com-
petitions in a year. Hence from a
very young age they get a lot of
international exposure. 
"Our players face interna-

tional boxers only in multi-na-
tional tournaments," she added.
The Boxing Federation of

India (BFI) conducted a 15-day
REC Combined Multinational
Training Camp for junior boys
and girls at the Sports Authority
of India's National Boxing
Academy here. 
At the camp that ended on

Tuesday, Indian boxers got to
rub shoulders with pugilists
from boxing powerhouses
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan be-
sides Sri Lanka. 

Chanu welcomed BFI's move
to host a multinational camp for
the age-group level Indian teams
but insisted that the duration of
such camps should be longer.
"We need even longer camps.

A 30-day camp would yield
more results. In 15 days not
everything can be covered so we
want that a longer camp should
be there," she said.
Junior World Championship

gold and silver medallists Payal
and Amisha Kerketta echoed the
same sentiment.
"This camp was very useful as

our shortcomings were  identi-
fied and a lot of work on rectify-
ing them was done. It would
have been great had it been a
longer camp," Payal said.
"At the continental as well as

World Championships we face a
lot of Uzbek and Kazakh boxers
so it was good to observe them
close up and spar with them at
this camp," Amisha added.
"We wish more such camps

are conducted for longer dura-
tions like 45 days or a month so
that we can learn much more."
The camp, which is a part of

SAI's new Khelo India Rising
Talent Identification (KRITI)
initiative, saw participation of
over 150 boxers including 75
from India, 37 from Kazakhstan,
18 from Uzbekistan and 35 from
Sri Lanka.
"The vision behind this is to

identify athletes at a grassroots
level and to build the bench
strength of the he country," said
Deputy Director SAI Sachin. K.
(PTI) 

Indian junior girls’ 
coach advocates for 

extended training camps
with int’l boxers

NEW DELHI, April 2: The
Indian men’s hockey team has
left for Australia to compete in
a five-match Test series begin-
ning April 6, a crucial assign-
ment ahead of the Paris
Olympics in July-August.
The Harmanpreet Singh-led

side left on Monday night.
The team has been in good

form and recently won three out
of its four matches during the
FIH Pro League in
Bhubaneswar.
After the opening game on

April 6, the series features
matches on April 7, 10, 12 and
13. It is essential for the Indian
team to enhance their perform-
ance, build and check-through
the improvement areas for the
coming Paris Olympics, Hockey
India stated in a press release.
“As we embark on this crucial

tour to Australia, we are filled
with determination and excite-
ment. The series presents an ex-
cellent opportunity for us to
assess our strengths and areas
for improvement ahead of the
Paris Olympics,” Harmanpreet
said before the side’s departure.
“We are fully committed to

giving our best on the field and
making every moment count.”
Vice-captain Hardik Singh
stated that this tour holds im-
mense significance for the team.
“We have been working hard

as a team to refine our skills and
strategies, and we are confident
in our abilities. We are focused
on putting up a strong perform-
ance and making our country
proud,” he said.
The Indian Team: GOAL-

KEEPERS: Krishan Bahadur
Pathak, PR Sreejesh, Suraj
Karkera DEFENDERS: Har-
manpreet Singh (C), Jarman-
preet Singh, Amit Rohidas,
Jugraj Singh, Sanjay, Sumit,
Amir Ali MIDFIELDERS:
Manpreet Singh, Hardik Singh
(VC), Vivek Sagar Prasad,
Shamsher Singh, Nilakanta
Sharma, Rajkumar Pal, Vish-
nukant Singh.
FORWARDS: Akashdeep

Singh, Mandeep Singh, Lalit
Kumar Upadhyay, Abhishek,
Dilpreet Singh, Sukhjeet Singh,
Gurjant Singh, Mohammed Ra-
heel Mouseen, Boby Singh
Dhami, Araijeet Singh Hundal.
(PTI) 

OLYMPIC BUILD-UP

Nazi symbolism: Germany withdraws
soccer jerseys with number 44
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Indian men’s hockey
team heads to Australia

for five-Test series
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KOLKATA, April 2: Bengal will
finally have its own regional
cricket league -- Bengal Pro T20 --
which will follow IPL model but
will be restricted to just players
from the state, the CAB announced
on Tuesday.
The 21-day inaugural season

will unfold in June with eight
men’s and women’s teams.
The ‘Bengal Pro T20’ will fol-

low the IPL model and its playing
conditions but will not allow any
“outstation cricketers, Cricket As-
sociation of Bengal (CAB) presi-
dent Snehasish Ganguly said
adding that “even the coaches from
outside the state will not be al-
lowed.
The men’s league will be held at

Eden Gardens, while Jadavpur
University Second Campus at Salt
Lake will host the women’s
matches.
Double headers will feature on

all days. The men’s team will have
17 players each, while women’s
team will have 16 players each.
“All the eight teams will be fran-

chises-owned, which will be a first

(in regional T20 leagues). We have
still not finalised the franchises,
which will be announced at a later
date.
“The teams will be completely

owned by franchises and all players
will be paid as per the salary cap.
CAB will not incur any expense for
the league,” the CAB president
added. It is learnt that the CAB are
in talks with Kolkata Knight Rid-
ers, the RP-Sanjiv Goenka Group
(Lucknow Super Giants), Bandhan
Bank, Shrachi Group and Rashmi
Cement among others for the eight
franchises.
The CAB had a regional T20

tournament back in 2020-21, but it
failed to generate response and had
to be stopped after one season.
Since then may states have

launched their own T20 leagues to
catch the attention of IPL spotters.
As of now, there have been

more than a dozen regional T20
leagues in India, with the oldest
being the KPL (Maharaja Trophy
T20) of Karnataka, while Tamil
Nadu’s TNPL being the most
popular. (PTI)

CAB announces IPL-style
‘Bengal Pro T20’

VISAKHAPATNAM, April 2:
Delhi Capitals would be keen to
prove that their comfortable win
against Chennai Super Kings was
not a flash in the pan while
Kolkata Knight Riders would be
eyeing a hat-trick of victories
when the two sides face off in the
IPL here on Wednesday.
The Capitals would be buoyed

by the 20-run victory here on Sun-
day, their first of the season,
against defending champions CSK
who were outsmarted by Rishabh
Pant and Co. in all departments of
the game.
And come Wednesday, the Cap-

itals will have to put another such
performance against KKR, whose
batters pummelled Royal Chal-
lengers Bengaluru bowlers to
notch their second win of the sea-

son on March 29.
For DC, the onus will be on

Prithvi Shaw and veteran Aus-
tralian David Warner to provide a
solid start.
Meanwhile, Pant continues his

inspirational journey. After two
scratchy innings, the skipper
gave a glimpse of his devastating
best as he scored his maiden fifty
(51 off 32 balls) of the season
and seems to be slowly finding
his groove.
The likes of South African Tris-

tan Stubbs and Australian Mitchell
Marsh, both capable of launching
an assault on the opposition, need
to be better towards the end as DC
lack domestic power hitters.
While Stubbs showcased his

prowess with the bat against Ra-
jasthan Royals, a consistent show

from him will do a world of good
for DC.
On the other hand, Marsh is yet

to produce a glimpse of his brute
power with the willow which
could prove to be DC’s lethal
weapon.
South African Anrich Nortje is

yet to find his rhythm as he re-
turned to action after a long injury
layoff. The Capitals’ Indian pace
unit will thus have to punch above
its weight against a formidable
KKR side.
Khaleel Ahmed’s performance

against CSK was commendable,
yet his long-standing fielding trou-
bles remain a concern. He strug-
gles particularly with aerial
catches, dropping more than he
successfully takes. He dropped a
catch of MS Dhoni against CSK.

Mukesh Kumar lacks pace while
veteran Ishant Sharma is more than
capable of asking pertinent ques-
tions.
KKR, on the other hand, have

looked good this season, register-
ing two wins from as many games.
Opener Phil Salt, all-rounder
Andre Rusell and Venkatesh Iyer
have been in good nick in the first
two games and would look to pose
a challenge for the Delhi pacers.
Skipper Shreyas Iyer also got

some runs under his belt in the win
against Royal Challengers Ben-
galuru.
Rookie pacer Harshit Rana has

impressed so far, picking five
wickets in two outings, but
Mitchell Starc, their record buy,
and Varun Chakravarthy have gone
for runs aplenty.

The Teams (From):
Delhi Capitals: Rishabh Pant

(c), David Warner, Prithvi Shaw,
Yash Dhull, Abishek Porel, Axar
Patel, Lalit Yadav, Mitchell Marsh,
Pravin Dubey, Vicky Ostwal, An-
rich Nortje, Kuldeep Yadav, Jake
Fraser-McGurk, Khaleel Ahmed,
Ishant Sharma, Mukesh Kumar,
Tristan Stubbs, Ricky Bhui,
Kumar Kushagra, Rasikh Dar,
Jhye Richardson, Sumit Kumar,
Swastik Chikara and Shai Hope.

Kolkata Knight Riders:
Shreyas Iyer (c), KS Bharat, Rah-
manullah Gurbaz, Rinku Singh,
Angkrish Raghuvanshi, Sherfane
Rutherford, Manish Pandey, Andre
Russell, Nitish Rana, Venkatesh
Iyer, Anukul Roy, Ramandeep
Singh, Varun Chakravarthy, Sunil
Narine, Vaibhav Arora, Chetan
Sakariya, Harshit Rana, Suyash
Sharma, Mitchell Starc, Dushman-
tha Chameera, Sakib Hussain, Mu-
jeeb Ur Rahman.
Match starts at 7.30pm IST. (PTI)

Delhi Capitals ready for Kolkata 
Knigh Riders challenge in IPL

MUMBAI, April 2: Rajasthan
Royals assistant coach Shane
Bond has described in-form
Riyan Parag as a player of “ex-
treme talent” and likened him to
a young Suryakumar Yadav who
joined Mumbai Indians more
than a decade ago and went on to
become one of the most explo-
sive T20 batters in the world.
The 22-year-old Parag has

brought his rich form from domes-
tic cricket into the IPL, striking
two high quality fifties to help Ra-
jasthan notch up wins in all three
games so far.
Parag’s latest effort came

against Mumbai Indians in his
side’s six-wicket win on Monday.
He dropped anchor to spearhead
Royals’ chase of 126, scoring 54
not out off 39 balls with the help of
five fours and three sixes.
“He (Parag) sort of reminds me

a little bit of Surya (Suryakumar
Yadav), who came to Mumbai a
few years ago. He looks like that -
he has got extreme talent. He has
just matured as a cricketer, even
though he is only 22,” Bond, who
is also the RR bowling coach, said
at the post-match press conference.
Bond played a crucial role in de-

veloping bowling talents at MI in
his nine-year stint with the Mum-
bai-based franchise from 2015 on-
wards, before shifting base to
Jaipur this year.
“He (Parag) has had an out-

standing domestic season, obvi-

ously, batting up the order. The
trade we made with Devdutt
(Padikkal), bringing Avesh (Khan)
in, that was to put Riyan up into a
position which was probably better
suited,” the former New Zealand
fast bowler added.
Suryakumar, the world’s num-

ber one T20 batter, joined MI in
2011 and spent four years at
Kolkata Knight Riders from 2014-
17 before he was brought back to
the Mumbai side in 2018. He is re-
covering from a recent surgery.      
Bond said Parag has had to play

the role of a finisher in the IPL at a
young age whereas other teams
have experienced international

players in that role.  
“Riyan started so young, you

forget that he was 17 or something,
playing in one of the toughest
spots in a batting line-up of No 6.
You look at the characters who fin-
ish games around the IPL, they are
generally pretty experienced
guys,” he said.
“(The) Tim Davids, (the) Dave

Millers… these are high quality
players who play international
cricket. Riyan has been tasked with
that for a number of years. He is
still a very young man, but he has
got this wealth of experience be-
hind him now.
“We are getting the best of him.

The investment that RR have made
of him, it’s starting to reap the re-
wards. It is pretty exciting what he
could offer for the rest of the sea-
son for us.”
Bond also felt “selfless”

Yuzvendra Chahal, who produced
a measly spell of 4-0-11-3 to set up
Rajasthan’s win on Monday, could
be back in India reckoning if he
continues to deliver.
“The competition is pretty

tough, so one of the real challenges
for any bowler coming into this
tournament is to forget that there is
a World Cup, and you start bowl-
ing to get into a World Cup team,”
he said.

“If your team is successful, you
are in a winning team, selections
and rewards come from that. That
has more of been our focus, to for-
get about all that other noise from
the outside and just work really
hard for each other.
“If we do that, I have got no

doubt people are going to start
talking like you are now about
Chahal and whether he will feature
in a World Cup or not. He is bowl-
ing beautifully, and if he keeps
doing that, then we have got a mas-
sive chance in this tournament,” he
added. Bond said having knowl-
edge about opposition players also
helps in making strategies for his
current team.
“When you have obviously

spent so much time with certain
players, watched them every day
and talked to them about their
game and the way that they see the
game, that definitely helps,” he
said.
“It was quite fun being on the

other side of the team. A couple of
dismissals, you get a lot of satis-
faction from that.”
MI pacer Akash Madhwal said a

fresh pitch at the Wankhede Sta-
dium assisted bowlers in the first
game but maintaining tight lines
was equally crucial.
“We had to get our basics right

and had to bowl in the line of the
stumps. The pitch had some help
for the fast bowlers,” said Mad-
hwal, who returned 3/20. (PTI)

Riyan Parag reminds me of young SKY at MI:
Rajasthan Royals assistant coach Shane Bond

NEW DELHI, April 2: Kolkata
Knight Riders’ home IPL game
against Rajasthan Royals was on
Tuesday advanced by a day to
April 16, while Gujarat Titans-
Delhi Capitals fixture in Ahmed-
abad was also rescheduled by the
BCCI which did not give any rea-
son for the move.
The PTI had on Monday re-

ported that the KKR-RR tie was
set to be rescheduled due to Ram
Navami, but the Board did not
specify any reason for the
rescheduling of matches on these
two dates.
“The fixture between Kolkata

Knight Riders & Rajasthan Roy-
als, which was earlier scheduled
to take place on April 17, 2024 at
Eden Gardens, Kolkata will now
be played a day prior on April 16,
2024.

“The Narendra Modi Stadium,
Ahmedabad was earlier sched-
uled to host the match between
Gujarat Titans & Delhi Capitals
on April 16, 2024. The fixture
will now be played on April 17,
2024,” the BCCI said in a state-
ment.
It was learnt that Kolkata Police

expressed its inability to provide
adequate security cover for what
will be KKR’s third home game
of the 17th IPL season, just three
days after they host the Lucknow
Super Giants.
“Since the match is coinciding

with Ram Navami and a portion
of security is already deployed for
elections. Therefore it won’t be
possible for us to provide ade-
quate security for the match on
April 17,” Kolkata Police had
stated in a letter to Cricket Asso-

ciation of Bengal (CAB) president
Snehasish Ganguly.
Bengal is also set to vote on

April 19 in the first phase of the
seven-phase general elections.
The voting in Kolkata will take
place on June 1.
“Yes, the CAB has informed us

that local police has asked for
rescheduling of the date and the
matter is being looked into. We
haven’t yet decided on the new
date,” a senior BCCI official told
PTI on Monday.
On part of CAB, a senior of-

fice-bearer had informed: “We
have suggested two dates, April
16 or 18. In any case, it is KKR’s
home match and will be played at
the Eden Gardens.”
The CAB had suggested that

the match be advanced either by a
day (16 April) or pushed back by
24 hours to 18 April.
KKR is currently in Visakhap-

atnam for a game against Delhi
Capitals on Wednesday.
They had begun the season with

a thrilling four-run victory over
Sunrisers Hyderabad at the Eden
Gardens, followed by a seven-
wicket thumping of Royal Chal-
lengers Bengaluru at M
Chinnaswamy Stadium.
The Shubman Gill-led Gujarat

Titans are placed fourth in the
standings with four points, fol-
lowing two wins and a loss from
four outings. (PTI)

KKR-RR, GT-DC 
matches rescheduled: BCCI

VISAKHAPATNAM, April 2:
Mitchell Starc has not lived up to his
astronomical price tag so far in the
IPL but Kolkata Knight Riders bowl-
ing coach Bharat Arun on Tuesday
backed the Australia left-arm pacer,
saying it’s just a “matter of time” be-
fore he hits his stride.
Starc’s combined figures from the

first two games read an underwhelm-
ing 8-0-100-0.
“He is probably one of the most

experienced bowlers in the world
and also somebody who understands
the conditions and adapts to it very
well. I think you will a see a different
version of him in the future games,”
Arun said ahead of their match
against Delhi Capitals here. Return-
ing to the IPL after nine years, Starc
was bought for a record sum of `
24.75-crore at the auction.
Asked what conversations they

are having with Starc, Arun cheekily
replied: “Nothing about the price tag
definitely.
“We have been talking about his

strengths. I’m sure he understands
what it is and what it takes to suc-
ceed. The kind of experience he
brings with him having played in all
the conditions, it is just a matter of
time before you see Starc return in
his elements,” he said.
KKR have won both their matches

(Sunrisers Hyderabad and Royal
Challengers Bangalore) so far, rely-
ing on their spin bowling and their
explosive batting. (PTI)

Matter of time before
Starc returns to his 

elements: Bharat Arun

LONDON, April 2: England’s star player Ben Stokes on Tuesday pulled
out of the upcoming T20 World Cup, saying the “sacrifice” will help him
focus on regaining his fitness to bowl full throttle and be the “all-rounder
I want to be for the foreseeable future”.
The country’s Test captain has informed the England & Wales Cricket

Board (ECB) about his decision, two months ahead of the showpiece that
will be held in the USA and West Indies.
“I’m working hard and focusing on building my bowling fitness back

up to fulfil a full role as an all-rounder in all formats of cricket.
“Opting out of the IPL and the World Cup will hopefully be a sacrifice

that allows me to be the all-rounder I want to be for the foreseeable fu-
ture,” Stokes said in a statement issued by the ECB.
Stokes, 32, was in-charge of the the team that suffered a 1-4 Test series

loss to India earlier this year and said the tour made him realise that he
isn’t quite up for it when it comes to bowling.
“The recent Test tour of India highlighted how far behind I was from

a bowling point of view after my knee surgery and nine months without
bowling.
“I’m looking forward to playing for Durham in the County Champi-

onship before the start of our Test summer. I wish Jos (Buttler), Motty
(Matthew Mott) and all the team the best of luck in defending our title.”
England will be defending the title in the Caribbean having triumphed

in the last edition of the tournament in Australia in 2022, with Stokes hit-
ting the winning run in the final for a five-wicket victory over Pakistan
at the MCG.
However, he has only played two T20 matches since, both at last year’s

IPL.
Having previously retired from ODI cricket in 2022, Stokes reversed

his decision in order to play in the 50-over World Cup last year in India,
following which he underwent a knee surgery that did not allow him to
bowl in the Test series against India. (PTI)

Ben Stokes pulls out
of T20 World Cup

MUMBAI, April 2:Virat Kohli
seems to have “evolved again”
avowed former Australia crick-
eter David Hussey, who warned
against writing off the champion
player after a debate ensued on
the Indian batter’s strike rate.
Despite leading the run chart

for Royal Challengers Bengaluru
in the ongoing edition of IPL,
Kohli faced some criticism for
not batting aggressively enough
against KKR in their last game.
Kohli is the joint-highest run

getter so far with RR’s Riyan
Parag, scoring 181 runs in three
matches with two fifties at a
strike rate of 141.4.
With the T20 World Cup im-

pending, Kohli’s place in the
team has also been a topic of dis-
cussion even though he played
one of the most memorable in-
nings for India in their clash
against arch-rivals Pakistan in
Melbourne.
“Virat Kohli is the leading run

scorer, isn’t he in the IPL cur-
rently?” Hussey replied when
asked about what he made of the
debate around Kohli’s strike rate.
“He’s a pretty good player. I

don’t think he’s going to have too
many issues. If you see the strike
rate in this IPL, he seems to have
taken his game to a new level,
he’s evolved again,” Hussey told
the media here on the sidelines of
the announcement of the launch
of Melbourne Cricket Academy,
a partnership between Cricket
Victoria and KheloMore.
“You never write off champi-

ons, like you never write off
Steve Smith, (like) you never
write off Ricky Ponting, Sachin
Tendulkar, Rohit Sharma...”
“You never write them off and

I’m certain that Virat Kohli is
going to come out in the next
World Cup and be the dominant
force that he has been for the bet-
ter part of a decade. Never write
off your champions,” Hussey re-
iterated.
Hussey, who played in the IPL

for Chennai Super Kings, the
then Kings XI Punjab and
Kolkata Knight Riders, said the
competition has evolved with

teams moving on from a conser-
vative approach to an ultra-ag-
gressive one.
“It’s hit-hit, bang-bang from

ball one now, whereas back in
2008, (it) was (about) take your
time, get yourself in, try and have
wickets in hand at the first 10-
over mark and then try and get
180 or 190, (and) that was out of
this world,” he said.
“Now teams are getting 270

runs and other teams are almost
chasing them down. If you face a
couple of dot balls early and your
strike rate is under 100, you’re
sort of ostracised, you don’t fit to
the T20 mould, so the planning
that’s evolved from 2008 till now
is phenomenal — every ball,
every over is really important,”
he said.
Hussey, who was present at

the Cricket Club of India along
with Cricket Victoria CEO Nick
Cummins and KheloMore CEO
and selector Jatin Paranjape, said
10 years from now IPL would be
entirely different.
“The game has evolved out of

sight and like Nick (Cummins)
said, I can’t wait to see what the
IPL and what T20 cricket looks
like in a decade’s time, because
teams might get 300 runs and
chase it down, which should be
not good for fast bowlers or spin-
ners but it’s great for the game of
cricket,” he said.
Hussey felt Australia will have

a selection headache going into
the World Cup, adding that play-
ers who are likely to feature in
the T20 World Cup are getting an
excellent opportunity to prepare
for it in the IPL.
“There’s competition for

places, isn’t there, in the Aus-
tralian team? There’s Travis
Head who also opens up batting
as well, who’s playing particu-
larly well,” Hussey said.
“Anybody can beat anybody

on their day, the pitch is a differ-
ent, foreign conditions, but the
players are very, very fortunate
to have the IPL to play in and
prepare very well in order to go
to the World Cup and execute
their skills,” Hussey said. (PTI) 

Kohli seems to have evolved
again, never write off your
champions: David Hussey
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